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Summary

Social conversational agents are useful tools for handling customer service requests
or for social engagement like chit-chat or playing a game. The development of
conversational agents has seen a rise in the last decade. For example, companies
include chatbots on their website to lend support to visitors and virtual assistants
are part of smart speakers inmany homes. One large limitation in current conversa-
tional agents is their inability to develop long-term rapport and engagement with
end-users. This thesis focused on adaptation and long-term real world engagement
as steps towards creating more personalized social conversational agents. The work
is oriented towards dialogue designers and everyone who is involved with design of
conversational agents: programmers, researchers, linguists, user experience experts
and so on.

We provided an overview of different ways of adaptation through multimodal
interaction as well as an overview of design frameworks for prototyping and devel-
oping multimodal conversational agents. We compared different state-of-the-art
topic-based models for personalization, with a focus on topic management in con-
versational agents. After considering multiple design frameworks and the needs of
dialogue designers for a design framework, we found a lack of design patterns and
guidelines for dialogue designers, specifically for multimodal design. We developed
our dialogue engine, Flipper, which we integrated into a virtual human platform
for creating multimodal social conversational agents. We included design patterns
for dialogue designers and some examples of how Flipper integrates with other
components such as multimodal sensors, existing natural language processing
pipelines and virtual humans.

We developed three prototypes with our framework: i) the multimodal virtual
agent Alice , ii) the BLISS conversational agent and iii) the CoffeeBot. The Alice
agent is a software toolkit which other dialogue designers can use for building
a social conversational agent. The BLISS conversational agent, named after its
research project, is a prototype using speech containing scripted dialogue and
was used for data collection of answers to the agent’s questions about mental
well-being and happiness. The CoffeeBot is a prototype social robot designed for
long-term real world interactions with a focus on asking personalized questions in
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spontaneous interactions near coffee machines.
The data collection with the BLISS agent was our first step to collect real

world data about personal user topics. An interesting finding of the data collection
was that there is no immediate need for a complex dialogue system. Despite the
relatively high word-error rate of speech recognition, rigid dialogue structure and
disfluency of speech synthesis of the agent, at least one topic related to their well-
being and happiness could be extracted for each user. To increase more language
variability and add a more loose dialogue structure, we developed the CoffeeBot.
Its purpose was to have spontaneous speech-based interactions, casual conversa-
tion, at the workplace. We based the CoffeeBot’s dialogue structure on a model of
casual conversation. We combined this with asking questions, specifically starter or
opening questions, follow-up questions and questions based on past conversations.
We took a template-based approach with syntactic and semantic parsers to recog-
nize user topics and generate the questions to be asked by the CoffeeBot. These
questions became more tailored to the user over time. The CoffeeBot learned a
personalized user model to have more engaging conversations with people.

We prepared an evaluation for a long-term real world studywith theCoffeeBot,
which we piloted for five weeks. Our evaluation was focused on two things: i) mea-
suring the impact of personalization on the engagement and ii) the general user
experience. We compared different methods and combined questionnaires as well
as interviews and interaction metadata to measure the effect of the personalization
model. The CoffeeBot’s model is yet to be evaluated to see if this type of personal-
ized question asking increases engagement with social conversational agents. This
is due to the limited data from the pilot and insufficient time for a full long-term
real world study. Despite the study’s limitations, we did see usable user models in
theCoffeeBot, similar to the data collectionwith the BLISS agent. Also, from both
the BLISS agent and the CoffeeBot’s studies we learned that users occasionally
needed more time to think about answers. Moreover, distinguishing between an
answer to a question and other responses, such as requesting more time to think
or a user repeating the agent’s question, is still a challenge for a conversational
agent. Recognizing and responding to these types of user responses remain an
open research problem in speech-based systems. Finally, most of the interactions
were engaging for users despite the mistakes the conversational agents made. For
long-term use, we expect a drop in engagement if mistakes become a nuisance to
the user, however we would argue that an agent making a fewmistakes here and
there can still provide useful and enjoyable conversations for end-users.



Samenvatting

Met de opkomst van virtuele assistenten en chatbots in klantenservices zijn gespro-
ken dialoogsystemen al geïntegreerd in ons leven. Echter, de manier waarop sys-
temen met mensen communiceren is niet erg vloeiend behalve bij taken als een
vlucht boeken, een temperatuur instellen of een spelletje spelen. Het is bijvoor-
beeld moeilijk voor een dialoogsysteem om te detecteren of iemand droevig of
overstuur is en om daar empathisch op te reageren in een gesprek. In dit proef-
schrift kijken we naar hoe we gesprekken met dialoogsystemen meer adaptief en
persoonlijk kunnen maken en hoe deze systemen in de praktijk voor langere tijd
interessant kunnen blijven voor de eindgebruiker om mee te interacteren. Dit
werk is bedoeld voor ontwerpers van dialoogsystemen waaronder programmeurs,
onderzoekers, taalwetenschappers en UX-experts.

We hebben onderzocht hoe multimodale interactie kan bijdragen aan adap-
tiviteit, zoals het aanpassen aan emoties van de gebruiker. Daarnaast hebbenwe een
overzicht gemaakt vanmogelijke platformen voor het ontwerpen van prototypes en
dialoogsystemen. Uiteindelijk vonden we een grote beperking in de verschillende
platformen die momenteel worden aangeboden, namelijk het gebrek aan “design
patterns” en ontwerprichtlijnen voor dialoogontwerpers. We besloten daarop een
eigen dialoogsysteem te maken, Flipper, dat fungeerde als de kern van een “virtual
human”platform. Bij dit dialoogsysteemcreëerdenweontwerprichtlijnen inclusief
voorbeelden van hoe Flipper gecombineerd kan worden met componenten voor
een dialoogsysteem, zoals multimodale sensoren, natuurlijke taalverwerking en
virtual humans.

In totaal hebben we drie prototypes ontwikkeld met Flipper: i) een multi-
modale “agent”Alice, ii) het BLISS dialoogsysteem en iii) deCoffeeBot. Alice is een
virtual human die onderdeel uitmaakt van een softwarepakket voor dialoogontwer-
pers van multimodale sociale dialoogsystemen. Het BLISS systeem, vernoemd
naar het gelijknamige project, is een Nederlands gesproken dialoogsysteem dat
vragen stelt over het geluk en welbevinden van mensen voor dataverzameling. De
CoffeeBot is een sociale robot ontworpen voor betere langetermijninteractie en
het ontwikkelen van een persoonlijke band met mensen. Dit doet de CoffeeBot
door steeds persoonlijkere vragen te stellen aan gebruikers in spontane interacties.
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De dataverzameling met de BLISS agent was onze eerste stap om erachter te
komen hoe mensen praten over persoonlijke onderwerpen. Opvallend was dat er
niet per se een ingewikkelde dialoog voor nodig is om het gesprek leuk te houden
voor deelnemers en te leren over hun interesses en welbevinden. Daarnaast was
het mogelijk voor ons systeem om interessante informatie over de gebruiker te
leren, ondanks een hoge foutmarge van de automatische spraakherkenner, rigide
dialoogstructuur en de soms moeilijke verstaanbaarheid van de spraaksynthese.
Om het gesprek dynamischer te maken en meer diversiteit in het taalgebruik te
stoppen ontwierpen we de CoffeeBot. De CoffeeBot kan spontane gesprekken
voeren met gebruikers die een kopje koffie halen bij de koffieautomaat, waarbij hij
informeert naar hoe hun dag ging en informatie uit vorige gesprekken haalt om de
gesprekken te personaliseren. Hij kan drie typen vragen stellen: openingsvragen,
vervolgvragen en vragen gebaseerd op vorige interacties. Uit de antwoorden op de
vragen worden interesses gehaald die in een gebruikersmodel worden gestopt.

We hebben een proefstudie uitgevoerdmet de CoffeeBot gedurende een aantal
weken om te kijken hoe hij zich staande zou houden in de echte wereld. Voor
deze proefstudie waren we geïnteresseerd in twee dingen: i) het effect van de
personalisatiestrategie van vragen stellen en ii) de algemene gebruikerservaring.
We gebruikten een vragenlijst, interviews en de metadata om het effect te meten
op de gebruikerservaring en de relatie tussen de CoffeeBot en deelnemers. De
proefstudie had slechts een gelimiteerd aantal deelnemers en er was onvoldoende
tijd om een vervolgstudie uit te voeren. Desondanks hebben we in de data van
de proefstudie persoonlijke interesses gevonden in de gebruikersmodellen, net
als bij het BLISS dialoogsysteem. In zowel de data van het BLISS systeem als de
CoffeeBot zagenwe dat deelnemers regelmatigmeer tijd nodig hadden omvragen te
beantwoorden en dat een reactie van de gebruiker op een vraag niet altijd makkelijk
te classificeren is. De reactie was lang niet altijd een antwoord op de vraag, maar
kon ook een herhaling van de vraag zijn of een vraag aan het systeem om iets te
herhalen. Het kunnen herkennen van antwoorden blijft een uitdaging, zeker voor
spraakgebaseerde systemen. Tot slot hebben we de indruk dat de meeste interacties
met de prototypes interessant waren voor de deelnemers, ondanks de fouten die het
systeemmaakte. Daarom denken we dat langetermijninteractie met een dergelijk
systeem veelbelovend is in de toekomst, zelfs als een systeem niet perfect werkt.
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Introduction and Background





11
Introduction

1.1 Conversations: People and Agents
Imagine yourself having a conversation with a friend of yours. This conversation
flows naturally most of the time. Even though people break off sentences, hesitate,
only hear half sentences, this usually does not break the conversation flow. During
these conversations people use different types of input, ormodalities. People often modalities
do not only use their voice and ears as a modality to communicate with each other,
but observe each other’s behavior and maintain a certain proximity to each other.
How a specific person interacts also depends on their relationship with another
person, be it a family member, a long-term friend or a colleague. The context of
the interaction, such as the social status of and knowledge about the other person
all affect the interaction. People that take part in a conversation are formally called
interlocutors. interlocu-

torAn intelligent program that can interact with people similarly to how people
have conversations is called a social conversational agent. For such an agent, to social con-

versational
agent

converse similarly to people is very challenging. We see artificial agents deployed in
the real world around us: online as a help desk chatbot or a robot at a bank that
can tell people about their appointments or give them directions. These agents
are often limited in their capabilities; some can only understand a few tasks very
well, others can mimic human listening behavior, but many agents struggle with
understanding conversations in a broader context. Let us illustrate with an example
of imagining you, the reader, having a conversation with people at a bar:

You are having some drinks at the bar with friends of yours. A friend
and youwill walk up to the bartender, waiting your turn for ordering,
all thewhile talking about a deadline coming up for yourwork. When
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it is your turn, you start ordering, but the bartender gets called away
for a second. When he returns, you finish the order and, get the
drinks and return to your friends’ table.

In this example, each of the separate interactions are doable for social agents,
such as ordering the drinks or detecting that it lost the attention of the bartender.
Quickly shifting conversation topics (from ordering to work to ordering) is not
something many agents can do as well as humans do. Using contextual knowledge
in conversation is also something people are better at than agents. Despite an agent
having virtually unlimited memory and will not forget, people also know when to
use certain contextual knowledge and how to use it. A person can often empathize
with a friend and choose to either give encouraging (“if there’s one person to tackle
this challenge, you are it!”), challenging (“are you sure you will make it?”) or
comforting (“you will be fine”) statements, depending on the state and behavior
of their friend talking about their deadline. Maybe they know the friend is going
through a rough time at home or got scolded at work. Moreover, the context of a
bar plays a role in this interaction as well. The bar is a noisy environment where it
is hard to understand full sentences and distinguish who is talking with whom,
which is hard for an agent. However, people can adapt very well to these noisy
situations, for example combining half-heard sentences with contextual knowledge
and non-verbal cues such as lip-reading and facial expressions.

Mitigating noisy situations stems from people’s abilities to usemultiple modal-
ities and not only depend on verbal language. Similarly, agents should use multiple
modalities for generating and understanding behavior while conversing with peo-
ple. Studies have been carried out to prove the effectiveness of agents’ non-verbal
behavior generation for social interactions, such as keeping interpersonal distance
(Kroczek et al., 2020), generating facial expressions (Cassell et al., 1994; Calix et al.,
2010) and gestures (Ravenet et al., 2018; Kucherenko et al., 2020) or speaking with
the correct intonation or tone (Cassell et al., 1994; Ritschel et al., 2019; Hoegen
et al., 2019). Additionally, work has been done on recognizing non-verbal user
behavior for social interactions, such as social touch (Cang et al., 2015; Jung et al.,
2015) or reading affect from the face (Ekman et al., 2002). Not every one of these
modalities however is as useful every time. In the bar example, visual cues such
as gestures and facial expressions are much more likely to be effective to support
verbal language, compared to social distance, which is physically limited already
in a crowded bar. As a designer of a conversational agent, there are thus multi-
ple factors to take into account when designing the agent’s behavior. We define
a dialogue designer as someone who works on implementing a dialogue system,dialogue

designer writing content and/or user evaluation. An all-purpose agent architecture does
not exist (yet), so designing with specific domains, context and tasks usually leads
to a better user experience with an agent. In the bar setting, the task of the agent
is not entirely clear, but some examples are to order drinks or to support social
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conversation with friends. It is up to the designer of a social conversational agent
to take the domain, context and goals into account and choose the most efficient
modalities.

When creating a social agent as a designer, in general there is the distinction
between task-oriented agents and non-task-oriented agents, or chatbots (Jurafsky
andMartin, 2009). Examples of a task-oriented agent are a chatbot to book a flight
or a bartending robot. Interactions with these types of agents always require the
user or agent to have a measurable goal or task to achieve. The prime example of a
non-task-oriented agent is ELIZA (Weizenbaum, 1966), a rule-based psychothera-
peutic chatbot. ELIZA has no specific measurable goal, but is designed to have
a long and engaging conversation with a user. For this thesis we have carried out
research with both a task-oriented agent and a non-task-oriented agent for dyadic
conversations. In both cases we specifically looked at the personalization aspect
for which we designed agents that can adapt (non)-verbally to the user.

1.2 Challenges and Research Questions
There are three main challenges that are tackled in this thesis, i) designing and
prototyping a multimodal agent, ii) personalizing a conversation and iii) mea-
sures for personalization in long-term real world evaluation. The main objective
of this thesis is to combine dialogue design, personalization and long-term real
world application and provide a guide to help researchers deploy their own social
conversational agents in the wild for longer periods of time.

• How can we design a social conversational agent capable of personalizing
interactions with users in the real world?

1.2.1 Designing and Prototyping Social Conversational Agents

One of the first challenges in designing a social conversational agent is to know
which tools to use. There is no universal way to create an agent and there are many
tools available that let designers create an agent. However, in this thesis we shed
some light on the latest developments of designing social conversational agents,
what is possible with current technology and provide guidelines for effective agent
design. We look at domains in which there is the need for prototyping quickly and
flexibly. The first research question of this thesis is therefore:

• ResearchQuestionOne (RQ1): How can dialogue designers effectively and
iteratively prototype a social conversational agent?
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1.2.2 Personalizing Conversations with Social Conversational Agents

We believe that having an agent that adapts to what users would like to talk about
helps to personalize conversations. A better understanding of the conversation
topics and the specific context around users supports personalizing conversations;
it will help to having better, engaging and more meaningful conversations. Person-
alization techniques include tuning to specific topics of the other interlocutor’s
interest in a conversation. In human-human interaction, asking relevant questions
is a form of showing interest in another person and helps to deepen the conver-
sation about topics that are interesting for one or both interlocutors (Huang
et al., 2017). The second research question zooms in on this specific aspect of
personalization for an agent:

• Research Question Two (RQ2): How can dialogue designers personalize
the interaction between a user and a social conversational agent?

1.2.3 Evaluation of Social Agents in the Long-term in the Real
World

An important aspect of designing personalized social conversational agents is to
prove their usefulness in the real world in the long-term. Unfortunately, once
researchers are done prototyping, not much is known about how it would fare
in a real world setting (Breuing andWachsmuth, 2013; Mattar andWachsmuth,
2014; Foster et al., 2019). Recently the HRI community has opened up its doors
to emphasize the importance of real world, or in the wild studies (Rosenthal-von
der Pütten et al., 2016; Mead et al., 2018). However, moving from controlled
experiments and evaluations of social conversational agents to deployment in the
real world warrants good preparation for running these agents autonomously in
unpredictable and noisy environments. The following research question addresses
evaluation measurements that are applicable for long-term real world deployment
of agents and we conducted a pilot study with a social conversational agent with
these measurements.

• Research Question Three (RQ3): How can dialogue designers measure the
effect of personalization on engagement in long-term real-world interactions
with a social conversational agent?

1.3 Main Contributions
We highlight the main contributions of the research in this thesis here, which are
three-fold.
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1.3.1 Authoring Multimodal Dialogues

The first contribution is a set of design guidelines and a tool to help domain
experts and researchers to design dialogues. We discuss different tools to design
dialogues, each with their own strengths and weaknesses. Underlying frameworks
ranged from state machines to end-to-end machine learning. Most tools support
developing text-based chatbots, but multimodal dialogue design tools are either
scarce or proprietary. With open-source software Flipper we contribute with a
dialogue enginewithwhich designers can quickly prototypemultimodal embodied dialogue

engineconversational agents.

1.3.2 User Modeling via Personalized Questions in Dialogue

One way for a social conversational agent is to personalize the conversation to the
user is by getting to know the user via asking questions. We propose building
a user model based on the topics of the conversation and using these topics to user model
generate personalized questions. We believe that such a user model together with
an automated question generator helps to personalize conversations and can be
applied in any type of domain.

1.3.3 Deployment of Social Conversational Agents in the Real World

The last contribution of this thesis helps designers of social conversational agents
with preparing deployment for the long-term in the real world. We provide a set
of experiment design guidelines in helping to deploy a conversational agent in the experiment

design
guidelines

wild and demonstrate deployment with a pilot study.

1.4 Outline
In the next chapter we address the literature related to each of the three research
questions. We discuss different modalities and memory for social conversational
agents, as well as designing and prototyping agents. Additionally, we compare dif-
ferent state-of-the-art models for personalization with respect to topics of interest
and question-generation. We conclude the chapter with a discussion about real
world human-agent evaluation.

In Chapter 3 we explain the ARIA-VALUSPA framework and how it can help
designers in developing multimodal dyadic interactions. In Chapter 4 we discuss
different dialogue design frameworks, including our own developed Flipper 2.0,
a dialogue tool for prototyping social agents quickly. In Chapter 5 we describe a
study to collect speech data in the domain of mental well-being and understand
how people respond to questions asked by social conversational agents.
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In Chapter 6 we discuss the user model and question generation component
of a social agent that learns user’s topics of interest for personalization. In Chapter
7 we evaluate the social agent from Chapter 6 in a pilot study in the wild.

In the final part of the thesis, we discuss the results and limitations of the
studies and conclude with a take-home message. We combine the lessons learned
from dialogue design, personalized question asking and real world deployment for
other dialogue designers (Chapter 8).
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Background

The research purpose of this thesis is finding out if engagement can be increased
in dyadic conversations between a person and a social agent through the use of
personalized social strategies; deliberate social behavior of the agent. There are
many ways to increase engagement, therefore the focus of this thesis is on two
pivotal social strategies for social agents within conversations: adaptivity and
personalization. In Section 2.1, we address the use of adaptivity for modalities
and memory for social agents in dialogue. In Section 2.2, we give an overview and
recommendations for other researchers who wish to design adaptive dialogue for
their social agents. Personalization is discussed in detail in Section 2.3, starting
with existing user models of personalization in Section 2.3.1. Section 2.3.2 zooms
in on a specific type of information for user models, namely dialogue topics and
Section 2.3.3 focuses on personalized question generation in dialogue. Evaluation
of personalization and real world deployment is discussed in Section 2.4.

2.1 Modality and Memory for Adaptive Social Agents
Perhaps one of the easiest examples to think of when it comes to adaptivity is the
way people address each other. Think about meeting a stranger or talking to a
friend. Strangers, even more so if they are older than us, are addressed with more
politeness than they would be if they were friends or close colleagues. Adaptivity in adaptivity
dyadic conversations is the process of interlocutors adjusting their behavior to each
other, for example adapting the level of politeness or tact. Adaptivity can be based
on rules of thumbor social conventions, such as shakinghandswith strangers versus
hugging a close friend whenmeeting (in mostWestern cultures). Another example
at the start of a conversation is that peoplemightmakemore small talk (e.g., talking
about weather) with a stranger than a close friend when they are meeting them.
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Incorporating social conventions such as these in a social agent as adaptive social
strategies can increase engagement in dyadic interactions (Mattar andWachsmuth,
2013). One such case of a strategy is entrainment. Entrainment is a specific case of
adaptivity, where a user’s interaction styles are directly used to adapt the interaction
style of a social agent. For example, Lubold et al. (2020) created a social robot
that could exert social behavior and used prosodic entrainment; the robot’s pitch
was altered in real-time to fit the pitch of the user. Users perceived the robot as
beingmore social present because of this adaptivity. A social agent is dependent on
its sensors and embodiment for accurately understanding the social context and
interpreting the engagement of the user (Picard, 1998). Both the social agent and
user can use different modalities to have dyadic interactions. Modalities include
senses and actions of people and social agents. For instance, people can speak or
point to things to refer to an object in their surroundings. Another instance is an
agent that has a virtual display as a face to convey certain emotions to the user or
uses speech synthesis to talk to the user. In the next sections we take a brief look
at what user and agentmodalities could be used in a social conversational agentmodalities
to increase engagement, starting with more common types like text and speech
and ending with less common types like touch. Additionally, we look at how these
types of modalities play a part in adapting to the user. Finally we consider different
types of personalized memory of an agent as an important aspect for adaptivity.

2.1.1 Adaptive Modalities in Dialogue

A major benefit that makes face-to-face interaction flow so naturally between
people is the use of multiple modalities people have at their disposal with their
senses. Verbal language is the most dominant modality people use in day-to-day
communication, though non-verbal sounds and facial expressions also have amajor
impact on interactions (Calvo andD’Mello, 2010). For instance, a sarcastic remark
might be found hard to recognize based purely on the textual level. However,
a specific facial expression or change in the intonation of the speaker are better
predictors of sarcasm. Chauhan et al. (2020) have developed a model for sarcasm
detection centered around three modalities, the lexical level, acoustic and visual,
based on an annotated dataset of TV-shows. The authors found that combining
these three modalities is beneficial for detecting if a sentence was sarcastic or not.
A social agent with these modalities could benefit from such a model to be a more
engaging conversational partner, by picking up on the sarcasm and possibly use it
in return. In this section we will specifically look at the most dominant modalities
and what progress has been made with them so far incorporating them in social
conversational agents.
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Table 2.1: Excerpt of a conversation with ELIZA from Weizenbaum (1966, p.
36-37).

# Interlocutor Utterance

1 Agent I’m sorry to hear you are depressed.
2 User It’s true. I am unhappy
3 Agent Do you think coming here will help you not to

be unhappy?
4 User I need some help, that much seems certain
5 Agent What would it mean to you if you got some help?
6 User Perhaps I could learn to get along with my mother.
7 Agent Tell me more about your family.
8 User My mother takes care of me

2.1.1.1 Text

The dominant modality that is being used in social conversational agents is text; text
the lexical units of a conversation. Chatbots are themore common terminology for
agents that depend solely on text. ELIZA (Weizenbaum, 1966) is a chatbot from
the 60s and set the stage for today’s chatbots, such as ALICE (Wallace, 2009) and
SteveWorswick’sMitsuku (Radziwill andBenton, 2017). ELIZAwas a therapeutic
chatbot that used a syntactic parser on text and used pattern-matching to mimic
conversational capabilities (see Table 2.1 for an example). Many people enjoyed
talking to ELIZA, even though it had no knowledge of therapy, because it was only
using syntax from sentences (e.g., subject and object in a sentence) and pattern-
matching templates (e.g., matching verbs and nouns in a sentence) for generating
responses.

A major benefit of using text for adaptiveness in dialogue is the abundance of
it found online. Twitter, Reddit andWikipedia are among the most commonly
used public resources for creating agent models based on text, often to build a
language model or a knowledge base for an agent (Pak and Paroubek, 2010; Völske
et al., 2017; Breuing et al., 2011). Additionally, datasets such as conversations
from the first ConvAI challenge (Burtsev et al., 2018; Logacheva et al., 2018) and
PERSONA-chat (Zhang et al., 2018) contain conversations between a human
and a chatbot and persona descriptions respectively for personalizing dialogue
with agents (see Table 2.2). Especially if dialogue designers want to apply machine
learning methods to their own social agent, such a vast amount of data is beneficial
to train usable agents. Many of the available NLP tools for chatbots are freely
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Table 2.2: Conversation from a human (Bob) talking to a chatbot (Alice) in
the first Conversational AI (ConvAI) challenge (Logacheva et al.,
2018). The context prompt for the chatbot was about cults.

# Interlocutor Utterance

1 Alice Hi
2 Bob Hello
3 Alice Do you know anything about Vestals?
4 Bob Well, I haven’t heard anything about them before
5 Bob It looks like you’re a real person.
6 Alice sure? they are quite popular topic at school history
7 Alice yes i am.
8 Bob I don’t remember much from school course of history

available to use for dialogue designers, such as spaCy,1 NLTK (Bird et al., 2009)
and Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014) for probabilistic natural language
understanding (NLU). Currently, transformermodels such as BERT have the best
state-of-the-art performance on NLU tasks (Devlin et al., 2019). These models
perform exceptionally well for tasks such as Named Entity Recognition (NER),
topic recognition and intent classification. On the natural language generation
(NLG) side, machine learning models including OpenAI’s GPT-3 (Brown et al.,
2020) have contributed to generating novel and relevant responses for chatbots.
A conversation (randomly picked from Adiwardana et al. (2020)’s dataset) with
chatbotMeena is shown in Table 2.3. Meena is trained on social media data, which
is a typical dataset for current state-of-the-art chatbots.

Another major benefit of text-based systems is the easiness with which dia-
logue designers can deploy such systems and collect conversational data. Cloud-
architectures dominate most of the online technology with commercial services
such as Amazon AWS or the possibility to set up a private chatbot server with
RASA X (Bocklisch et al., 2017). Cloud-based chatbots are accessible to many
users through social media platforms, browsers or smart devices.

One of the limitations of using only text for conversations is difficulty in dis-
ambiguation. For instance, a question could be phrased in declarative form or
could be sarcastic. Although through the use of emoji characters, layers of extra
information can be added to text to disambiguate, it can be culturally dependent
how such an emoji is interpreted and is limited in variation of expressions. Ad-
ditionally, much text data for machine learning is unstructured and messy. Even

1http://spacy.io

http://spacy.io
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Table 2.3: Excerpt of a conversation with Meena from Adiwardana et al.
(2020)’s dataset.

# Interlocutor Utterance

1 Agent Cool, what are you going to do?
2 User Spending time with friends and family, eating

traditional food
3 Agent Nice, sounds fun!
4 User Yea, tell me something interesting about you
5 Agent I guess I’m pretty good at drawing!
6 User Lovely! What can you draw?
7 Agent I can draw people, I can do portraits,

and I can do animal drawings as well.
8 User Nice. What about scenery?
9 Agent Not so well, I’m not that good with trees.

if datasets are as large as the case is with transformer models, the output should
be used with extreme caution by dialogue designers. Floridi and Chiriatti (2020)
found that GPT-3 is prone to generate unethical texts with racial slurs.

Finally, turn-taking is very rigid in text-based systems, where interlocutors
usually take one turn at a time. Messages like “x is typing...” do help in turn-taking
and an interlocutor can type before someone is responding to elaborate or correct
themselves. However, turn-taking is more tiresome via text, because people have to
make extra effort to be clear in their intent and make up for the lack of normal face
to face conversation modalities. Additionally, giving feedback that an interlocutor
is listening is not really possible, except for a “read” checkmark. In addition, asking
for a clarification of one interlocutor cannot easily happen mid-turn of the other
interlocutor, because they will usually complete their last turn.

2.1.1.2 Speech & Sound

Speech and sound are the second most used modality for social conversational
agents. The most common speech components of a social agent are the auto-
matic speech recognition (ASR) and text-to-speech synthesis (TTS) component. ASR automated

speech
recogni-
tion

transforms the acoustic signal from people’s speech to a textual representation.
A TTS does the exact opposite, and transforms a text into an acoustic signal for

text-to-
speech

the social agent. Components for speech and sound include automatic affect
recognition (AAR), such as recognizing valence and arousal in a person’s voice or
non-verbal cues such as laughter and feedback about uncertainty (“ehm...”).
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Speech-based systems often use an ASR and TTS, therefore speech-based and
text-based conversational agents share a number of key features: they are both
language-dependent, depend on language models and use a textual representation.
Many models for speech-based conversations utilize models trained on text. These
types of systems are often found in virtual assistants, such as Apple’s Siri and
Amazon’s Alexa.

However, speech is different from text in a number of aspects as well. Firstly,
speech is more messy in grammatical structure than text, because speech contains
hesitations, interruptions and unfinished sentences. Secondly, speech is based on
an acoustic signal and has more information available about the user than only the
text user says, because it contains paralinguistic features as well, such as pitch and
loudness for determining arousal levels.

A major advantage of speech-based systems is the accessibility for people to
interact with them. Whereas typing can become less engaging for people when
interacting with a chatbot, speaking does not suffer from this problem, because it
resembles more closely people’s natural way of communicating and requires less
cognitive load (Huang et al., 2016). Turn-taking can be much more dynamic in
speech-based systems, because the user and agent can use non-verbal signals to
interrupt each other, mark a question or request some thinking time.

Another advantage of speech-based systemsmentioned before is that the acous-
tic signal canbeused formore than anASR, for example to analyze acoustic features
of speechwith the openSMILE2 toolkit (Eyben et al., 2010) for AAR. This toolkit
is particularly useful for social conversational agents, because it can analyze streams
of speech in real-time efficiently. openSMILE provides information about a user’s
pitch or loudness of voice to which a social agent could adapt (Schröder et al.,
2009). Other tools for speech analysis include COVAREP (Degottex et al., 2014)
and librosa (McFee et al., 2015). Kim et al. (2017) have used speech data from
real-world interactions to createAARbased on speech, which can give information
about a user whether they are angry, happy, sad or neutral while interacting.

However, there are some limitations to using speech-based agents. The first
and foremost problem with these types of systems is the inaccuracy of ASR. The
performance is often measured inWord Error Rate (WER), the percentage of the
words incorrectly recognized by the ASR. Even though current state-of-the-art
ASR has made huge progress in accuracy, the WER remains high in real-world
applications, where noisy environments and overlapping speech of interlocutors
are not uncommon. On the other side of the spectrum, TTS has come a long way
from sounding somewhat robotic tomore natural voices. Even so, prosody can still
sound off in conversations and TTS components seems underdeveloped for other
languages than English, though efforts have been made for multilingual modeling
for TTS (De Korte et al., 2020). Also non-verbal elements of conversational

2open Speech &Music Interpretation by Large-space Extraction (openSMILE)
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speech such as backchanneling and laughter are usually prerecorded for TTS
systems. However, some non-verbal sound synthesismethods exist for social agents
(Ritschel et al., 2019). Unfortunately, even though speech might feel more natural
for users to interact with, a downside of using speech is the potential exposure of
private information of users when they want to interact in public with the system.
Additionally, in speech-based systems that deal with critical information, such as
medicinal information, a highWER in the ASR can lead to misinformation and
possible harm to users (Bickmore et al., 2018). Finally, most models that are used
for performing NLU for speech are based on text-trained data. As a consequence
the performance is worse because speech does not always strictly follow written
grammar.

2.1.1.3 Facial Expressions & Gaze

A person’s face often reveals important information about how they feel. Espe-
cially during an interaction between two people, they observe each other’s face to
determine for instance if the other person is still following what they are saying.
Facial expressions play a large part in current multimodal conversational agents,
thanks to research in the world of computer vision and development of good cam-
eras on current smart devices like phones and tablets as well as the development
of more powerful processing units and tools for character animation and widely
available expressive robots such as the Zeno (Hanson et al., 2008),

An important aspect of recognizing facial expressions are action unit (AU)s.
There are 32 AUs in total that people can move with facial muscles that can be
captured by camera. The Facial Action Coding System (FACS) is a coding scheme
developed to track movement of the AUs. An open-source tool that has been
widely used by the multimodal conversational agent community is OpenFace (Bal-
trusaitis et al., 2018). The tool includes landmark detection, head pose direction
and gaze detection. The toolkit can be used for facial identification and for im-
plementing a visual AAR, even beyond dyadic interactions. Almaev and Valstar
(2013) developed eMax, which is an AAR tool based on the big six emotions: sad-
ness, disgust, happy, fear, anger and surprise (Ekman, 1999). eMax measures these
emotions in real-time from the AUs of the user and allows a social agent to react
appropriately during the conversation. For instance, if the user looks surprised
after the agent executed some behavior, the agent might ask the user why they are
surprised (see Figure 2.1).

In addition to facial expressions, a person’s gaze tells something about how
they are feeling about the interaction. Somebody might look up to think about
something or they look away because their attention has been diverted. Nakano
and Ishii (2010) collected data on gaze behavior of people to create a model for a
social agent to determine how engaged somebody is in an interaction. They found
that the duration of gazes and the transitions of gaze direction are strong indicators
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Figure 2.1: Gaze tracking and landmark detection of facial AUs with OpenFace
2.0 (Baltrusaitis et al., 2018)

.

of engagement.
As for the generation part of facial expressions, researchers have conducted

studies to see how facial expressions of an agent would impact the interaction
(Cassell et al., 1994). A model of automatic affect generation (AAG) for facial
expressions based on emotion words in an agent’s utterance is created by Calix et al.
(2010). As for gaze, Ruhland et al. (2015) put together guidelines for animators
for generating eye gaze behavior, as well as head movement for social agents. These
tools and guidelines seem to effectively convey emotion to users interacting with
agents employing these strategies (Han et al., 2017). Not only humanoid agents can
utilize facial expressions, a LED display with “eyes” can mimic facial expressions as
well, such as with the Cozmo and R3D3’s head (Touretzky and Gardner-McCune,
2018; Theune et al., 2017).

There are limitations to the modalities of facial expressions and gaze as well.
Firstly, there is the need for a camera, which might not always be allowed at every
location a social agent is deployed. Secondly, Martinez et al. (2019) made an
overview of the latest facial expression technologies based on AUs and said that
methods work relatively well in the right circumstances, but need quite some work
to work well in the wild. For example, most of the research has been on frontal
faces, and performance drops when faces are blocked or turned away. Finally,
most of the work on facial expressions is on short spontaneous AAR, whereas
it would be worthwhile to have longitudinal recognition as well, for instance to
detect moods. If during an interaction the agent detects that the user is in a bad
mood, it might suggest resuming the interaction at a later time (Lietz et al., 2019).

On the generation side of facial expressions and gaze, technical failures are
most common. For example, failing servo-motors in the Zeno, a robot with a
very expressive face (Hanson et al., 2008). Al Moubayed et al. (2012) therefore
developed a combination of a physical robot head with an animated head to have a
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hybrid of a virtual and physically embodied agent: the Furhat. Another important
aspect to take into account are cultural differences when using facial expressions
or gaze, for example looking in the eye of someone or looking down could be
interpreted as challenging someone or disrespecting them.

2.1.1.4 Body Expressions

Body expressions have had less recognition in research than facial expressions and
gaze (Karg et al., 2013; Kleinsmith and Bianchi-Berthouze, 2013). Karg et al.
(2013) specifically looked into AAR and AAG systems using body expressions in
the Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) and Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
community. They discuss that most systems measure arousal and valence or dis-
crete emotional states for single users, but adaptiveness in an interactive setup
has yet to be tested in a large-scale evaluation. Kleinsmith and Bianchi-Berthouze
(2013) conducted a survey of gesture and body movement recognition and found
that among the most common body expressions are posture, gait and gestures.

Unlike the other modalities mentioned thus far, posture is extremely useful
to determine the dominance of interlocutors, which can be seen for example in
the AMI Meeting corpus, a dataset that contains video data of work meetings
(Carletta et al., 2005). Bruijnes et al. (2015) conducted a study about the effect of
body posture on the perception of interpersonal stance. Interpersonal stance is
an affective style of people during an interaction that can be deliberately changed.
It is often expressed through body posture and modeled in terms of affective
dimensions such as valence, arousal and dominance. In Bruijnes et al. (2015)’s
scenario of police interrogations, a virtual social agent acted as a suspect character
and adapted its behavior based on the stance and behavior of police trainees.

Noroozi et al. (2018) conducted a recent survey and highlighted the current
models of AAR via affective body expressions. They found that the main problem
in the field is to go beyond discrete emotional labels and valence/arousal values to
more meaningful (complex) semantic representations, which include combined
emotions and affective states like uncertainty, shame and tenderness. Furthermore,
the positioning of a camera impacts the robustness of AAR in body-postures,
similarly to its impact on facial expression detection, though the scale is less fine-
grained for the former.

2.1.1.5 Touch and Haptics

Socialmediated touch conveys affective information throughhaptic devices. Touch
can be seen as a strong indicator for building social relationships between two
people, or a person and a robot. The way people touch a stranger (a handshake) or
a friend (a hug) will be different and shows for example the trust they have in the
other person. Van Erp and Toet (2015) argue that for social presence of agents, it social

presence
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Figure 2.2: Example of the TaSST, a haptic sleeve for social mediated touch
(Huisman et al., 2013).

is a necessity to include social touch. Social presence is the feeling of experience
something together and increases engagement of an interaction.

The use of social touch in interactive applications has become more accessible
and affordable (Huisman, 2017). In their study, a virtual agent was created that
could touch auser by slapping abugwith a tactile sleeve on theuser’s arm (Huisman
et al., 2014; Huisman et al., 2013). The authors emphasize the importance of
having visual congruency with touch as well to strengthen the effect. Additionally,
specifically for the purpose of social interaction, Jung et al. (2015) and Cang et al.
(2015) collected a corpus of social touches such as stroke, slap and grab. These
datasets were used to train touch-based AARmodels and had accuracy rates up to
60/70 %.

Unfortunately touch is in its infancy to be applied in the design of social con-
versational agents. Tools for recognizing touch, such as pressure sensors, are more
intrusive than cameras and microphones and are less common to be found in
accessible consumer hardware. Sleeves like the TaSST help in generating touch
sensation, but are still relatively intrusive, though with time, technology can be-
come more ubiquitous. Additionally, automatically recognizing touch is far from
perfect in a multimodal setup (Jung et al., 2017). With time hopefully more data
and insights in social touch and its features will become available to help build
reliable AARmodels for social touch.

2.1.1.6 Physiology

Physiology methods directly measure users’ physiological response. Instances of
physiological measures are heart-rate variability (HRV), galvanic skin response
(GSR), skin temperature, muscle tension and electroencephalography (EEG) in
the field of Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) (Guger et al., 2019). These measures
are often considered as the most objective form of measuring user responses to an
interactive system, because the user cannot control the responses and the user’s
cognitive processes cannot interfere with the response (Prendinger et al., 2006).
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Figure 2.3: Example of a user whose brain signals are measured, which a
virtual agent uses to adapt their facial expressions (Aranyi et al.,
2016).

For a study on AAR through electrocardiography (ECG) patterns and HRV, re-
searchers found about 50% accuracy of recognizing valence and arousal levels based
on these physiological features alone (Ferdinando et al., 2016).

Kolkmeier et al. (2017b) collected GSR and HRV using a multimodal setup
with a virtual social agent. In their scenario, participants were being told by the
virtual character, who was the embodiment of the participant’s supervisor, that
a student had filed a complaint against them. The statement by the agent that a
student had negative feedback about the participants had a visible effect on the
heart rate of participants (Kolkmeier et al., 2017b). Applying this knowledge to
developing an adaptive social agent, a virtual supervisor could take a more strict or
supportive stance, depending on the user’s physiological response. For example, in
case of an elevated heart rate of a participant, the social agent might first need to
calm down the participant before continuing the interview.

However, physiological measures often require having devices strapped to a
user’s body and are considered more invasive than methods mentioned in the pre-
vious paragraphs. Additionally, individual differences such as physiological build
and compatibility with measuring equipment prevents researchers from finding
conclusive evidence in their study, especially in the case of GSR data (Kolkmeier
et al., 2017b).

2.1.2 Adaptive Memory

In addition to themodalitiesmentioned thus far wewant to discuss the importance
of memory for social agents in this part. It also serves as input for a social agent, in
some ways similar to howmodalities help the agent in the interaction. We consider
memory in a social agent as a component that stores interaction information to be memory
used in a later interaction. Examples of types of information in the memory could
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be sensory information from the modalities mentioned before or a list of topics
and emotions that the agent wants to talk about.

Some existing social conversational agents have been designed with memory in
mind. Most work in the machine-learning world has dealt with types of memory,
for instance a Long-Short TermMemory (LSTM), a neural network model that
is based on the idea of human short and long-termmemory. It serves its purpose
mostly as the context of an interaction. However, this type of memory is implicit
and not easily accessible nor interpretable for other components in a social agent.
Though this work is fascinating and beneficial for the social agent community, the
memory component we are looking for should be more human-like and be usable
for the agent as an independent component.

For task-oriented dialogue, memory can be represented as past slot types and
values for semantic frames (El Asri et al., 2017). These values and types can be
used for more quickly helping a user with a task. For example, if a person were to
book a flight from Amsterdam to New York, they will give a social booking agent
information about location and time to the agent. If the next week the same person
books a flight from Amsterdam toMoscow, it would be inconvenient if the social
booking agent forgot about their previous departure airport. Past information can
be used as input for possible slot types and values in frames, such that an agent can
be less repetitive and more quickly help the user.

From research in neurology, Tulving (1972) made a distinction between two
types of memory for people: semantic and episodic. Semantic memory is about
facts, such as knowing where someone’s favorite restaurant is or telling the time.
Episodic ismemory specifically about events and experiences between a social agent
and anyone else. Elvir et al. (2017) state that in addition to having semantic and
episodic memory, there is procedural memory, which contains information about
how to perform certain tasks. Conversational memory captures all three typesconversa-

tional
memory

of memory. “[...] conversational memory in [memory] discussion refers to the
representation, storage, and retrieval of information and/or knowledge acquired
during a multiparty oral conversation.” (Elvir et al., 2017, p. 2). The authors also
state that the “gist” of the conversation is important for remembering. The gist is
a term for all topics relevant now or in the future during the conversation.

Mattar andWachsmuth (2012) introduced the concept of PersonMemory to
encapsulate semantic and episodic memory in a social agent. They propose that
this type of memory should contain information that helps to build a relationship
between a user and social agent. PersonMemory contains information about the
user’s biographical facts, preferences and interests, personality traits, events and
experiences shared with the agent and the relationship (familiarity) with the agent.
The memory has a limited number of predefined frames with key-value pairs to
capture user information (see Table 2.4). Mattar andWachsmuth (2014) evaluated
a virtual agent (Max, Kopp et al., 2005) with Person Memory. Max’ memory
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component consisted of the user model and contained information about the
person themselves (music interest, hobbies) and the social categories the person
belonged to (student, type of sports club) (Mattar andWachsmuth, 2013). The
authors conducted two experiments, a “getting to know” conversation and a follow-
up conversation. In the follow-up conversation, the agent recalled information
from the previous conversation and filled this information in the placeholders
of its behavior rules. Initial results did indicate people likedMax more when he
remembered information, though also people in the control condition thought
Max remembered facts about them, even though this was not the case. However,
it remains unclear how they obtained the information in the first conversation and
how the users were encouraged to disclose information.

A similar type of memory structure was used by Kim et al. (2014), which
was a personal knowledge database (PKB) to remember user information using
triples in a predicate structure. Their social agent collected triples from user input
sentences based on predicate-templates. A dependency parser extracted relevant
verbs (e.g., like, love) and their dependent arguments, the objects and subjects
from utterances. For example, “I know you like blue bananas” is represented as the
triple (I, like, blue bananas). The memory component consisted of these triples
and a forget-factor. The agent would forget about topics not mentioned recently.
Unfortunately, the evaluation of the memory was not done with a live social agent,
but only with the Movie-Dic dataset (Banchs, 2012). Though an agent would
be capable of remembering everything it is told, a forgetting component could
lead to a more believable interaction. Richards and Bransky (2014) found that it
is better for an agent to (partially) forget information than it is to recall incorrect
information.

Campos and Paiva (2010) created a shared-memory component for their social
agent. Campos and Paiva’s agent MAYwas capable of building a relationship with
a person through listening to the person’s stories. These stories could be classified
as life-time stories, general events or very specific event-related information. They
found that remembering this type of information increased the feeling of intimacy
and companionship withMAY. In a subsequent longitudinal study, Campos et
al. (2018) found that using memory too frequently for leading the conversation
could annoy users and make the conversation more repetitive, because the agent
talks about the same topic often. Contrary to results found in their earlier study
(Campos and Paiva, 2010), they did not find conclusive evidence that a memory-
based agent performed better than a non-memory based agent. However, they
also mention many confounding factors that could have impacted the interaction
between user and agent, such as the number of turns and the user’s ability to adapt
to the agent as well as the implicit use of memory.
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Table 2.4: Example of a person frame in the memory from Mattar and
Wachsmuth (2012)’s Person Memory model. Slots represent a
specific field and the value is filled if it has been discussed with
the user. Confidence represents how sure the agent is of the in-
formation and the modifier represents a value that indicates how
good of a conversation topic a slot is.

Slot Value Confidence Modifier

firstname Paul .7 -1
gender male .9 -4
interest computer games .4 5

occupation student .8 3
hometown 2

... ... ... ...

2.2 Dialogue Design and Prototyping
SinceWeizenbaum (1966)’s ELIZA, much progress has been made in the world
of spoken dialogue systems for both research and companies. Especially in the
last decade, large amounts of data together with advances in machine learning
have brought usable dialogue systems much closer to the public. ASR and TTS
have come long ways to reduce WER and improve naturalness. Though most
of the models for tools like spaCy,3 CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014), OpenAI’s
GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) are based on written
text, some models have been created for multimodal dialogue systems (Rahman
et al., 2020). Furthermore, efforts have been made to make multimodality more
accessible to dialogues designers as well, for example with Microsoft’s Platform for
Situated Intelligence (psi) (Bohus et al., 2017) and the social signal interpretation
framework (SSI) (Wagner et al., 2011), with which dialogue designers can add new
or modify existing multimodal pipelines to their social agent, specifically focused
on synchronizing and fusing different modalities for the interaction (see Figure
2.4).

Unfortunately, many dialogue systems are not reusable by other people or for
other purposes, as often a dialogue system does not have support for a specific
component that other researchers need, the software is unavailable, outdated,
poorly documented or takes too much effort from dialogue designers to master. It
is not uncommon that people develop their own in-house solution from scratch
to build a dialogue system that suits their specific needs. More often than not,

3spacy.io

spacy.io
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Figure 2.4: A screenshot of the psi toolkit, in which you can review audio and
video data and help improve components such as AAR (Bohus
et al., 2017).

time of researchers is spent on coding and reinventing the wheel rather than on
actual research. Another issue for dialogue designers is that there is no universal
way of creating social agents. Compared to relatively well-specified components
such as ASR and TTS, dialogue management (DM) is more abstract and domain- dialogue

manage-
ment

dependent. DM is the core of a social agent, which drives the behavior of an agent
based on its dialogue policies and input modalities. Dialogue management often
relies on domain-specific knowledge of dialogue designers.

In this section we shed some light on efforts to prevent reinventing the wheel
by summarizing the development of open-source and user-friendly software. We
start in section 2.2.1 with an overview of dialogue frameworks to help dialogue
designers writing policies for their social agents. In section 2.2.2 we focus on
support for multimodal embodiment that dialogue designers can use.

2.2.1 Dialogue Frameworks

The early types of dialogue management systems were finite state-, pattern- or
frame-based, restricting dialogues to the flow defined by the dialogue designer.
An example of pattern-based rules for chatbots is Artificial IntelligenceMarkup
Language (AIML), developed forWallace (2009)’s chatbot A.L.I.C.E and still used
for small-project chatbots, because of its low learning curve. The TrindiKit was
developed as a toolkit for developing dialogue systems to overcome the strict rules of
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<agent id="RedSoxIntroDialogue" text="Really? But they aren’t...">
<user text="I bet you are a Yankees fan.">
<agent text="No, I’m just joking with you.">
<user text="Oh."/>
<user text="That’s too bad, it would be more fun if you were!">
<agent text="Ok, from now on I’m a Yankees fan.">
<user text="Great!"/>

</agent></user></agent></user>
<user text="Ah, but who cares? They play great ball!"/>

</agent>

Listing 2.1: Example of XML written for DISCO about a sub-dialogue (Rich
and Sidner, 2012).

these types of dialogue systems and introduced the concept of an information stateinforma-
tion state approach (Traum and Larsson, 2003). Within an information state approach, the

dialogue designer makes rules and updates for changes in the dialogue, which are
much less rigid than a finite-state machine. Later, DIPPER (Bos et al., 2003) was
released as a modified version of the TrindiKit. In this toolkit there is no difference
between dialogue policy rules and update rules, to simplify the designing process of
dialogues for social agents (Bos et al., 2003). To extend the scope of the information-
state based dialogue toolkits to include multimodal understanding and generation
for social agents, Flipper (Ter Maat and Heylen, 2011) was developed within the
SEMAINE project (Schröder et al., 2009). Flipper made it easier for dialogue
designers to write update rules for generating affective behaviors for embodied
agents and acting on recognized emotions. NADIA is a framework built to be
more accessible for dialogue designers than other toolkits by separating domain
independent and dependent logic (Berg, 2015). Independent components are
turn-taking and greeting behaviors, and examples of dependent components are
answering domain-specific user questions. The creation process of the behaviors is
similar to how templates are authored in Flipper (Ter Maat and Heylen, 2011).

Another tool is DISCO (Rich and Sidner, 2012), which has also been used
in the work of Glas and Pelachaud (2015b). Many authoring tools are meant
for designing dialogue trees where each part of the tree has the same granularity,
whereas DISCO abstracted the higher goals and flow of the dialogue from each
other with specific subdialogues (see Listing 2.1). It still has a tree-like structure,
but with more flexibility to switch between different subdialogues with their own
topics.

One of the earliest tools to perform incremental dialogue management with
was RavenClaw (Bohus and Rudnicky, 2009) which is included in the Olympus
framework for development of conversational agents (Bohus et al., 2007). Incre-
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mental dialogue management is dialogue management that processes dialogue incremen-
talbefore a turn of an interlocutor is complete, such that predictions and relevant

information can be retrieved to generate agent behavior more quickly (Schlangen
and Skantze, 2009). Incremental dialogue management, or incremental interac-
tion, is a necessity when dealing with uncertainty for social agents (Allen et al.,
2001; Skantze, 2007). For example, interlocutors talking to the agent can make
mistakes or get distracted or system errors occur, such as word errors for ASR and
unidentified named entities for an NLU component. Due to these issues during
dialogue, interlocutors and the social agent might need to repair or assert their
understanding of each other, a process called grounding (Clark, 1996). RETICO
is a framework with a user interface to connect different components for modali-
ties that includes incremental processing (Michael, 2020). The documentation
of the tool is still minimal at the time of writing this thesis, but promising work
has already been done by Kennington et al. (2020), showing that this incremental
framework works with different embodiments, such as with the NAO robot.

An issue with multimodal dialogue tools is their lack of usability for end-users,
the dialogue designers. Dialogue tools that have a good and intuitive user interface
are more likely to be reused. ADvISER is a dialogue tool that focuses on helping
people with less affinity with development such as linguists and cognitive scientists
to design dialogues. The tool features multimodal processing pipelines, such as
handlers for the latest ASR technology and OpenFace for recognizing faces (Li
et al., 2020). However, the tool does not have a user-friendly interface and still
requires some coding for setting up and customizing to a domain. The Virtual
HumanToolkit (VHToolkit)was developedby theUSC-ICTgroup exactly for this
purpose (Hartholt et al., 2013). It has features such as an ASR, virtual agent and
a question-answer (QA) component, the NPCEditor (Leuski and Traum, 2010).
The NPCEditor has been developed to make it easier to create a QA component
for any domain-dependent virtual agent with a graphical user interface. After a
dialogue designer enters their domain-specific question-answer pairs, the system
is able to automatically train a new language and dialogue management model
for further evaluation. FLoReS was implemented as a dialogue manager within
the VHToolkit, to make it easier for dialogue designers to create goals for their
agents, support policy rewards and reason on local dialogue structure, to support
more incremental processing (Morbini et al., 2014). However, FLoReS was later
dropped in favor of a more simple dialogue management toolkit, because the
rewards were hard to upscale (Razavi et al., 2017). Another matured toolkit is
Visual SceneMaker, developed by the German research institute DFKI (Gebhard
et al., 2012). It features a graphical user interface, where dialogue designers can
create a flow-chart with a drag& drop style (see Figure 2.5). Designers can draw the
dialogue tree and flow directly as a state-based interaction. The toolkit contains a
3Dvirtual agent and components for incremental processing, such as the possibility
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Figure 2.5: The interface of Visual SceneMaker in which dialogue designers
can create a flowchart (sceneflows) of the interaction (Gebhard
et al., 2012). This interaction can also be simulated before
evaluating with end-users.

for users to interrupt the agent while talking.
Nowadays, with robots becoming more affordable and many people having

access to mobile devices, scalable deployment has become more feasible. High
scalability is when an agent can be used by many users concurrently and in many
types of environments. Letting people use a social agent in an already familiar
environment also increases the odds that people will accept the social agent over
time (De Graaf et al., 2016). Unfortunately, the tools mentioned thus far focus
on offline dyadic interactions and do not scale well. Many chatbot-frameworks
do scale well, but scalable multimodal interactions have not been a major focus of
spoken dialogue research. Researchers would like to evaluate with as many users as
possible at the same time without providing all users with a separate social agent.
Each of these systems can only interact with one user at a time. The developers
of the Social Interaction Cloud (SIC)4 are trying to tackle the issue of scalability,
having a single system server-side deployed that can run multiple interactions at
the same time with different types of embodiment, be it a robot or a web browser
and use multimodal input, though it is still in its infancy of development. If
multimodality is less important for dialogue designers and scalability is the most
important aspect, systems such as Siri, LUIS.ai, Alexa are viable options. These
systems are questionable from a privacy point of view though, because designers

4https://socialrobotics.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/CBSR/

https://socialrobotics.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/CBSR/
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(a) NAO (b) Pepper (c) Paro (d) Cozmo

Figure 2.6: From left to right you can see four different types of robots. a)
NAO, b) Pepper c) Paro and d) Cozmo. Whereas the first two
utilize humanoid properties such as speech and gestures, the latter
two primarily use non-verbal language, such as lights, sounds and
touch.

have no (full) control of the data streams. Alternatively, designers can set up their
private servers with open-source software such as RASA X (Bocklisch et al., 2017)
and PyDial (Ultes et al., 2017), which are well documented options for scalable
chatbot solutions. RASA has support for connecting to speech components and
PyDial allows for more control on dialogue policy than any of the other chat
frameworks.

2.2.2 Conversational Agent Embodiments

Next to deciding the approach to dialogue management, the designer needs an
appropriate embodiment for a social conversational agent. A social agent is consid-
ered embodied if it has body parts it can use, such as limbs, but also lights or sounds. embodied
Dialogue designers can choose depending on the domain and other context that a
social agent may appear as a robot or exist inside a virtual assistant on someone’s
phone. If dialogue designers want robots to act like humans, a human embodi-
ment seems like the best choice. However, choosing the appropriate embodiment
depends on the goal dialogue designers are trying to achieve. An embodiment
increases the social presence of a social agent and should be considered if that is an
important goal.

When looking at robots in research, especially in the HRI community, we
observe that often robots are picked that have humanoid properties, such as NAO
and Pepper (see Figure 2.6a and 2.6b) (Gouaillier et al., 2009; Pandey and Gelin,
2018). These robots can use similar modalities to humans, such as movement, gaze
and speech. However, having similar modalities as people can cause multiple issues
for the interaction design with such a robot. A robot with more components has
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alsomore components that can break down and themore complex the robot is, the
more expensive it is to deploy. Moreover, the robot might set too high expectations
from users given its appearance. The decision for an embodiment depends on the
desired interaction and expertise of dialogue designers, therefore a robot with fewer
modalities could be the better option. Take for instance the Paro robot (Figure
2.6c). This robotic fluffy seal can make sounds and responds to touch, but has no
verbal capabilities. Even with its limited capabilities, it serves as an excellent com-
panion as a pet-like social agent, reducing stress for users (Aminuddin et al., 2016).
Additionally, Anki’s Cozmo robot (Figure 2.6d) can use its LED display, sound
and movement to express itself non-verbally (Touretzky and Gardner-McCune,
2018; Pires Kusumota et al., 2018), and comes with a toolkit for dialogue designers
to program its behaviors and it has been deployed to teach children programming
for example. The Furhat robot has been designed to mix the best of two worlds: a
virtual face using projection and the physical embodiment of a head and neck as
a robot (Al Moubayed et al., 2012). The robotic head has more social presence
than a virtual agent, but the flexibility of switching faces and versatility of facial
expressions of a virtual agent using projection, compared to a physical robot, not
to mention less chance of breaking servo-motors. The Furhat also comes with
standard interaction behavior, such as timings and clarification requests. It consists
of an incremental dialogue management component and has been successfully
deployed for academic purposes (Campos and Paiva, 2010; Kennedy et al., 2017).

The choice for an embodiment also depends on the types of behaviors these
embodiments are capable of. Some platforms support forms of standard behaviors,
in different modalities. For speech-based systems, and many TTS systems, Speech
Synthesis Markup Language (SSML) has been the de facto standard to use (Taylor
and Isard, 1997; Shuang and Burnett, 2010). With SSML, dialogue designers can
change pitch, speed and language with this XML-based standard for any SSML
supported voice. However, not all SSML supported platforms fully comply with
it and SSML does not directly support higher level automatic affect generation
(AAG), such as displaying sadness or enthusiasm.

Behavior Markup Language (BML) has been developed as a standard for em-
bodied conversational agent (ECA)s. In addition to adjusting features of speech,
with BML dialogue designers can synchronize multimodal behaviors for an ECA
such as gestures, gaze and body postures (Kopp et al., 2006; Vilhjálmsson et al.,
2007). To bridge the gap between determining the agent intent in the DM and the
generation of agent behavior, Functional Markup Language (FML) has been in
development (Heylen et al., 2008). With FML, designers can semi-automatically
generate BML based on certain parameters, such as a specific intent, utterance or
emotion the agent has to express. Designers then do not need to bother with the
specifics of the embodiment too much. Partially this generation of behaviors can
be automated with the Behavior Expression Animation Toolkit (BEAT) toolkit,
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Figure 2.7: Example of a BML behavior with a BEAT gesture in GRETA
(Poggi et al., 2005).

available to make beat gestures for ECAs (Cassell et al., 2004), also with an imple-
mentation for BML.5 These types of gestures are usually made when talking, but
have no specific semantics. Other gestures like pointing (deictic) and emphasizing
can be modeled by the dialogue designers themselves. Some virtual agents already
support BML or FML, such as SmartBody andGreta (Thiebaux et al., 2008; Poggi
et al., 2005; Mancini and Pelachaud, 2008). These types of agents can be more
easily be integrated in a component for types of dialogue managers that support
BML. Once the BMLhas been generated, it needs to be transformed to the specific
movement commands of the ECA, such as the movement of bones of a virtual
character or the servo motors of a NAO. However, most robots have their own
proprietary format for designing agent behaviors and virtual agents have a specific
authoring language. Tools such as the Articulated Social Agents Platform (ASAP),
bridge the gap between propriety formats and BML. With ASAP, BML can be
transformed into commands for commonly supported ECAs, such as the NAO,
but also SmartBody, Unity3D and Greta (VanWelbergen et al., 2014).

Wu et al. (2018) worked on machine learning approaches for automating
behavior generationwithNaDiA (not to be confused with Berg (2015)’s NADIA).
NaDiAuses a convolutional neural network (CNN) tomimic the facial expressions
of the user for direct animation and is trained on an affective language model to
generate utterances and behaviors. These utterances and behaviors are transformed
into BML for animating them in SmartBody. Kucherenko et al. (2020) designed
Gesticulator, a framework that can generate gestures directly from speech that can
be used for animation of virtual characters.

The limitations of embodiment will remain that despite some standards being
5https://github.com/eirikur-ari/openbeat

https://github.com/eirikur-ari/openbeat
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available to dialogue designers, there will be an individual need to tune to specific
use cases and adhering to social norms (a hand wave of a robot can mean different
things in different countries). Designers will have to manually write behaviors
themselves for many of the embodiments, though separation of general interaction
behavior, such as the Furhat does, alleviates some workload for designers.

2.3 Personalization in Dialogue
Through combining modalities and memory, dialogue designers can create so-
cial agents that are capable of developing long-term relationships with people, to
personalize the conversation. In this part of the background chapter we explore
existing user models that can help personalize conversations (Section 2.3.1). In
Section 2.3.2 we specifically look at howwe can track topics of conversation to help
with personalization. Finally, in Section 2.3.3 we look at question asking methods
that use user models and topics for personalization.

2.3.1 Personalized User Models

Fan and Poole (2006, p. 183) state that personalization is “a process that changespersonal-
ization the functionality, interface, information access and content, or distinctiveness of a

system to increase its personal relevance to an individual or a category of individu-
als”. We focus on how a user model can be used to achieve this change process in
conversational agents. In conversational agents the intent of either interlocutor can
be unknown to each other. However, through engaging in cooperative dialogue
these intents will be known to both in a user model. Therefore a conversational
agent should build an explicit user model of a user’s beliefs, goals and plans for an
agent (Wahlster and Kobsa, 1989). Another important reason is that regardless of
cooperation, a user model is necessary for a system to understand what the user is
talking about and analyzing dialogue contributions and the effects of the system
on the user. Wahlster and Kobsa, p.3 state that “a user model is a knowledge sourceuser model
in a natural-language dialogue system which contains explicit assumptions on all
aspects of the user that may be relevant to the dialogue behavior of the system.
These assumptions must be separable by the system from the rest of the system’s
knowledge.” We believe that a personalized user model requires a user model that
should not only contain assumptions about facts, but also opinions and senti-
ments of the user that can change over time. Kobsa (1989) has built a taxonomy
of user model design in dialogue systems, focusing on the knowledge, the goals
and beliefs of a user. Important aspects of such a model are based on assump-
tions about the user’s goals and beliefs, the evidence presented to support those
assumptions and inferences made based on these assumptions. Additionally, to
elicit self-disclosure for personalized topics, the social agents need to build rapport
with the user and maintain engagement (Bickmore et al., 2010). The goals of both
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Table 2.5: Excerpt of a conversation between Alexa and a user, in which the
user discloses information about their day and movie preference
(Ravichander and Black, 2019, p. 252).

# Interlocutor Utterance

1 Alexa Good to hear! Is it anything special today?
2 User Nothing much, I am just going down to the lake with

my dogs today.
3 Alexa Have you seen the movie Arrival?
4 User Oh my God, yes I have, it’s my favorite movie.

the user and agent are important aspects inmost of these usermodel based dialogue
systems. However, the goals are less clear in open-domain and casual chat, where
“getting to know the user” and “being engaging” are goals, but there is no final
goal completion. It is hard to say when the system knows the user “well enough”.
Furthermore, obtaining a user model can benefit any type of dialogue system with
personalization, either task- or non-task-oriented. One way to help populate a user
model consisting of users’ interests and beliefs is by eliciting self-disclosure from
the user.

2.3.1.1 Self-disclosure

Amazon has set up an annual Alexa challenge since 2016, where they invite re-
searchers and other interested audiences to create an engaging social conversational
agent. In particular, researchers looked into the amount of self-disclosure during self-

disclosuresuch conversations: “In a human-machine context, we define self-disclosure as
the conversational act of revealing aspects of oneself voluntarily, which would
otherwise not be possible to be known by the dialog system.” (Ravichander and
Black, 2019, p. 255). An example of the conversation is shown in Table 2.5, which
has voluntarily self-disclosure marked in bold. Alexa did not explicitly ask about
the user’s favorite movie, but learned this information because of the voluntary
self-disclosure. The results of Ravichander and Black’s study show that there is
some reciprocity in self-disclosure by participants who are talking to Alexa. If
agents self-disclose much, then people usually do too. However, sometimes the
self-disclosure by the agentmight not conform to the user’s expectations. For exam-
ple, Alexa’s embodiment does not allow her to go out and it would be deceptive to
have Alexa disclose about going out. Additionally, Ravichander and Black found
that self-disclosure does not necessarily make the agent more likable. Dialogue
designers can thus implement a self-disclosure component for an agent to increase
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self-disclosure of the user. However, they should be aware that self-disclosure
alone is not enough to create a likeable or engaging agent.

Self-disclosure of personal information also raises some privacy concerns. Peo-
ple who disclose personal information to commercial assistants such as Amazon’s
Alexa and dialogue designers need to be aware of sensitive information they might
be disclosing (Wahlster and Kobsa, 1989). Every individual user is different and
might be inclined to self-disclose about some topics more than others (Marmion
et al., 2019; Rapp and Cena, 2016). Knijnenburg et al. (2013) also found that
self-disclosure is not one-dimensional. People who are concerned with their pri-
vacy do not just share all information or no information. One of the differences
found between participants in a study with a social agent was that some people
were willing to disclose their interests, but did not provide location information,
though also the exact opposite occurred. In a social setting not every user might
be willing to disclose personal information about their interests, which can make
it harder to build a user-model.

Sugiyama et al. (2014b) found that asking questions is not sufficient for an
agent to be engaging, and therefore built a self-disclosure component for a chatbot.
Sugiyama et al. (2014a) collected a large corpus of personal questions from both
online resources and online chat to analyze the different categories, calling it the
Person DataBase. With the self-disclosure included in their agent, participants
found the agent more enjoyable to talk with than without the self-disclosure.
However, the generation component of their chatbot still was only capable of
answering self-disclosure questions and generating topical utterances, not asking
personal questions. Additionally, the chatbotwas not evaluatedwith its generation
component in real chat, only with automated metrics (Higashinaka et al., 2014).

Radlinski et al. (2019) conducted a study to evaluate the quality of the re-
sponses of virtual assistants while users self-disclosed information. The authors
found that users often have their own linguistic style that does not necessarily map
well to the NLU and NLG components of these virtual assistants. The authors
argue that the assistants need to take user topics and linguistic preferences into
account and let users self-disclose with their own style instead of priming users
with topics programmed in the assistant. Assistants are programmed to capture
structured data of movies, such as actors, directors and budgets. However, these
systems do not have access to unstructured information such as themes or opinions
about a specific scene, which some users do mention while self-disclosing.

2.3.1.2 Rapport Building & Engagement

Rapport building is an important aspect of building personalized long-term re-
lationships with social agents (Gratch et al., 2007; Bickmore and Cassell, 1999).
Rapport is necessary for having a mutual understanding, a good flow of conversa-rapport
tion and cooperative behavior for interlocutors and usually builds over time after
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learning how a person communicates. Tickle-degnen andRosenthal (1990, p. 285)
define rapport building as “terms of dynamic structure of interrelating compo-
nents that have affective and behavioral implications. The structure changes over
the course of the development of a relationship between individuals”. Rapport is
about how interlocutors feel and behave during an interaction over time.

Matsuyama et al. (2016)worked on a virtual personal assistant, SARA, Socially-
Aware Robot Assistant. The agent was focused on building rapport with interlocu-
tors through information-seeking strategies. SARAwas deployed at a conference,
where it would recommend conference attendees which other attendees to talk to.
SARAmatched users based on similar interests it was told by them. The back-end
of SARA used a dialogue tree for NLU processing of user utterances and this
served as input for a social reasoner, which chooses the best dialogue strategy for
the agent, while keeping rapport. Contingency in behavior, responding verbally
and non-verbally, helps to build rapport for multimodal conversational agents
(Gratch et al., 2007). Gratch et al. compared contingency and non-contingency in
non-verbal behavior of agents while users are talking. In the contingency condition,
the agent reacted actively to what the user was saying with feedback behavior and
in the non-contingency condition the agent gave feedback at random intervals.
Interestingly, in the non-contingency condition, users self-reported higher rapport
and showed more indicators of rapport, compared to users reports and indicators
in the contingent condition.

A good rapport between a social agent and user usually results in high en-
gagement as well. Once a social agent has rapport with another interlocutor, the
conversation progresses “automatically” and engagement is high. Engagement engage-

mentin the context of interaction with a social agent is defined as “the value that a
participant in an interaction attributes to the goal of being together with the other
participants and of continuing the interaction” (Poggi, 2007). To measure en-
gagement, Poggi (2007) looked at the connection and cooperation between the
interlocutors and how the interlocutors are related (e.g., work, friends). Engage-
ment also depends on situational factors, such as whether the user is engaged with
another interlocutor or perhaps the user is preoccupied with a current task. Glas
and Pelachaud (2015a) state that the level of rapport itself can also be seen as a
form of engagement over a longer period of time.

Another method to increase engagement of the user is to let the social agent
self-disclose as well (see Section 2.3.1.1). The use of storytelling by the agent
increases engagement when talking to a social agent (Bickmore and Cassell, 1999).
A receptionist robot, Valerie, was equipped with storytelling behavior to have
conversations in the long-term with people (Gockley et al., 2005). People came
back to talk to Valerie and learn about her story during several weeks, though
people regularly did not listen to the entire story and skimmed quickly through
the conversation. A possible cause for this was Valerie’s monotonic voice. People
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Figure 2.8: A computational model of building rapport, with different social
strategies that can increase or decrease rapport (Zhao et al.,
2014).

also thought the conversation was very one-sided, with only the agent telling their
story and not much opportunity for themselves as speaker.

A computational model for building rapport in dyadic conversations is shown
in Figure 2.8 (Zhao et al., 2014). The authors created a model that has parameters
that are related to the rapport between interlocutors. This model contains behav-
iors that are very much related to self-disclosure, such as self-disclosing intimate
personal details or talking about a shared experience. These self-disclose behaviors
could boost rapport, though some behaviors can damage rapport, because they
might violate social norms. People do not tell private information to strangers. It
would be a bad strategy for an agent to tell something private to a person it just
met.

Glas and Pelachaud (2015b) state that it is important for the agent to not only
knowwhat to say, but alsowhen to say it and how to say it to keep engagement high.
The DM in Glas and Pelachaud (2015b)’s social agent had a topic management
module that could use real-time engagement of the user through AAR to learn
about user’s preferred topics to talk about. Glas and Pelachaud conducted an
experiment in a museum with four works of art, in which an agent had to talk
with users about these works. The agent could incorporate no preferences, its
own preferences, the user’s preferences or both for topic management (Glas and
Pelachaud, 2018). However, there was no difference in engagement between
the different topic management conditions. This does not necessarily mean that
topic management does not increase engagement, because the domain of topics
was limited to four works of art. Also, the authors state that resuming in a later
conversation about the same topic could possibly increase engagement.
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2.3.2 Topics in Dialogue

Topersonalize dialogues in opendomain conversation, a conversational agent needs
to have a basic understanding of semantics, of the topics in the conversation. Once topic
topics in a conversation are recognized, these can be added to user models that can
serve multiple purposes, such as persuasion in consumer perception (Zboja et al.,
2016), power in debates (Prabhakaran et al., 2014) and dominance in multiparty
dialogues (Nguyen et al., 2014).

Topics can be defined as the “aboutness” of the dialogue (Brown and Yule,
1983). A topic is usually described as a word or group of words that categorize
other groups of words or texts that are semantically similar. According to Řehůřek
and Sojka (2010, p. 46): “Topical modeling is that texts in natural languages can be
expressed in terms of a limited number of underlying concepts (topics)”. Themain
purpose of topic modeling is removing the noise from the core of the discourse
and extract the relevant topics, or the gist of the conversation (Razavi et al., 2017).
Gundel (1985)made a distinction between twodifferent types of (discourse) topics,
pragmatic and syntactic. According to her, for a pragmatic topic: “An entity, E,
is the pragmatic topic of a sentence, S, iff S is intended to increase the addressee’s
knowledge about, request information about or otherwise get the addressee to act
with respect to E.” For a syntactic topic, she states: “A constituentC is the syntactic
topic of some sentence S, iff C is immediately dominated by S and C is adjoined to
the left or right of some sentence S’ which is also immediately dominated by S.” A
syntactic topic can be directly retrieved from the dialogue with keywords, whereas
the pragmatic topic encapsulates the topic of a discourse in a higher-level abstract
concept. For example, in Table 2.6, the syntactic topic of turn # 1 is Flight KL
550, but the pragmatic topic of the conversation could be “customer service for
planes”. Gundel (1985)’s view on topics corresponds with Rats (1996)’s view on
topic-comment structure, or theme-rheme structure. The part of an utterance that
is the most related to the current discourse is the topic (theme), whereas all other
information in the utterance is considered as the comment (rheme) (see Table 2.6).
A comment can become the topic in a next turn if either interlocutor wants to
talk about it. Clark (1996, p. 342) described a topic as a joint project as it is jointly
established during ongoing conversations, and is therefore more dynamic than the
suggested definition of topic as a discourse topic by Gundel (1985). According
to Clark, a topic can only be the topic if all interlocutors pick up on the topic as
well in consecutive turns and not only by the interlocutor who brought up the
topic. Svennevig (2000) agrees with Clark (1996) and states that every spoken
contribution may raise new potential topics whose actual realization depends on
the co-participant’s acceptance by picking up one of these topics within his or her
reply.

Topics canbe divided into two levels according toRats (1996): meta andobject-
oriented. A meta-topic is a reference to one of the interlocutors, usually pronouns
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Table 2.6: Conversation between a customer service agent and a customer
at the Amsterdam Schiphol airport. Adapted from Rats (1995, p.
53), indicating the topic of the flight in bold, whereas the rest of
the utterance is the comment.

# Interlocutor Utterance

1 Customer Flight KL 550, for what time is it scheduled?
2 Agent It is now definitely expected at five to twelve.
3 User Five to twelve?
4 Agent Yes

like “I” or “you” and an object-oriented topic is about the task or discussion itself.
When building user models, it is important to link the correct object-oriented
topics to the correct interlocutor. Sometimes utterances of interlocutors do not
contain topics at all, such as “Okay”, which can be just a backchannel utterance.

Topics can also shift during the conversation. A consensus is that a topic shifttopic shift
occurs when the current topic cannot be generalized together semantically with
the previously mentioned concepts anymore. If the topic shift abandoned the
previous topic completely and the current topic did not get closing procedures,
this is called a topic leap (Svennevig, 2000) (Table 2.7, turn # 5). Rats (1996)
states that the process of topic management is how speakers regulate the intro-topic man-

agement ductions, continuations and shifts of topics in their conversation. For example,
Glas and Pelachaud (2015b)’s implemented topic transition strategies for an agent
to make a conversation more engaging, by selecting topics the user prefers (Glas
and Pelachaud, 2015b; Glas et al., 2015). Another topic transition strategy was
implemented byMacias-Galindo et al. (2012), whose social agent uses semantic
relatedness of snippets of conversations to make the most coherent topic switches.
The topic strategy features capabilities to combine different snippets into longer
utterances for an agent to talk about multiple topics at once. Users perceived the
topic transitions as more coherent than the nearest-context topic management by
Gandhe and Traum (2007).

Often in longer social conversations, the feeling of topic drift occurs (Hobbs,
1990). Topic drift happens when all segments of a discourse are coherent, but thetopic drift
end of the conversation is about something different fromwhat initially was talked
about (see Table 2.8). These conversations usually do not have conscious topic
management. Think for example of a conversation between two people in a bar.
They are heavily invested in talking about and listening to each other’s stories and
might wound up talking about something completely different from what they
started talking about.
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Table 2.7: Conversation between two friends with a topic leap at turn 5, which
the other interlocutor agrees to talk about, as Laura picks this
topic up in turn 6. Adapted from Maynard (1980, p. 270).

# Interlocutor Utterance

1 George There’s a discussion and there are written and oral exams
frequently. Once in a while at least.

2 Laura Yeah, I’d like to take history of philosophy.
3 Laura Or something where you don’t have to do any of where

you have to think that way. I’m not that logical. I never go
step by step.

4 Laura And just, I’m a really irrational person sometimes so.
5 George Where do you live?
6 Laura Yeah, I live in the Tropicana.

Table 2.8: Conversation between two college friends with topic drift. They
initially talk about grad school, after which they switch topic to
people, without explicit markers of topics shifts. Adapted from
Maynard (1980, p. 272-273).

# Interlocutor Utterance

1 Alice I mean, I don’t even know if I want to go to grad school.
2 Jane I’m not going to think about it.
3 Jane I figure if I really want to go, by the time I get out of school,

I’ll be able to get in someplace.
4 Alice Yeah, some place, somehow.
5 Jane But I don’t know, I’m starting to feel that a bad grade

can affect your degree. And you know, what affects you
more are people.

6 Jane You have to get your sociology together with the real world,
the social world too.

For this thesis we will focus on deliberate topic management for social agents.
In the literature we found three dominant approaches to topic modeling and
management: discourse structure, machine learning (probabilistic) and knowledge
base. We discuss each of these in the following sections.
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Table 2.9: Dialogue segment from the corpus of Grosz (1974). It consists of
a sequence of utterances between an expert (E) and apprentice
(A) mechanic.

# Interlocutor Utterance

1 E First you have to remove the flywheel.
2 A How do I remove the flywheel?
3 E First, loosen the two Allen head setscrews holding it to the

shaft, then pull it off.
4 A Ok.
5 A I can only find one screw. Where’s the other one?
6 E On the hub of the flywheel
... ... ...

2.3.2.1 Discourse Structure

Grosz and Sidner proposed a theory of discourse structure in conversations, fo-
cusing on the three aspects of discourse: the linguistic structure, the structure
of the intents and the state of focus of attention (Grosz and Sidner, 1986). The
linguistic structure consists of the utterances and sentences in a discourse from
multiple participants. The intentions of the interlocutors with their utterances and
a small number of relationships between them provide the basic elements of the
intentional structure. The attentional state, or focus, contains information about
the objects, properties, relations and discourse intentions that are most salient
at any given point during an interaction. The attentional state is an abstraction
of the participants’ focus of attention as their discourse unfolds. Each focus of
attention goes on a stack, which are called focus spaces. The changes in attentional
state are modeled by a set of transition rules that specify the conditions for adding
and deleting those focus spaces. The collection of focus spaces available at any
one time is the focusing structure and the process of manipulating these spaces is
focusing (Grosz and Sidner, 1986). Depending on where the focus of attention is,
the focus will likely be the next topic of the next utterance in the discourse. For
example, in Table 2.9, the structure of intents starts with the expert intending that
the apprentice removes the flywheel. In turn 5, the attentional state shifts from this
intent to an intent to find two screws, which is necessary to complete the global
intent.

The topic-comment structure (Rats, 1996) was used to extract topics from
the SEMAINE corpus (Schulman, 2013) by Langlet and Clavel (2016). Langlet
and Clavel extracted nouns from user’s utterances and the sentiment of likes and
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dislikes of the user based onWordNet-Affect (Strapparava and Valitutti, 2004) in
predicate-structures (“I like Santa Claus” or “It was nice”). Langlet and Clavel
(2016) mapped these predicate-structures to predefined topic frames. The topic
frames were 7 in total: free-time activities, free-time projects, professional activity,
professional projects, generic projects, happiness and anger. Reference resolution
was used to replace referents (e.g., it/that) with the current topic of focus, the
instantiated topic. The method was found to perform relatively well in extracting
at least one topic per conversation, however, there were still topics left undetected
because they were outside the domain.

Carletta et al. (1997, p. 14) view dialogue at the highest level as transactions,
which are “subdialogues that accomplish one major step in the participants’ plan
for achieving the task”. These transactions consist of conversational games, with
the assumption that most questions are responded to with an answer and a state-
ment with acceptance or denial, similar to the discourse structure proposed by
Grosz and Sidner (1986). There is a difference between speakers in initiating and
responding to a game in Carletta et al. (1997)’s approach. At the lowest level there
are the conversational moves. There are different types like instructing, aligning,
querying, acknowledging and replying, all of which are responses and related to the
current topic in the dialogue game. These types are similar to the dialogue dimen-
sions of the Dynamic Interpretation Theory++ (DIT++) taxonomy presented
by Bunt et al. (2010). DIT++ was developed by Bunt et al. (2010) to standardize
annotating dialogue acts in conversations. These dialogue acts can be used in
dialogue management and are similar to what Carletta et al. (1997) describes as
conversational moves. Specific dialogue acts for topics in the DIT++ taxonomy
are topic introductions, topic preclosings and topic switches. They are used for
annotating the topic structure in discourse, which is part of the discourse structure
management in DIT++.

Stede and Schlangen (2004) conducted a study on information-seeking di-
alogue, where topic structure is used as a dialogue policy (Stede and Schlangen,
2004). Users could ask the chatbot several questions as if it was a city guide. The
authors implemented a dialogue manager based on description logic, TheWan-
derer, that used topics and preferences as an agenda for the dialogue policy, and it
contained an ontology with city guide information. The topics (people, buildings,
parks, etc.) for TheWanderer were extracted from the ontology. For each topic, a
semantic similarity between one topic and all other topics is computed and inserted
in the ontology. If a user asked the agent a question, the agent tried to find the
utterance in the ontology that fit the question. Subsequent agent utterances were
based on the similarity to the current topic, the query of the user and the history
of the dialogue.
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Table 2.10: Five discovered topics (T) for an unseen news article using LDA
and bag-of-words on the “Million Headlines” corpus after to-
kenization, stop word removal, stemming and lemmatization,
which consists of news headlines (Li, 2018). Topic 2 seems to be
oriented to sports, though not every topic can be abstracted to a
specific category, for example topic 4. Four out of the five (not
topic 3) topics all relate to Australia as well.

T Terms

1 govern, open, coast, tasmanian, gold, australia, beat, win, ahead, shark
2 world, final, record, break, lose, australian, leagu, test, australia, hill
3 rural, council, fund plan, health, chang, nation, price, servic, say
4 elect, adelaid, perth, take, say, labor, turnbul, vote, royal, time
5 court, face, charg, home, tasmania, murder, trial, accus, abus, child

2.3.2.2 Machine Learning

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is an unsupervisedmachine learning methodmachine
learning developed by Blei et al. (2003) to model topics of text documents by means of

probability distributions of words across these documents. Rather than having a
single word or short phrase as description of a topic, in LDA a topic is made up
of the most frequent keywords that mostly co-occur within one topic (see Table
2.10). Other related work is the development of Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)
(or Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI)) to extract meaning and topics from texts
(Landauer et al., 2013). A disadvantage of these methods is that they rely on
datasets that are heterogeneous, and if they are applied to homogeneous data, it
will likely result in topics that are not usable. Additionally, these methods do not
seem to classify a topic the sameway as people would classify topics and can be hard
to abstract from (Chang et al., 2009). Paul (2016) evaluated the interpretability
of machine learning approaches to topic modeling. People had to select from a
group of topics (consisting of LDA generated topics and human annotated topics)
which of the topics was the odd duck, a task known as the word intrusion task. In
addition, people evaluated the topics by themselves by ranking the topics from
best to worst. Paul (2016) found that most people were able to recognize the LDA-
based topics, though they did not always rank the human-based topics better than
the LDA topics in the second experiment. To create better interpretable topics,
Chaoua et al. (2018) analyzed a dataset of psychotherapeutic conversations for
topic detection. Chaoua et al. used labeled LDA for having only interpretable
topics that map the LDA topics directly to the labeled human topics of a dataset.
Partially Labeled LDA is a hybrid model that uses existing topics, but could also
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discover novel topics. Chaoua et al. (2018) could extract themost important topics
from the conversation, though this method was executed in a fairly limited domain
and not evaluated with live conversations with a social agent.

Inaba and Takahashi (2018) created a method for extracting topics from utter-
ances in a dialogue based on topic frequency. The topic frequency was an indicator
of the user’s interest in a specific topic. Their research was focused on dialogue
personalization, where a neural-network based method trained on dialogues mea-
sured users’ interests. The authors collected a database of topics from crowdsource
workers (408 dialogues/49029 utterances), in an experiment where people were
instructed to chat with each other, just to get to know one another. Afterwards,
the conversations were annotated with topics from a list of 24 common small talk
topics (e.g., movies, fashion) in total. Their neural model was able to correctly
classify more topics than previous models, though it had problems with utterances
that contained very specific instances of a topic, such as “Do you play Pokémon
GO now?”, which was recognized as sport/health, but not as a game.

2.3.2.3 Knowledge Base

Topic modeling based on machine learning leads to difficult interpretable topics
for people and these methods often lack a good descriptive topic name for a group
of topic words. Additionally, with a real-time conversation with a social agent,
new topics might come up that cannot be classified. The third approach to topic
modeling and management is based on the use of external knowledge bases, such as knowledge

baseWikidata (Vrandečić and Krötzsch, 2014) or ConceptNet (Speer et al., 2017). The
advantage of these knowledge bases is that they cover many topics. Wikidata and
ConceptNet are designed specifically for computer systems to handle data more
robustly, with a graph-like structure that models the semantic relatedness between
concepts through “instance-of” and “has” properties. However, the granularity
between the concepts seems arbitrary. Whereas an apple is one step away from
fruit, a pick-up truck is an instance of a car, which is an instance of a motorized
vehicle, which is an instance of transportation means. However, a unambigious
comparison of the semantic similarity between apple and fruit, and pick-up truck
and transportation is hard. This is similar to howWikipedia was used as a tool
for classifying topics withWikiBrain by counting the number of minimum page
clicks necessary to arrive from one page to another (Sen et al., 2014).

Breuing et al. (2011) looked into using Wikipedia as a semantic knowledge
base, based on the work of Waltinger andMehler (2009). Breuing et al. (2011, p.
393) define a topic in conversation as: “[...] an independent, self-selected category
superordinate to a co-constructed sequence of dialog contributions”. Topics
in their study were the same as a combination of categories of Wikipedia pages
(Breuing andWachsmuth, 2013). During a conversation, the topics are separated
into three categories, which they based on Schneider (1988)’s model: immediate,
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external and communication. Immediate topics are directly related to the current
frame of the dialogue situation, to the topic of the current turn, like answering a
question. External topics are those that are influenced by the surroundings, such as
seeing something drop or running into a colleague atwork. Communication topics
are of a social nature and are about somebody’s family or hobbies and interests.
Breuing andWachsmuth (2012) andBreuing andWachsmuth (2013) implemented
a topic management model connected to Wikipedia as a knowledge base after
finding that the topic identification method works on newspapers (Breuing et
al., 2011). The algorithm for topic recognition looks at each turn in a dialogue
contribution and computes the similarity of the utterance during the turn to each
of (proper) nouns and verbs onWikipedia pages for possible categories. Also the
previous turns are input for calculating the similarity to the appropriate category.
Thus, the detection process is capable of identifying a topic without having a priori
knowledge of the domain underlying it. Unfortunately, the method was never
evaluated with a user study, though the authors aimed to implement their model
in the virtual agentMax (Kopp et al., 2005).

The definition of topic in Topic Detection Tracking (TDT) is a unique real
world event or set of news stories strongly related by some seminal real world event,
according to Allan et al. (1998) and Allan (2002) The TDT project was dedicated
to finding blogs, news articles and interviews related to specific events of the world,
which served as the knowledge base for topics. An event was the topic for all texts
about that event. In this case, all topics came with a specific timestamp. Even
though the TDT project was more about information retrieval than dialogue,
the way of talking about topics as events can be useful for spontaneous casual
conversation, because people talk about the news often when meeting.

Zhu et al. (2016) made a probabilistic topic switch model for an agent to
match topics to user utterances and talk about related topics. The model took
three things into account: topic frequency, concurrency and adjacency. Topic
frequency is the likelihood that a topic is present in an utterance. The concurrency
determines how likely it is a topic occurs in a sentence with respect to the other
topics in the sentence. The adjacency is the likelihood that a topic occurs given
the previous utterance. The model was trained on an annotated corpus, with a
predefined list of topics. Zhu et al. (2016) conducted an experiment and found
that their topic switch model was more entertaining for users to interact with
than without it. However, the granularity of topics was occasionally incorrect. All
topics were treated as on the same level, for example a vehicle was on the same level
as car, even though the former topic is more broad. Utterances were classified as
related in topic by the model (based on adjacency), while in reality the topics were
found to be not related after a manual check.

Ahybridmethod, combiningmachine learning, discourse structure andknowl-
edge bases for topic extraction has been created by Yeh et al. (2016). The authors
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evaluated a method for topic detection and tracking using LDA and adding a
temporal component to the topic detection as well. Additionally, the method
included information such as speech (dialogue) acts, semantic concepts (properties
of words) and hypernyms in E-HowNet (in Chinese, comparable to ConceptNet
(Speer et al., 2017)). Yeh et al. (2016) proposed a dynamic LDA version that is
more suitable for topic extraction from conversations, called CDLDA (conceptual
dynamic LDA). The algorithm looked for topics across adjacent utterances. The
authors evaluated their method with a spoken Chinese corpus and found that
their hybrid method did improve topic recognition. However, when looking at
the full results, the accuracy of topic recognition seemed to dependmuchmore on
finding the right number of topics to classify, compared to the contribution of the
proposedmodel. Their topic recognition workedmuch better than other methods
for low (< 16) and high (>96) number of topics. However, for 96 different topics
to detect, it does not significantly outperform any other method, such as a simpler
LDAmodel.

All the aforementioned topic management and modeling approaches have as
a major benefit that they are mostly language independent and do not solely rely
on keywords. However, each of them has its drawbacks. The discourse structure
approach is less suitable when dealing with noisy speech with no clear structure
in the discourse. The machine learning approach always requires (large amounts
of) data and existing models are largely based on textual data, which is not always
suitable for spoken interaction. The knowledge base approach has a problem with
granularity. For example, the distance in a knowledge-graph between apples and
vegetables is larger than the difference between skates and water. This means that
it is harder to extract topics with the same granularity if an agent is often modeled
with similarly granular topics.

2.3.3 Question Generation in Dialogue

In this final section about personalization we discuss work on question generation question
generationin conversation. Question generation is a process of automatically generating

questions based on a discourse, like sentences or paragraphs and in our specific case,
based on conversations (Rus et al., 2011). Asking questions is an excellent way for
people to show engagement during a dyadic human-human interaction (Huang
et al., 2017). Huang et al. (2017) evaluated the difference between asking open
questions and follow-up questions in a social context and found that asking follow-
up questions is a good strategy for increasing the likability of the question asker.
The authors distinguish between different types of follow-up questions people
can ask, such as a standard follow-up question (directly asking about something
the other interlocutor has talked about) or mirroring (asking the same question as
the interlocutor). Their finding that people that ask more follow-up questions are
better liked by the conversation partner could be applied to a social agent as well.
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If a social agent could ask questions that are on topic and specific to the user (i.e.,
personal), the likeability and engagement might increase, though no experiment
has been conducted to confirm this hypothesis yet. Additionally, self-disclosure of
the user and rapport between the user and a social agent might increase as well.

Twomain types of question generation for dialogue are found in the literature:
1) rule-driven and 2) data-driven, both of which we will highlight in the following
two sections of this chapter.

2.3.3.1 Rule-driven

For many rule-driven question generation models, these are generated based on
the assumption that there is always availability of question-answer pairs, with a
ground truth. For example, to generate questions from a discourse, three stages of
processing have been proposed (Heilman and Smith, 2010; Yao et al., 2012). The
first stage is optional, the sentence simplification stage, in which shorter sentences
are preferred over longer ones in the discourse. The second stage is transformation,
to transform a declarative sentence or parts of an utterance into a question. The
third and final stage is question ranking, where all the transformed questions
are ranked according to a fitness function that determines if a question is good.
However, this method is mainly meant for generating factoid questions based
on existing texts that contain answers to questions, but is less useful for casual
conversation with no ground truth answers. In casual conversation we require
methods that can generate questions without ground truth answers.

Chali and Hasan (2015) used specific topics found in online resources (Twit-
ter) and put them into templates based on semantic role labeling (SRL) as well,
though these were more questions of a factoid kind. Mandasari (2019) continued
the work of Fasya (2017) by focusing on online question generation, specifically
oriented towards generating follow-up questions in the personal domain, based
on the method of Chali and Hasan (2015). Mandasari used templates for the
questions and SENNA for SRL. In order to make the questions suited for casual
conversation, she extracted templates from the speed-dating corpus of Huang et al.
(2017). An example of the question generation can be seen in Table 2.11.

Glas et al. (2017) conducted a study about personalized greetings for a social
robot. The robot had a camera and microphone/speakers, the former used for
detecting and recognizing faces and the latter for making small talk at a shopping
mall. The robot observed people over the course of 23 days. If the robot encoun-
tered a person for the third time, it would initiate a small conversation with that
person. The question generation in the robot consisted of selecting an appropriate
topic and applying it to a predefined template. The topic management used topics
such as novel appearances of users (change of hairstyle, walking pace) and times-
tamps (time and frequency of visits). Though the field study was only done for
demonstrative purposes, participants were impressed with the robot remembering
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Table 2.11: A conversation from Mandasari (2019), where the agent starts
with an opening question (Turn 1) and asks a follow-up question
(Turn 3) based on the SRL pattern in turn 2.

# Interlocutor Utterance

1 Agent Do you like reality TV shows? Why or why not?
2 User I don’t like reality TV shows because I believe most of them

only fake programs.
3 Agent Why do you believe most of them only fake programs?
4 User Because the shows are too good, or contrary too bad to

happen in the real world.

them and asking them a question.

2.3.3.2 Data-driven

Many approaches in data-driven question generation deal with factoid questions
that are retrieved or trained on internet forums or other texts available. For example,
Sun et al. (2018) created and evaluated a question generation neural network
trained on the SQuAD andMARCO datasets (Rajpurkar et al., 2016; Nguyen
et al., 2016). A sequence-to-sequencemodel for natural language processing (NLP) sequence-

to-
sequence

transforms an input sentence to an output sentence. Sun et al. (2018)’s neural
network approach is a sequence-to-sequence to generate questions from answers
and their context. Their model aims to be more context-sensitive to the text (i.e.,
more attention given to words’ position closest to question’s text keywords) it
is trained on and match the types of answers better to the questions it generates
(e.g., asking a when question if that information is unknown). Even though
the sequence-to-sequence model of Sun et al. (2018) was an improvement in
comparison to state of the art, there are issues in these neural approaches that
need to be solved before they become usable for a social agent. The first is that
the question generation is based on datasets of factoid questions. However, the
questions for a social agent in casual conversation are often not about facts, but
about opinions and preferences. Secondly, a challenge in casual conversation for
social agents is in creating novel questionswithout having pairs of question-answers
to rely on, something that most neural network approaches require.

Sugiyama et al. (2013) generated sentences for an agent based on topics that
were retrieved from an online resource, Twitter. Particularly for generating ques-
tions, these were generated by the retrieval of relevant topic phrases, a question
type (e.g., how, where) and template matches based on SRL (Ritter et al., 2011).
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The generation component took a recognized topic of the user and generated a
question with that topic and a related topic. Twitter was used as the online re-
source to match topics to other topics, based not only on the surface text, but also
the dependency relations similarities in SRL. A recent effort of Hu et al. (2018)
into topic-based question generation focused on using question types and short
sentences from Amazon reviews to generate follow-up questions. For example,
from a source text “bottle says made in usa”, with topic “bottle” and question type
“where”, the follow-up question “where does the bottle originate from?” would
be generated (Hu et al., 2018, p. 9). The corpus of Amazon reviews however is
limited to asking about product details.

One of the few methods recently developed for general domain question
generation, where there is no ground truth answer was proposed by Su et al. (2019).
Even though their method was applied for conversational interview coaching,
their generation of follow-up questions can be applied in other domains or open-
domains as well. In their first study Su et al. (2018) looked into using sequence-2-
sequence patterns for interview question generation. The context of the study was
interviewing students for admission to college. Students could answer questions
as elaborately as they liked. The authors collected a small corpus of human-human
interviews, where participants had to play the role of interviewer and interviewees.
A convolutional neural tensor network (CNTN) was trained to select the best
(source) sentence from the corpus to generate follow-up questions from. After the
sentence was selected, an LSTM-based sequence-to-sequence model was trained
to generate the patterns for follow-up questions from the selected sentence. In
the final step, the question templates were filled with related words to the source
sentence. A probabilistic ranker selected the best question from all the generated
questions, based on co-occurrences of n-grams in the follow-up question and
source sentence. In the second study, Su et al. (2019) approached the follow-up
question generation based on ontologies. The author’s generation component
started with selecting the best sentence from a response to an interview question,
which is the same as in their first study. After a sentence was selected, an ontology-
based approach was used to extract relevant subject-verb-object triples from the
sentence. The ontology was created based on keywords found in a new interview
dataset and on common words found in the context of interviews. Predicate
relations such as “PartOf” and “IsA” were extracted fromConceptNet (Speer et al.,
2017) based on the similarity between the words in the ontology and the source
sentence and put into question templates. The authors do not mention how the
question templates were created, but it is likely themethod is the same as in the first
study. Their second approach was however evaluated with an automatic metric
based on cosine similarity, which did indicate an improvement compared to the
first study, but it is hard to tell what it means in practice.

Xing et al. (2017) conducted an evaluation of neural response generation with
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Table 2.12: A comparison of the responses generated by a human, STD and
HTD, adapted from Wang et al. (2018, p. 2200). The topic
words are bold and the interrogatives are italic.

Prompt The sushi today is so delicious!

Human I remember you didn’t like eating Japanese food, did you?
STD Whenwill you come toWuxi? It is my treat.
HTD Really? I will try sometime!

topic-awareness. Their algorithm did not suffer as much as methods before from
the “too general” responses, such as “I like that too” or “Really?”. However, the
generated responses have only been evaluated in single responses, and not with
multi-turn conversations with a chatbot. Even though the method can generate
questions, most of the responses are not questions. To elicit self-disclosure of the
user, more questions are necessary. Wang et al. (2018) took a similar approach
to Xing et al. (2017) for specifically generating questions. The authors made a
distinction between three types of words that are important for open-domain
question generation: topic words, interrogatives and ordinary words. Topic words
are required for performing topic transitions and create specific enough questions.
Interrogative types help detect patterns of questions in datasets. Ordinary words
play a syntactic and grammatical role. A Soft Typed Decoder (STD) and Hard
Typed Decoder (HTD) used topic words and interrogative types implicitly and
explicitly respectively as sequence-to-sequence approaches (see Table 2.12). The
authors only provided a comparative analysis between their own methods and
did not disclose information for example on how often a generated question was
incorrect (e.g., irrelevant or too general) with the proposed method. The only
general reported result is perplexity, which was around 56 for both the Soft and
Hard Typed Decoder, having better word perplexity than current sequence-2-
sequence models for question generation. The HTD approach is likely the better
option for dialogue designerswhowant control about the topic of the conversation,
because the STD is more likely to generate off-topic responses.

2.4 Evaluation of Social Conversational Agents in the
Real World

In this section we discuss research related to long-term interactions and evaluation
of social conversational agents in the real world.
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2.4.1 Long-term Interaction

Yee and Niemeier (1996) describe (dis)advantages of long-term (longitudinal)
studies versus cross-section repeated studies. In longitudinal studies, the same
participants are measured over time, whereas in cross-section repeated studies,
different participants are measured over time. The downside of cross-sectional
data is that no changes in an individual can be measured. However, cross-section
studies do not depend on users committing to a study for a longer period of time,
because other users will be recruited in a follow-up. A strong aspect of long-term
studies is that individual personalization is more feasible than with a cross-section
repeated study.

A recent survey on social robots for long-term interaction studies was con-
ducted by Leite et al. (2013), where the criteria of studies included were i) a clear
description of robot and ii) study design and deployment in the real world (e.g.,
school, work). Out of all studies included in the survey, the authors found 24 stud-
ies that ranged in deployment from 2 weeks to three years with between 2 and 180
sessions per participant. The authors argue that total length of deployment is not
necessarily the key factor here and that the number of interactions per participant is
a more important factor. Leite et al. (2013, p. 304 ) define long-term interaction aslong-term

interaction “the point where the user is familiarized with the social agent and not influenced by
the novelty effect anymore”. The novelty effect is experienced by participants whonovelty

effect are not familiar with the experiment technology. These participants usually have a
positive bias towards the technology, influencing the outcome of the experiment.
Another factor that impacts the period before users are familiarized with the agent
is the complexity of the behavior of the agent. The more complex and diverse
behaviors a social agent can exhibit, the less quickly the novelty effect wears off.
Leite et al. (2013) found the following aspects to be relevant to decide if researchers
want to perform a long-term study:

• The sample size should analyzable by the researchers. A dataset of many
participants can quickly grow out of hand with too many sessions per par-
ticipant.

• The study should have enough sessions to cancel out the novelty effect.

• Longitudinal studies usually have small sample sizes, which makes it harder
to find strong results. However, when the same user experiences an interac-
tion multiple times, the data is considered strongly independent.

• Qualitative metrics are more often used than quantitative, mainly because
the sample sizes of longitudinal studies are small and do not provide enough
power for quantitative metrics.

De Graaf et al. (2016) proposed acceptance to determine when a setup of a
social agent can be considered as long-term interaction. Though acceptance is not
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Table 2.13: An overview of the phases of acceptance by De Graaf et al.
(2016).

Phase Explanation When

Expectation Users set expectations about the
technology Design phase

Confrontation Lab tests with users and obser-
vations of the technology by users

Just before
deployment

Adoption First user tests in private environ-
ment to learn about first experiences

During first month
of deployment

Adaptation Start of official user studies, with
novelty effect

During second month
of deployment

Integration Users are familiar with the techno-
logy, the novelty effect has dissipated

After second month
of deployment

Identification
Users understand the usefulness of
the technology and it is integrated
with their social life

Six months after
deployment

the same as familiarity, the two are inherently related for long-term interaction.
According to De Graaf et al., the acceptance of a social robot consists of six stages: acceptance
expectation, confrontation, adoption, adaptation, integration and identification
(see Table 2.13). After roughly two months of interaction, users are familiar with
a social agent. From this time onward the interaction can be considered long-
term, because usually no novelty effect applies anymore, which is similar to what
Broekens et al. (2009) found. However, considering the final stage of De Graaf
et al. (2016), identification, to see the effect of a setup for the real world, it could
take up to six months after the first deployment to get a realistic real world user
experience.

2.4.2 Real World Deployment

A real world interaction is an interaction taking place in a familiar environment real world
interactionfor the target users of the research. Leite et al. (2013)’s states in their survey about

24 real world studies that most were performed to test the technology itself and
learn about the environment. Most studies did not go beyond the integration
phase of their setups. However, despite many robots’ limitations and flaws, a
hopeful and positive finding overall was that people will accept social agents in
their environment in the long run and likely also in the identification phase. Leite
et al. (2013) categorized all real world studies in the survey in four groups: health
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Figure 2.9: The iCat used in for example Leite et al. (2014)’s study.

care and therapy, education, work environments and public spaces, and home use.
In the domain of education, Leite et al. (2014) deployed an iCat robot (Figure 2.9)
which could play chess once a week with children over the course of five weeks.
The iCat’s model consisted of five important components to sustain long-term
engagement: affect detection, empathetic appraisal, supportive behaviors, memory
of past interactions and the action selection. Their model retained high numbers
of engagement and social presence. However, the study did not last over 2 months
and the children could not initiate the interaction themselves, but had interactions
at planned sessions.

In another educational setting in the EASEL project, Davison et al. (2020)
deployed a Zeno robot as a teaching tool for children in primary school. The robot
operated fully autonomously over the course of four months. Children could
start the interaction themselves by letting the robot scan their radio-frequency
identification (RFID) card. Despite the limited set of speech phrases and behavior
variations, the Zeno retained the attention of the children. This is a positive finding,
because it means that designers of social agents need not make the most complex
agents they can think of to retain engagement. Davison et al. (2020) mention
some practical considerations as well for conducting real-world studies. First and
foremost, even though teachers said they did not have time to get involved with the
robot, they occasionally did involve the robot in their lessons. Different teachers
had different lesson plans, such that some covered the robot when they did not
want children to workwith the robot. Important as well with real world studies are
the ethical considerations. Davison et al. (2020) organized an information evening
for the parents about the study and discussed with the school management how
to fit the study into the school’s curriculum. Communication is important and
any issues stakeholders might have with a study design can be resolved through
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information evenings, focus groups or co-design workshops with users. Finally,
regular maintenance should be scheduled at appropriate times, because things will
break or fail sooner or later (Sung et al., 2010).

Tsiourti et al. (2018) evaluated a virtual companion at the homes of older
adults in three different countries. The author’s system, the CaMeLi framework,
was evaluated for a period of three months. Participants were asked to keep a diary
about the interaction, invited for focus groups after each month and were given
usability and quality of life questionnaires. Most participants had problems with
the believability of the agent, which due to its life-like appearance set expectations
high, especially in understanding speech-based requests. Also the older adults
required more extensive training to communicate with the agent. Interestingly,
for each country, different capabilities of the agent were considered useful, such as
memory training or scheduling social activities.

Though the other categories provide useful insights, this thesis focuses on
social agents in the category of work environments and public spaces. Gunson
et al. (2020) conducted a study with their social agent Alana in a public space to
compare the quality of interaction with Alana depending on a condition. In one
condition, Alana used casual talk with task-oriented dialogue, and in the other
condition Alana only used task-oriented dialogue. The authors found that people
generally did not want to talk casually with Alana and preferred the task-oriented
version, because it helped more efficiently. The authors also state that it is more
important for casual talk to supply it on-demand for the user, rather than being
told during the task itself. However, this experiment was done in a lab-controlled
setup. Setups in public spaces for real world evaluation are those of Kennedy et al.
(2017), Gockley et al. (2005) and Kanda et al. (2010), respectively social robots
designed for small talk, interactive-storytelling, and giving directions and rapport-
building. Kennedy et al. (2017) placed their robot Kevin in an office space, where
it could interact with all office workers. Gockley et al. (2005)’s robot Valerie was
placed at the reception of a university, where visitors, employees and students could
talk to her. Kanda et al. (2010)’s robot Robovie was located in a large shopping
mall with many visitors. The biggest challenge in the domain of public spaces
is to deal with any type of visitor that an agent might come across. For example,
in one of the first real world studies performed by Huttenrauch and Eklundh
(2002), the authors placed the robot CERO in an office space (Huttenrauch and
Eklundh, 2002; Severinson-Eklundh et al., 2003). CERO fetched office supplies
and coffee for a user who had limited walking capabilities. The authors found
that even though CEROwas designed specifically and evaluated for one person
to fetch things, many other people in the office tried to initiate interaction with
the robot, but the robot did not have any behaviors to respond to them. Many of
them said they would have liked to interact with the robot.
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2.5 Summary
In this background chapter we have discussed four important aspects of dialogue
adaptation and personalization for social conversational agents: i) multimodality
andmemory, ii)multimodal dialoguedesign, iii) personalization throughuser topic
modeling and question generation and iv) evaluation in real world interaction.

Modalities are most accessible when a microphone and camera are used to
capture user input, though haptics would increase rapport and social presence.
Most of the modalities include a memory structure and conversation history is
already part of many of the aforementioned dialogue systems. Multimodality also
increases possibilities for incremental dialogue management, for example that an
agent can backchannel appropriately through nods. However, long-term casual
conversations with memory are scarce in the field of open-domain talk for social
conversational agents (Elvir, 2010; Mattar andWachsmuth, 2014).

Designing multimodal systems is becoming increasingly more feasible than
ever with many tools and frameworks being developed. Most of them are online
available via public repositories (Bohus et al., 2017; Michael, 2020; Li et al., 2020).
However, many dialogue designers still struggle with the complexity of building
social conversational agents. Most of the available frameworks lack good docu-
mentation and design guidelines, which leads to a high learning curve for dialogue
designers with slightly different conversational agent requirements. Tools such
as the VHToolkit (Hartholt et al., 2013) and Visual SceneMaker (Gebhard et al.,
2012) accommodate designers with a graphical interface for implementing a con-
versational agent. As for guidelines for dialogue designers, in many systems there
is no clear distinction between generic interaction behavior and specific content
behavior for social agents, which makes existing dialogue systems harder to re-use
(Rich and Sidner, 2012).

Personalization through user modeling has been done for quite some time
(Kobsa, 1989) and regardless of state-of-the-art machine learning approaches with
BERT and OpenGPT-3, structure- and knowledge-based approaches seem to re-
main relevant (Langlet andClavel, 2016). Themain reason is thatmachine learning
approaches often give too generic responses. For question generation, a combined
machine learning approach with discourse structure templates has proven to be
one of the most effective methods for personalized question generation (Su et al.,
2019). A hybrid approach maintains a balance of generalizability and control for
dialogue designers, though is unfortunately hard to reproduce (Wang et al., 2018).

Finally, there have been limited evaluations of social conversational agents in
the real world. For these types of long-term interactions, an agent needs to be
deployed for at least two months to account for the novelty effect (De Graaf et al.,
2016; Leite et al., 2013). Robustness is important and incorporating users needs is
vital for meeting their expectations (Davison et al., 2020; Tsiourti et al., 2018).
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ARIA: A Framework for Multimodal

Embodied Conversational Agents

This chapter is mostly based on the work of these two papers:

• M.Valstar, S.Dermouche, C. Pelachaud, E.Coutinho, B. Schuller, Y. Zhang,
D. Heylen, M. Theune, J. vanWaterschoot, T. Baur, A. Cafaro, A. Ghi-
tulescu, B. Potard, J. Wagner, E. André, L. Durieu, andM. Aylett (2016).
“AskAlice: AnArtificialRetrieval of InformationAgent”. In: Proceedings of
the 18th ACM International Conference onMultimodal Interaction - ICMI
2016. ACM Press, pp. 419–420. doi: 10.1145/2993148.2998535

• A.Cafaro,M. Bruijnes, J. vanWaterschoot, C. Pelachaud,M.Theune, and
D. K. J. Heylen (2017a). “Selecting and Expressing Communicative Func-
tions in a SAIBA-Compliant Agent Framework”. In: Intelligent Virtual
Agents: 17th International Conference, IVA 2017, Stockholm, Sweden, Au-
gust 27-30, 2017, Proceedings. Springer, pp. 73–82. doi: 10.1007/978-
3-319-67401-8_8

3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we will discuss the ARIA-VALUSPA Virtual Platform (AVP) of
the ARIA-VALUSPA project1 set up to advance (accessibility of) multimodal
technologywith virtual humans. In the project a social virtual agent was developed,
which is called an Artificial Retrieval of Information Assistant (ARIA). ARIA

1Artificial Retrieval of Information Assistants - Virtual Agents with Linguistic Understanding,
Social skills and Personalised Aspects (ARIA-VALUSPA), funded by European Union Horizon
2020 research and innovation program, grant agreement No 645378.

https://doi.org/10.1145/2993148.2998535
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-67401-8_8
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-67401-8_8
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Research in Section 3.2 until Section 3.4 is done by partners in the project,
whereas we contributed most in integrating all these components in the AVP. In
Section 3.2 we will introduce the domains of the project: affective storytelling
and commercial information retrieval. In Section 3.3 we introduce the input
capabilities of the ARIA and in Section 3.4 we discuss its output modalities. Our
research contribution starts from Section 3.5 onward. Section 3.5 highlights the
dialogue management in the ARIA, which consists of user understanding and
behavior specification with a short run-through example of the DM. In Section
3.6 we give an overview of applications of the ARIA.

3.2 Context
More and more information retrieval tasks are automated within accessible virtual
assistants such as Apple’s Siri, Amazon’s Alexa and Google Home. Information
retrieval in the context of a virtual assistant is about asking questions about your
calendar, looking up facts or asking an assistant to tell a joke or a story. Personal
assistants that are capable of performing tasks and retrieving information are be-
coming increasingly available to people and industry (Cowan et al., 2017). We
often see that these systems are used to perform search queries, set timers, execute
certain commands or answer relatively simple questions using the ASR transcrip-
tions they get from the user’s speech. However, most of these systems are not
capable of emphatic responses or grasp social situations.

With the ARIA we want to bridge the gap of current virtual assistants and
bring them closer to more natural interaction with users. Most virtual assistants
have no automatic affect recognition (AAR) capabilities and cannot for example
detect user engagement. The information that the ARIA can use is multimodal
and supports automatic affect recognition (AAR), for both robustness and more
enriched conversations. The platform is multilingually set up, with support for En-
glish, German and French. The AAR capabilities are not dependent on language
models, but on acoustic models and facial expressions. The platform that we devel-
oped had to be accessible to many people: the ARIA should be deployable in any
home and work on most devices such as computers, tablets and phones. Dialogue
designers should be able to recreate their own virtual human with the toolkit and
add extra modalities easily as they see fit. Virtual assistants often cannot deal with
dynamic turn-taking. For example, Amazon Alexa indicates with a light when it
is ready to receive user utterances, but the user cannot stop Alexa mid-sentence.
This is desired in truly incremental interactions, where either the user or an agent
can interrupt the other at any given moment during an interaction. The ARIA is
able to have incremental interactions. An advantage of incrementality is that users
can correct themselves or the agent more quickly.
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3.3 Multimodal Input
In Section 2.1.1 we discussed multiple modalities that can be used for social agents.
In this section we will discuss briefly the input modalities of the ARIA. The
modalities that we can use for the ARIA will be sufficient to give a rich experience
to novice users and can be extended for themore advanced userswho are able to and
want to use more modalities. Given that most computing devices we use nowadays
have a microphone and camera available, speech and vision are the modalities that
we focus on in the ARIA.

3.3.1 Speech

The ARIA’s speech components consist of ASR, AAR and voice activity detec-
tion (VAD). The ASR in the ARIA supports transcriptions in three different
languages: English, German and French. TheWERwas 39.0% 28.8% and 40.2%
for these languages respectively (Valstar et al., 2018). The ASR is based on the
Kaldi framework and can be set to produce up to 10 different transcriptions per
spoken utterance and can send intermittent transcriptions to support incremental
interactions (Povey et al., 2011). Improvements to the original ASR were made by
Mousa and Schüller (2016). More details on the final ASR implementation can be
found in the ARIA-VALUSPA technical report D2.1 (Schuller et al., 2015). For
AAR, ARIA uses openSMILE for extracting the valence and arousal levels from
user’s speech, based on features like F0 and pitch (Eyben et al., 2010). Additionally,
openSMILE predicts user’s demographics, such as their gender (male/female) and
age category (child/adolescent/adult/senior). VAD is included in openSMILE
as well, based on the work of Eyben et al. (2013) and is important for detecting
interruptions by the user.

3.3.2 Facial Expressions

ARIA uses eMax for the recognition of emotions from user’s facial expressions.
Ekman et al. (2002)’s facial action units are used in eMax to recognize six basic
emotions: anger, sadness, surprise, disgust, happiness and fear, as well as arousal
and valence. eMax can detect the emotions in real-time from video robustly with
slight face orientations (Almaev and Valstar, 2013). Jaiswal and Valstar (2016)
developed a deep learning method (BLSTM-CNN) for detecting spontaneous
emotion from the face, further improving the recognition of facial action units to
be used in AAR. Additionally, faces with eMax can be recognized with facial point
localization ofmultiple people at a time and head pose estimation (Sánchez-Lozano
et al., 2016), which supports the ARIA with multi-user interactions.
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Figure 3.1: Picture showing the interface of the SSI framework (Wagner et al.,
2011), which shows microphone activity, video feed, processed
multimodal input and ASR.

3.3.3 Analysis and Processing

The Social Signal Interpretation (SSI) framework is integrated inARIA (Wagner et
al., 2011). SSI is capable of real-time synchronousmerging of differentmultimodal
inputs, such as from cameras andmicrophones but also game controllers. InARIA
we used SSI to merge and synchronize camera and audio input, namely 1) ASR, 2)
eMax and 3) openSMILE. SSI combines the input from these three components
to ameasure of interest (or engagement), in which high arousal and high valence of
the user together with the user looking at the agent are interpreted as high interest
of the user. Additionally, SSI has some general filter and feature algorithms which
can extract high-level information such as affective states (e.g., valence, arousal
and basic six emotions) from multimodal data and has machine learning tools
available for classifying and clustering multimodal data (see Figure 3.1). The
logging of this data is automatic and can be directly annotated or analyzed by
researchers with annotation tools such as ELAN and NOVA (Wittenburg et al.,
2006; Heimerl et al., 2019). In the ARIA-VALUSPA project the Novice eXpert
Interaction (NoXi) database was collected and automatically annotated with SSI
and eMax and manually with NOVA (Cafaro et al., 2017b).
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Figure 3.2: We chose this virtual human included in the Greta platform as
one of the representations of the ARIA.

3.4 Multimodal Output
Similarly to the modalities of the multimodal input components of the ARIA,
auditory and visual modalities are used for multimodal output. A virtual human
as embodiment for the ARIA is shown in Figure 3.2.

3.4.1 Non-verbal Behavior Generation

ARIA’s virtual human isGreta, a platform that supports BML and FML standards
(Poggi et al., 2005). Greta supports facial expressions, gestures with her arms and
head movements. It is also possible to change the appearance of Greta and change
the surroundings to make the virtual human more suited for other domains. By
default, Greta has idle behaviors, such as breathing, blinking and looking around.
The code forGreta2 is available for others to use as their virtual human. Animations
generatedbyGreta are smoothedout aswell, whichmeans that if the user interrupts
the ARIA or if the ARIA wants to change behavior autonomously, this happens
without unnatural jerking or sudden movements.

2https://github.com/isir/greta

https://github.com/isir/greta
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3.4.2 Text-to-Speech Generation

ARIAuses CereProc’s TTS voices, CereVoices, for the generation of speech for the
ARIA (Aylett and Pidcock, 2007). Greta has support for all the CereVoices and
is able to use features for synthesis that are required for incremental interactions,
such as the voice talking louder or softer and change the affective state of the
voice, such as “calm”, “neutral”, “angry” and “sad”. Additionally, CereVoices
generates visemes, which are necessary for lip synchronization while talking, and
thus CereVoices can easily be integrated with virtual humans and robots that
require lip synchronization. Finally, SSML can be combined with CereVoices for
adjusting the voice, for example the pitch and speed.

3.5 Multimodal Dialogue Management
ARIA uses Flipper for supporting prototyping (non-verbal) NLP and DM (Ter
Maat and Heylen, 2011). In short, Flipper is an information-state based dialogue
engine that uses rules in templates for multimodal behavior understanding and
specification (Chapter 4 discusses Flipper in more detail). In this section we de-
scribe our multimodal dialogue management for user input understanding and
behavior specification generation (see Figure 3.3).

Dialogue management in Flipper is based on dialogue structure, similar to thedialogue
structure FLoReS dialogue manager of Morbini et al. (2014). A dialogue structure consists

of three levels: episode, exchange and move. An episode can be viewed as a type of
sub-dialogue, such as question-answering, making small talk or performing a task
such as giving directions. Exchanges are parts of the episode and are all about the
same topic, such as answering different questions about a specific book. Moves
are the atomic components of the dialogue structure and correspond directly to a
single conversational act, such as a nod for backchanneling or giving an answer to
a question. Dialogue management in ARIA consists of transforming multimodal
input to user moves and generating agent moves through behavior specification.

3.5.1 User Input Understanding

SSI handles all the real-time processing and synchronization of multimodal in-
put and transforms FACS and acoustic signals to higher level information such
as emotions, valence and arousal , such that Flipper has the latest information
available. We created templates in Flipper that interpret multimodal dialogue
input. Templates determine what the user intent is based on the input, such the
user assigning or yielding the turn.

For user input understanding, the multimodal input will be converted to an
observed user move consisting of three different types: interaction, content and
socio-emotional (indicated in blue, orange and red respectively in Figure 3.3).
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These moves can be multidimensional and be combined in a single or multiple
intents of the user.

Interaction moves are used to manage the meta-dialogue, such as opening and
closing the interaction and handling interruptions and turn-management. For
example, an interaction move is “disengaging” and this move is created through a
template with a rule for detecting a certain time of no voice activity nor eye contact
of the user. Templates for interaction moves can directly trigger an agent response
without any deliberation.

Content moves always contain a topic, such as the user asking or answering
a question. Content moves are determined by the history of moves, the current
exchange the user is in, the detected topics and keywords spotted in the user’s
speech. Content moves require more deliberation than interaction moves in Flip-
per, because they require NLP components. The StanfordCoreNLP (Manning
et al., 2014) is used for extracting the important words from a user utterance based
on part-of-speech (PoS) tags and a question-answer database is used for detecting
user questions based on n-grams of the keywords.

Socio-emotional moves keep track of the emotional state of the user, using
eMax’ and openSMILE’s non-verbal user behavior recognition. For example, a
positive valence of the user is an indicator of high engagement of the user with the
agent.

3.5.2 Behavior Specification Generation

The specification of behavior for the ARIA consists of two components: the intent
planner (decision-making) and the behavior specifier (generating).

The intent planner chooses a communicative function and optionally a topicintent
planner to talk about, based on the user input understanding. The DIT++ taxonomy is

used for the communicative functions and how to convey certain behaviors (Bunt
et al., 2010). A full overview of the supported DIT++ intents are shown in Table
3.1.

Similarly to the user input understanding, the behavior specification genera-
tion consists of agent moves, divided into the same three categories as for the user:
interaction, content and socio-emotional. If the agent has a content move, a topic
is selected with an n-gram approach, based on the semantic similarity between
the agent topic and the most recent user content move and dialogue history. A
possible interaction move might be that the agent yields the turn if the user seems
eager to talk. Lastly, in the case of a socio-emotional move, an example is showing
gratitude for a compliment given by the user.

The intent planner contains three components: the move updater, move selec-
tor and move planner. The move updater sets the relevance of each possible move
based on the dialogue history and dialogue structure. For example, if the agent
answered questions of the users, moves related to question-answering (structure)
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Table 3.1: An overview of our FML-templates categorized according to DIT++
taxonomy.

Class Goal Sub-classes

Information
Transfer

Obtain or provide
information

Question: set | choice | prop | check
Inform: agreement | disagreement |
answer | elaborate | explain

Feedback
Provide or elicit information
about the processing of the
previous utterance(s)

Auto: positive | negative
Allo: positive | negative
Elicitation

Interaction Structure the dialogue (e.g.
turn or topic management)

Contact: check | indication
Time: stalling | pausing
Turn: take | accept | grab | keep | assign | release
Topic: introduction | preclosing | announce shift

Social Obligations Social policies during
the dialogue

Salutation: initial | return
Introduction: initial | return
Gratitude: initial | return
Apology: initial | return
Valediction: initial | return

will have higher relevance, as well as moves that are semantically similar to previous
moves (history). Additionally, the move updater sets the threshold of how high
a relevance should be, because only if a move exceeds the threshold, it will be se-
lected as the agent move. Updating the threshold happens in real time to support
possible interruptions, both by the user and agent. If there are no moves with high
relevancy, the threshold gets lowered. For example, when the user has the turn, the
agent has a high threshold for talking and will rarely interrupt the user. However,
if the user turn goes on for very long, the threshold gets lowered and the agent is
more likely to interrupt the user.

The move selector takes the agent’s own goal and the relevances of the move
updater into account. The move selector picks a move once its relevance is above
the threshold and sends it to the move planner, which constructs an agent move.

The move planner takes as input the history of observed and expected user
moves (see Figure 3.4). Expected and observed user moves are for example when
the agent asks a question, the user is expected to answer (expected), but could reply
with another question (observed), like in Table 3.2. The history of the agent’s own
moves is used as well for planning. For each possible agent move that is planned,
the move planner checks if it has been completed or executed. An agent move
that has been interrupted is considered executed, but not completed. A move that
has not been completed gets a higher relevance in the move updater. Thus, an
uncompleted agent move has a higher chance that it will be selected again by the
move selector.
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Figure 3.4: A close up of the intent planning inside the Flipper architecture.

Given the history of themoves, the current expected usermove and the selected
agent move, a new agent move is planned, as well as a prediction about how the
user will respond. Note that multiple moves can be executed at the same time by
the agent, such as an interaction move (giving the turn) and asking a question.
Once a move has been planned, it is sent to the generator component.

For behavior specificationwe built an FML realizer which can take as input thebehavior
specifica-

tion
topic and communicative intent (DIT++) from the DM and generate FML. The
ARIA has a list of available FML-templates with parameters for creating variable
behavior. The parameters for FML are shown in Table 3.3. Dialogue designers
can set any of these parameters, depending on their ARIA goal. The first four
elements in Table 3.3 are standard FML tags which change values inside the FML
templates. The emotion element sets how the agent should express emotion and
can be combined with other communicative functions. The emphasis element
emphasizes both verbally and non-verbally part of the agent’s speech. Certainty
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Table 3.2: An example dialogue between the agent (ARIA) and a user as
interlocutors (I). The emotion (E) is indicated as neutral (N) or
happy (H).

# I Utterance Keywords Intent E A V

1 User I don’t think the queen
is reasonable.

think,
queen answer N 0.2 0.2

2 Agent Would you like to know
more about the queen?

info,
queen set N 0.2 0.2

3 User What can you tell me
about the white rabbit?

info, white,
rabbit set H 0.6 0.6

4 Agent The white rabbit was
mean at the tea party. info, rabbit answer H 0.6 0.6

Table 3.3: Functional Markup Language (FML) parameters for the ARIA.

Element Attribute

emotion type, intensity, importance
emphasis level, importance
certainty type, intensity, importance
voice type
var type
alternative type, name
alt-option ref

allows for probabilities in expressed communicative functions. The voice types are
specific for CereVoice, to synthesizemore natural emotional speech, with calmness,
anger, sadness or happiness.

The bottom three parameters are directly affecting the FML templates format.
The var element is used for the topic or a sentence in an FML template, the
alternative element is optional if multiple topics or sentences can be used and
the alt-option contains if-then rules if the alternative element is used. The three
FML-template parameters provide dialogue designers flexibility with behavior
specification, for which we created three different levels.

1. Static. The DM sends a list of possible emotions or topics that can be used
as parameters in the FML templates (see Listing 3.1). The dialogue designer
has to decide for themselves what type of possible behaviors they want in
a limited set of emotions and topics. For example, an FML template for
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<alternative id="alt1" type="static">
<alt-option>For <tm id="tm1"/>instance:</alt-option>
<alt-option>For <tm id="tm1"/>example:</alt-option>

</alternative>

Listing 3.1: Example of a static alternative with an inform-elaborate intent,
with a variation of saying “for instance” or “for example”.

backchanneling has a parameter for an utterance. A list would consist of the
words “Okay”, “Yes” or “Uh-huh”. They are all equally likely to be selected.

2. Selectable. If the designer wants a specific emotion or topic option in a
template instead of a random option in the FML, the selectable alternative
is chosen (see Listing 3.2). The selectable is useful for creating rule-based
FML templates. For example, if a positive valence is detected from a user
move, the agent might choose the option in the FML template that has
smiling as a behavior.

3. Dynamic. The DM is connected to a component that generates full FML
behavior specifications, independent of the FML templates included in
the ARIA. Listing 3.3 shows the few lines of code necessary for including
dynamic specification, but it leaves all the generation of FML specifications
to the DM. The specifications can be extended to generate more behavior
dynamically, for example by adding BEAT-gestures (Cassell et al., 2004).

The final FML behavior specification is sent to the FML translator which
translates the FML toBMLto realize the behavior of the agent, usingGreta’s virtual
human and CereVoice speech. Once the ARIA receives an FML specification and
is realizing the behavior, it will send live BML callbacks to the input understanding
component. BML callback include time markers for gestures and spoken text of
currently executed agent behavior. If another move of the agent becomes relevant
during the behavior execution, a template within the move planner activates to
specify the behavior for this move. Time markers in the BML callbacks are used
for a more fluent transition of animations and speech and support incremental
interaction.

3.5.3 Walkthrough of the Intent Planner and Behavior Specification

In this section, the steps that the system takes to respond to the user are illustrated.
Table 3.2 shows four turns in a typical user-agent interaction with ARIA, in the
context of Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland. The second column shows who
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<speech id="s1">
<alternative id="alt1" name="positive-feedback" type="selectable">
<alt-option ref="named">Yes <tm id="tm0"/>
<var id="var1" type="user"/><tm id="tm1"/></alt-option>
<alt-option ref="no-named">Yes</alt-option>

</alternative>
</speech>
<alternative id="alt2" name="positive-feedback" type="selectable">
<alt-option ref="named"><emphasis id="emp1" start="s1:tm0"
level="strong" end="s1:tm1" importance="1"/></alt-option>
<alt-option ref="no-named"></alt-option>

</alternative>

Listing 3.2: Example of a selectable alternative for providing positive
feedback to the user.

<tm id="tm0"/>
<alternative id="alt1" type="dynamic"/>.

<tm id="tm1"/>

Listing 3.3: Example of a dynamic-alternative, in which any FML can be
included between the alternative tags.

has the turn. The third column shows the utterances during the turn. The fourth
column shows the keywords and topics that are extracted and selected for the
user and agent turn respectively. The intents for both interlocutors are shown
in column 5, based on the DIT++ intents (see Figure 3.1). The three remaining
columns indicate the user’s and agent’s emotional stance. Arousal (A) and valence
(V) are computed in the input processing block through acoustic and visual features
(e.g., prosody, facial expressions) for the user and affective words and mirroring
the user emotions for the agent socio-emotional stance, as shown in Figure 3.3.

The user speech interpreter recognizes that the user has the intent of asking a
question (set in DIT++) with some additional keywords (“white” and “rabbit”)
representing the subject. The move planner selects an answer FML Template
which is intended to provide information and waits until it is the agent’s turn to
give the response. The selected FML template, shown in Listing 3.4, contains a
<var> element for a sentence clause that can be replaced with the ARIA’s answer.
All the attributes in the template that can bemodified are indicatedwith a question
mark. The agent’s emotional expression can be computed from the mental state.
Type becomes angry based on alignment with detected sentiment words in the
user’s utterance, in this case “mean”. Once the type attributes of the <voice>
and <emotion> tags are set, the ARIA can produce the utterance with an angry
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<fml>
<speech id="s1" start="0.0" language="english" voice="cereproc">
<alternative id="alt1" name="inform" type="selectable">

<alt-option ref="opinion"><tm id="tm0"/><voice type='happy'>
<var id="var1" type="sentence"/></voice><tm id="tm1"/>

</alt-option>
<alt-option ref="neutral"><tm id="tm0"/><voice type='calm'>

<var id="var1" type="sentence"/></voice>
</alt-option>

</alternative>
</speech>
<emphasis id="emp1" start="s1:tm0" end="s1:tm1"
importance="1"/>
<emotion id="emo1" start="s1:tm0"
end="s1:tm1" intensity="1" importance="1.0"/>
<certainty id="cr1" start="s1:tm0" end="s1:tm1"
intensity="0.5" importance="0.5"/>
<performative id="p1" type="inform" start="s1:tm0" end="s1:tm1" />

</fml>

Listing 3.4: The FML Template describing an information statement in
DIT++.

synthesized voice and matching behaviors. Finally, because no values have been
set for certainty and emphasis, those attributes will use the default value in the
FML template, which is usually the average between the minimum and maximum
possible value. The performative element inside the FML-APML will produce
gestures that are related to the inform intent.

3.6 Applications
Oncewe completed theARIA architecture, we created two-use cases for the ARIA.
One was the Book-ARIA, for entertaining and informal use and one was an
Industry-ARIA for commercial use. We had two goals with these use-cases: evalu-
ating the user experience and providing a fully implemented agent which dialogue
designers could use as a starting point for their own virtual agent. Additionally
we will discuss where the ARIA has been used in two projects outside our own
use-cases: one as a virtual journalist and another as a virtual interviewer.

3.6.1 Book-ARIA: Alice in Wonderland

The Book-ARIA was Alice, a character from Alice’s Adventures inWonderland
(Carroll, 1865). Specifically for this use-case, the ASR was trained on audiobooks
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Table 3.4: Part of a conversation of interlocutors (I) user (U) and agent (A),
in which a user tries to convince Alice to trust them and tell the
truth.

# I Utterance Truth Trust

1 U Where do you live? 0.6
2 A I live inWonderland, I think. False 0.6
3 U What can you tell me about the white rabbit? 0.6

4 A

The rabbit took a watch out of its
waistcoat-pocket! It said: “Oh dear! Oh dear!”
“I shall be late!” I got curious and followed the
rabbit into a rabbit-hole under the hedge.

False 0.7

5 U Do you have any siblings? 0.7

6 A My parents had nine children. When I was
born, I had an older brother and two sisters. True 0.7

from the story of Alice. The goal of the Book-ARIA was to provide a believable
virtual agent thatwas informative and engaging to listen to. Alice is a very expressive
character in the story, which is true as well for the creatures and people she meets
during her time inWonderland. We sawAlice as the perfect fit for using the richness
of the story and bring this to “life” with the Book-ARIA.

We created a scenario inwhich users had to discover the truth ofAlice’s identity.
We set up Alice with certain personality traits that made her speak more affectively,
inspired by the personality model of Chowanda et al. (2014). While talking with
the user, initially Alice did not trust them and only talked about her adventures in
Wonderland. In reality, Alice was someone who lived in England. The goal of the
user was to gain the trust of Alice and learn the truth about her. The user could
gain her trust by maintaining eye contact often, showing interest by asking Alice
questions about Wonderland and appearing positive. Once Alice trusted the user
enough, she began explaining where she was really from and tell more about her
real life. An example of an interaction between Alice and a user is shown in Table
3.4. After the interaction, we provided users with a questionnaire to rate their
experience as well (see Appendix B).

3.6.2 Industry-ARIA: Customer support

The Industry-ARIA was a customer support social agent that could help out with
questions about products. Let us say the products were from a do-it-yourself (DIY)
store FixIt.3 The agent, Alice, could help out with questions about which drill to

3Due to privacy, a fictional company is used for this with comparable requirements.
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use for which surface. We created a dialogue tree based on the frequently asked
questions (FAQ) of the company, for which Alice would ask a couple of slot-filling
questions. Included questions were about the surface to drill in and the object
to hang. During the interaction, Alice kept track of the user’s voice and face to
detect if there was any dissatisfaction from the customer and Alice accommodates
to the current user’s emotional state. She would for example ask the customer to
confirm if she correctly answered a question or whether the customer wanted to
knowmore information about a certain answer she has given.

3.6.3 Additional Applications

One application of the ARIA platform has been the automation of interviews
based on questionnaires. Jaiswal et al. (2019) compared the virtual agent platform
to participants filling in a questionnaire on their own and to an interviewer asking
the questions. The authors found that participants gave similar answers in both
conditions. This means that a virtual agent might be just as useful of a method for
participants as self-reporting in a questionnaire. Overall, chatbots were found to
be just as effective and be at least more enjoyable than participants having to fill in
questionnaires themselves (Te Pas et al., 2020). Another application was a virtual
journalist designed with the ARIA platform to retrieve information from people
(Bowden et al., 2017). The virtual journalist was capable of dealing with human
emotions and mirroring behavior. Unfortunately, the agent was not found very
engaging by users. Further development could mitigate this issue by using more
natural gestures and a more affective voice.

3.7 Summary
In this chapter we described the ARIA-architecture and development of ARIAs.
We have shown the multimodal input and output capabilities, as well as some
of the processing that underlies the DM of the ARIA. Speech can be used for
ASR and AAR, and video feed for AAR as input. For output we utilize non-
verbal behavior generation (NVBG) with a virtual human and a synthetic voice
for TTS. Processing and producing of respectively the input and output happens
by rules in templates for dialogue management within Flipper, which uses an
information state approach together with components for NVBG understanding
and generation. The generation part consists of an FML generator with FML
templates for dynamic generation of multimodal behavior, based on topics and
communicative functions. We showcased some example applications of the ARIA
inside and outside the project.

In the next chapter we take a look at the technical aspects of dialogue manage-
ment in Flipper and give recommendations for designing multimodal dialogue.
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Flipper: Designing for Multimodal
Embodied Conversational Agents

This chapter is based on

• J. van Waterschoot, M. Bruijnes, J. Flokstra, D. Reidsma, D. Davison,
M. Theune, and D. Heylen (2018a). “Flipper 2.0: A Pragmatic Dialogue
Engine for Embodied Conversational Agents”. In: Proceedings of the 18th
International Conference on Intelligent Virtual Agents. ACM, pp. 43–50.
doi: 10.1145/3267851.3267882

In this chapter we discuss general dialogue management and dialogue design with
Flipper, as a continuation of multimodal dialogue management discussed in Sec-
tion 3.5.

4.1 Introduction
The task of building multimodal dialogue systems for a social agent or embodied
conversational agent (ECA) in large multi-partner research projects is not trivial.
Such systems need to handle complex, emergent, multimodal dialogues, be contin-
uously responsive, and deal with unpredictable user input. The reality is that in
such projects the dialogue system consists of, and interfaceswith, several specialized
components from different partners, each with their own technical framework.
The ideal dialogue system has two dimensions: it needs to i) support researchers
to achieve the complexity of the emerging dialogues that current projects strive
for; and ii) support the quick creation of (partially) functional prototypes that can
demonstrate and/or evaluate the effect of design choices or of prospective technical
components on the ECA early in the project.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3267851.3267882
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The first version of Flipper was used for performing dialogue management
in the SEMAINE1 project (Ter Maat and Heylen, 2011). We have upgraded
Flipper to navigate the abovementioned two dimensions and present Flipper 2.0 , a
declarative language and interpreter specifically designed to quickly and iteratively
create a dialogue manager for an ECA. Towards that goal we have designed Flipper
with the following capabilities.

1. With Flipper, basic dialogues can be created with minimal overhead.

2. Flipper can switch between

(a) delegating a task to an external specialized component, for example
sensor interpretation or decision-making; and

(b) simulating prospective external components fromwithin the dialogue
templates as a temporary placeholder until the component exists.

3. Flipper supports choosing along the spectrum between

(a) robust, scalable and well-defined declarative models of dialogues; and

(b) pragmatic “hacking-stuff-together” and “wizarding” to try out the
effects of certain dialogue paradigms before actually modeling them
properly.

This can help early in the project to show how a dialogue with the ECAwill
emerge. It also helps to make decisions that are informed by the reality of
the distributed ECA technology that is available or that will be developed.
Early demonstrations demand a pragmatic approach while at some point
the pragmatic developments and the lessons learned need to be consolidated
into an ECA system that is robust and scalable.

4. Information in Flipper can be stored in a persistent database which enables,
for instance, a robust consistency between interactions over time.

5. Flipper can process information from input sensors in parallel, handle
decision-making, and create and send output, making the ECA contin-
uously responsive in a dialogue.

6. Flipper can communicate with external components; it currently supports
eight middleware communication platforms, and it is easy to add other
methods of communication.

7. Finally, over the course of several national and international research projects
we have created a set of design patterns. In these design patterns we show

1https://semaine-db.eu/

https://semaine-db.eu/
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howwe solve in a robust and scalable way the typical situations and technical
problems that occur when creating a dialogue system. We will make these
available together with the software and highlight some in this chapter.

In Section 4.2 we explain our view on dialogue systems and discuss related
work on dialogue management and designing dialogues. In Section 4.3 we discuss
the technical details of Flipper. In Section 4.4 we show some examples and design
patterns of using the dialogue engine. In Section 4.5 we point at some work that
has been done with Flipper in ongoing and earlier research projects. Finally, we
discuss the current limitations and future development of the dialogue engine and
present our conclusions in Section 4.6.

4.2 Background
ECAs consist of multiple technical components that can be roughly divided into
three pillars of tasks: sense, think, and act. In an interaction, sensing components
are tasked with processing and interpreting the human’s language and social signal
behavior. For example the user’s mouth corners move up, meaning a smile. This
information is used by the agent to think about the behavior of the user in order to
decide what is an appropriate response in the context. For instance the user liked
the joke the agent just told themand the agent laughswith the user to create rapport.
This response behavior is displayed, acted, by the embodiment of the ECA. Each
component in each pillar has a distinct task that it performs in order for an ECA
to function in a social interaction. In Section 2.2.1 we already discussed dialogue
frameworks with respect to input modalities (sense) and output modalities (act).
In this background we address the think component of dialogue frameworks.

We distinguish within the thinking component of an ECA a division of three
parts: a dialogue engine, a dialogue manager and dialogues. The dialogue manager dialogue

manageris the part of an ECA that deals with how the agent behaves in an interaction. It
is a collection of rules that control the flow and state of the conversation (Lars-
son and Traum, 2000). It does so in response to the input of the user, and the
goals and beliefs of the ECA. Dialogue managers are dependent on the domain
knowledge your agent requires, the modalities you want to use and the goal of the
conversation. Depending on the ECA developer’s goal, one or another dialogue
approach could be more appropriate. The dialogue engine is the machinery with dialogue

enginewhich it is possible to create a dialogue manager. This can be done in a regular
programming language, or in a system that interprets declarative dialogue spec-
ifications to control a dialogue, or a mixture of the two. Designers of dialogues dialogues
are then required to write content (a dialogue structure within the domain that
the agent knows about and can converse about and that contains all the behaviors
that the agent can decide to do) and add this to the dialogue system. Together, the
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dialogue engine, dialogue manager and dialogues make up the complete dialogue
system.

Choosing a tool to develop dialogues for an ECA has a great impact on the
type of interaction. An overview of different tools that are currently available
is provided in Table 4.1.2 We review seven aspects of each dialogue design tool:
i) information processing, ii) the interface to design dialogues, iii) the support
for linking an embodied agent, iv) the design paradigm, v) how dialogue control
is organized, vi) the support for different types of interaction management and
vii) the inclusion of design patterns for designing dialogues.

Information processing is the way in which the context of the dialogue isinforma-
tion

processing
stored and processed and is important for knowing what the tool is capable of
using during a dialogue. Examples are the capabilities to process probabilities,
events or plans in the context. In most tools this is captured in either states or a
network. A state-based approach is easier to interpret and to author dialogues
for than a network-based approach. However, if there is much training data
available, a network would be very convenient to capture all relevant information
without explicitly stating what is relevant. Flipper uses information-state update
rules, similar to the approaches in TrindiKit (Larsson and Traum, 2000) and the
VHToolkit (Hartholt et al., 2013). The information state update approach is useful
for keeping control of the dialogue flow without declaring all possible dialogue
states. Commercial cloud-based services such as LUIS.AI, Wit.ai, DialogFlow,
Watson, Lex and SAP Conversational AI all use neural networks for processing
the information,3 which is a useful approach for learning from large datasets
containing text or conversations (Braun et al., 2017; Canonico and Russis, 2018).
Similar open-source neural network approaches are RASA (Bocklisch et al., 2017)
and ConvLab-2 (Zhu et al., 2020).

Interface of Authoring is the process of designers creating interactions for theirinterface of
authoring ECA. The accessibility of authoring is important for designers to use your tool.

The VHToolkit, with the NPCEditor (Leuski and Traum, 2010), Visual Scene-
Maker (Gebhard et al., 2012) and HALEF (Ramanarayanan et al., 2015), with
OpenVoiceXML, provide a graphical user interface for editing the dialogue. Other
tools, such as Flipper, IrisTK (Skantze and Al Moubayed, 2012) and OpenDial
(Lison and Kennington, 2016) use a declarative way of defining the dialogue in
XML. In the commercial cloud-services, designers can use aweb-interface to author
dialogues, in which they provide user input and an appropriate agent response,
marking the intents and entities in the utterances. The agent then learns from the
marked examples to give the best response given recognized intents and entities.
In the VHToolkit (Hartholt et al., 2013), WAMI (Gruenstein et al., 2008) and

2Commercial tools include DialogFlow, Wit.ai, LUIS.ai, Watson, Lex, SAP Conversational AI
and RASA

3luis.ai, wit.ai, dialogflow.com, ibm.com/watson/, aws.amazon.com/lex/ and
cai.tools.sap/

luis.ai
wit.ai
dialogflow.com
ibm.com/watson/
aws.amazon.com/lex/
cai.tools.sap/
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Flipper scripting is also possible for less restricted authoring. ADvISER (Li et al.,
2020) and ConvLab-2 (Zhu et al., 2020) support user simulations via a GUI to
evaluate authored dialogues and diagnose possible issues.

Embodiment support is an ECA’s capability to perform both verbal and non- embodi-
mentverbal behaviors. It is a necessity for developing an ECA and most of the tools

support it. IrisTK (Skantze and AlMoubayed, 2012), Visual SceneMaker (Geb-
hard et al., 2012), the VHToolkit (Hartholt et al., 2013) and ReTiCo/rrSDS
(Kennington et al., 2020) include an embodiment. Others, such as RavenClaw
(Bohus and Rudnicky, 2009), Disco (Rich and Sidner, 2012), OpenDial (Lison
and Kennington, 2016) and Flipper have interfaces available for embodiment.
The commercial tools are harder to link to an embodiment, due to the text-only
intent-entity marking for agent responses. HALEF (Ramanarayanan et al., 2015)
is less suitable for embodiment, due to its focus on telephone-conversation.

Developing dialogues canbe done via a bottom-uppragmatic approach, amore
theory-driven robustmanner or amixed approach, which are the design paradigms. design

paradigmsPyDial (Ultes et al., 2017), RASA (Bocklisch et al., 2017), ConvLab-2 (Zhu et al.,
2020) and the commercial tools such as DialogFlow aremore on the pragmatic side
of the design paradigm scale, for quickly developing content with conversational
data. Tools such as RavenClaw (Bohus and Rudnicky, 2009) and Disco (Rich and
Sidner, 2012) require a theory-driven approach due to their hierarchical way of
processing information and are not capable of using conversational data directly
for development. The emphasis of Flipper is on using a pragmatic approach when
starting to develop dialogues, though for more complex dialogues theory-driven
development is also possible, similar to the design paradigm in OpenDial (Lison
and Kennington, 2016).

The dialogue control can be either single or distributed (multiagent) (Cheyer dialogue
controlandMartin, 2001). In IrisTK (Skantze and Al Moubayed, 2012) a single compo-

nent is responsible for the dialogue flow, maintaining transparency of changes in
the dialogue state. In complex dialogues a single component for dialogue control
can be a bottleneck. RavenClaw (Bohus and Rudnicky, 2009), the VHToolkit
(Hartholt et al., 2013), ReTiCo/rrSDS (Michael, 2020) and Flipper are capable of
distributed control, using separate components, for example, for backchanneling
and deliberate conversation.

During a conversation with an ECA, turn-taking and backchanneling are
important for a coherent conversation; this is called interaction management. The interaction

manage-
ment

neural network based tools only support rigid turn-by-turn dialogues; there is
no managing of other turn behavior like pauses or interruptions. Flipper has a
structure similar to RavenClaw (Bohus and Rudnicky, 2009), IrisTK (Skantze and
Al Moubayed, 2012) and ReTiCo/rrSDS (Michael, 2020) to support both simple
turn-by-turn behavior andmore dynamic turn-taking for incremental interactions.

Most dialogue design tools provide a description of their tool and simple
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examples to run the software. However, an underestimated aspect is how precisely
to design the dialogues: which design patterns a designer of dialogues could use.design

patterns IrisTK (Skantze and AlMoubayed, 2012) and Visual SceneMaker (Gebhard et al.,
2012) do provide dialogue flow patterns for dialogue designers but design patterns
on the higher level dealingwith sensory input or behaviors are not provided. Design
patterns help dialogue designers with fast decision-making of prototyping their
ECA. In this chapter we describe multiple types of design patterns that are helpful
in developing dialogues in Flipper.

4.3 Flipper
Flipper, as mentioned in Chapter 3, is a dialogue engine for pragmatic yet robust
dialogue management that is applicable in many domains, and has reusable design
patterns. Designers of ECAs can use the dialogue engine to quickly create dialogue
systems that can be as complex as they like. The software is open-source and
available on GitHub.4

4.3.1 Architecture

The main concepts in Flipper are the information state and declarative templates
written in XML. The information state can be predefined, created at runtime,
and/or updated on-the-go. It stores interaction-related information and data
in a hierarchical tree-based structure. The information state is represented in
JSON format, which is human-readable and easy to integrate with other dialogue
components that support working with JSON data structures. Listing 4.1 shows
an example information state. Nodes in the information state can be accessed
in Flipper by navigating the tree-based data structure using dot notation. For
example, the user’s name can be accessed through is.user.name in Listing 4.1.
Information from a dialogue that can be included are, but not limited to, dialogue
history, emotional levels and topics. Flipper can be linked to a PostgreSQLdatabase
to create a persistent information state. This means that the information state can
be restored to a previous valid information state that exists in the database. Such a
persistent information state can be used, for example, to track interactions with a
user over multiple sessions.

The data structure stored in the information state is queried and updated using
templates. Templates can be grouped and organized in different files accordingtemplates
to their related functionality. Each template consists of preconditions and effects.precondi-

tions and
effects

Preconditions are sets of rules that describe when a template should be executed.
Effects are the associated updates to the information state. Listing 4.2 shows an
example template that checks whether a user is present. If so, the user is personally

4github.com/hmi-utwente/flipper-2.0

github.com/hmi-utwente/flipper-2.0
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{ "is" : {
"user" : {

"name" : "Alan",
"speech" : "hello what can you do",
"emotion" : "happy"},

"history": {
"greetByAgent" : false,
"greetByUser" : false}}}

Listing 4.1: An example information state that stores the agent’s knowledge
of the interaction. The data structure’s top-level root node is
has a child node user which stores information such as the name
of the user, the last recognized user utterance and the current
user emotion. Additionally, events, such as greeting intents, are
kept track of in the dialogue history.

<template id="hello_world">
<preconditions>

<condition>is.user.present</condition>
</preconditions>
<effects>

<assign is="is.agent.say">"Hello "+is.user.name+"!
Nice to meet you!"</assign>

</effects>
</template>

Listing 4.2: Example template where the agent greets a user if they are
present.

greeted. Using the information state from Listing 4.1, this template will result in
the agent saying the following greeting: “Hello, Alan! Nice to meet you!”

4.3.2 Implementation

Preconditions and effects are evaluated using the GraalJS JavaScript Engine, which
supports up to ECMAScript 2020. In Flipper, JavaScript expressions and func-
tions can be used as an imperative addition to the declarative template approach.
Finally, Flipper exposes Java objects to be used within templates for further inte-
gration with existing (external) software modules. We have created an example
project with Java objects to demonstrate how to integrate for example NLU or
TTS components and database handling for long-term interaction.
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4.3.3 Transaction Model

The dialogue engine uses a transaction model to ensure reliability. According to transaction
modelGray and Reuter (1992, p. 6), a transaction is [...] a collection of operations on the

physical and abstract application state. In Flipper, the check of the preconditions in
all templates and execution of their associated effects is considered as one transac-
tion. A transaction is complete when it is successfully committed to a database. A
transaction has the following properties (adapted fromGray and Reuter (1992)):

1. Atomicity: information states are atomic, the entire update is applied or
nothing changes.

2. Consistency: any update on the information state cannot render the infor-
mation state invalid.

3. Isolation: though calls for information state updates could in practice occur
at the same time, they are executed sequentially, and only one update can
happen at the time, to preserve consistency.

4. Durability: once an update is completed successfully, this is reflected in the
information state.

In each transaction, the conditions of all templates are checked on a frozen
information state. The effects of the templates that are true are executed consec-
utively. If all effects are executed successfully, the updated information state is
committed to the database. If one of the effects fails, all processed effects in the
current transaction are rolled back and the information state is restored to the
previous state, which is retrieved from the database. This is beneficial for incre-
mental interactions, because it ensures that asynchronous multimodal input and
output do not break the entire dialogue flow. Dialogue designers can afterwards
see which transactions failed and diagnose problems with their dialogue. Template
checking occurs in recurring intervals. A limit can be set on the frequency with
which templates are checked. For example, with a frequency of 20Hz all templates
are checked once every 50 ms. Setting a higher frequency may result in a more
responsive system, while setting a lower frequency leads to a lower system load.

4.4 Creation of a Dialogue Manager
The first important thing to think about when designing dialogues is the informa-
tion flow of the dialogue. What type of information is needed from the user and
when? What type of information is required for the agent? What should the agent
do and when? Which behaviors need to be displayed and when? Here we explain
how to create a dialogue system with Flipper and showcase some design patterns
using the sense, think, act metaphor.
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4.4.1 Sensing

An interactive ECA needs sensory input from the user, for example as in Sectionsense
3.3. This information needs to be put into the information state so that concurrent
processes can use it. Flipper itself does not contain sensing components, but an
example project and external projects that include sensing components are available
for download (see Section 4.5).

To receive sensory input from auxiliary devices or software modules we have
developed amiddleware component. This component is a wrapper around ex-
isting off-the-shelf messaging and communication services. Currently Flipper
supports wrappers for ActiveMQ, ROS, YARP, Apollo/STOMP, TCP/IP, UDP,
REST, and USB. Our middleware component listens to messages on a supported
communication channel and then places them in the information state. When
such messages are received in JSON format they can directly be stored in the infor-
mation state; otherwise the message has to be preprocessed into a JSON format
first.

Once the sensory information has been placed in the information state, it has
to be processed to determine the impact on the dialogue flow. To prevent templates
from processing the same sensor information twice accidentally, we suggest the
following design patterns for dealing with sensory input in Flipper.

As a first simple approach, each template could be required to have an effect
that negates its own precondition, such as in Listing 4.3, where the parameter
is.agent.userExpressionEvent is set from smile to none. A template
could remove the sensor input from the information state once it has processed it.
Although this is a pragmatic and quick solution it is not a scalable approach for
the long term. Also, it results in verbose templates.

<template id="soc_respond_to_smile" conditional="true">
<preconditions>

<condition>is.user.events.userExpression === "smile"
</condition>

</preconditions>
<effects>

<assign is="is.agent.fml.template">"smile_return"</assign>
<assign is="is.user.events.userExpression">"none"</assign>

</effects>
</template>

Listing 4.3: Example of a template that removes input once it has been
processed.

When the impact of a new sensor value should be more multi-faceted, an
author could construct a template file with a collection of templates that first
dump the raw input in a temporary information state variable and then successively
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<template id="1">
<preconditions>

<condition>is.user.events.userExpression === "smile"</condition>
<condition>is.user.event.userGesture === "waving"</condition>

</preconditions>
<effects>

<assign is="is.agent.fml.template">"smile_and_wave_return"
</assign>

</effects>
</template>
<!-- Many templates could reside here, each triggering on a combi-
nation of is.user.events.userExpression and other preconditions-->
<template id="x">

<preconditions>
<condition>is.user.events.userExpression === "smile"</condition>
<condition>is.weather.current === "sunny"</condition>

</preconditions>
<effects>

<assign is="is.agent.speak">"Beautiful day today!"</assign>
</effects>

</template>
<template id="last">

<preconditions>
<condition>is.user.events.userExpression !== "neutral"</condition>

</preconditions>
<effects>

<assign is="is.user.events.userExpression">"neutral"</assign>
</effects>

</template>

Listing 4.4: Quick design pattern for dealing with a sensory input event. The
top templates are triggered by a user’s detected facial expression
and other sensor information. The last template “cleans up” the
sensory input to make sure actions based on such sensory input
are only processed once.

process the input. Separating the multiple effects of the new sensor input into
multiple templates keeps the templates relatively clean and readable. The execution
order of templates is always defined by the order of templates in the template file. A
final template can do a cleanup of the raw sensory input once the other templates
have finished. See Listing 4.4 for an example of such a template file. However, this
solution is useful only when developing small behaviors, because with multiple
template files it is hard to know which template is executed last.

Another design pattern for dealing with sensory input is to keep track of a
history of sensory input and check against a time or sensor value index whether
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<template id="add new">
<preconditions>

<condition>isNew(is.user.emotion)</condition>
</preconditions>
<effects>

<assign is="is.agent.history.emotions">
addToArray(is.agent.history.emotions, is.user.emotion)

</assign>
</effects>

</template>

<template id="remove old">
<preconditions>

<condition>isFull(is.user.emotion)</condition>
</preconditions>
<effects>

<assign is="is.agent.history.emotions">
removeHeadArray(is.agent.history.emotions)
</assign>

</effects>
</template>

Listing 4.5: Complex design pattern for dealing with input.

the input has been processed already. This can be done by either keeping track of
an index or a timestamp. The downside of this approach is that it creates more
overhead (more memory consumption) and is more complex to implement than
the other two pragmatic approaches. However, for robust and scalable systems
where dialogue designers cannot be sure which other template sets might have
access to the same information, this last approach is a necessity. Listing 4.5 shows
an example of templates dealing with sensory input in this way. We emphasize that
each of these solutions can be applicable in a specific case and that each pattern
is a good approach for working with Flipper depending, among other things, on
which stage of development the dialogue system is in.

4.4.2 Thinking

Information from the input can be used by the agent to think about it in order tothink
determine an appropriate response in the current dialogue context. This is done
in what we call dialogue behavior templates. An example of a dialogue behavior
template is shown in Listing 4.6.

We encourage designers to make a distinction between high-level and low-level
interaction templates. This recommendation follows Lemon et al. (2003), who
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<template id="soc_sal_returnsalutation" conditional="true">
<preconditions>

<condition>!is.agent.history.greetByAgent</condition>
<condition>is.user.emotion === "happy"</condition>
<condition>containsKeyword(is.user.speech,
["hello","hi"])</condition>

</preconditions>
<effects>

<assign is="is.agent.fml.template">"social_salutation_return"
</assign>
<assign is="is.agent.fml.parameters['var.name']">
is.agent.userName</assign>
<assign is="is.agent.fml.parameters['emotion.em1']">
is.agent.userEmotion</assign>
<assign is="is.history.greetByAgent">true</assign>

</effects>
</template>

Listing 4.6: Example of a template returning a user’s happy greeting. This
template covers the situation when a user has not previously been
greeted by the agent, the user is currently happy, and the user
has said “hello” or “hi”. In this case the agent should return the
greeting with a friendly face, including the user’s name.

describe their dialogue design approach as creating high-level dialogue (content)
moves, but also handling low-level (management) phenomena like turn-taking,
back channelling, and grounding. Turn-taking for example can be done by a
state-machine which regulates turns based on current speech activity of the user
and agent. By using this conceptual division between content and management
templates —a design distinction only; Flipper does not register a formal distinc-
tion between the two— some management templates can be reused in different
ECAs and different projects. For example, components that contain low-level
information state updates for turn-taking and back channelling are applicable in
multiple domains and can be used in each agent that requires it, whereas high-level
content templates are often not reusable as they contain domain-specific content.

4.4.3 Acting

We have also developed modules for Flipper that use our middleware component
to communicate with the behavior realizer of an embodied conversational agent for
acting, such as described in Section 3.4. These modules can send both Behavioral act
Markup Language (BML) and Functional Markup Language (FML) (Vilhjálms-
son et al., 2007), the latter we mentioned before in Section 3.5.2. Inside Flipper,
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<template id="behaviour">
<preconditions>

<condition>is.agent.behaviours.length !== 0</condition>
</preconditions>
<effects>

<behaviour name="executeBehaviour">
<object class="behaviorRealiser"
persistent="behaviorRealiser"/>
<arguments>

<value class="String" constant="<bml id='bml1' xmlns='http://
www.bml-initiative.org/bml/bml-1.0' character='Alice'><gaze
id='gaze1' target='PERSON1'/></bml>"/>

</arguments>
</behaviour>

</effects>
</template>

Listing 4.7: Template sending a String message in BML format with gaze
behavior to a behavior realizer.

the parameters for the behaviors need to be determined and set accordingly in a
valid BML or FML representation, depending on the behavior realizer. If no em-
bodiment is available, a valid SSML representation is also sufficient for producing
speech.

A pragmatic way to deal with agent behaviors is to specify BML or FML
strings directly inside templates. Listing 4.7 shows an example of this. The
behaviorRealizer is a Java module specifically designed for sending BML
and FML behaviors of the agent via our middleware component to an external
behavior realizer.

An alternative approach is to create a list of BML or FML behaviors. These
behaviors can be loaded in the dialogue system from the file system. Dialogue
designers can use existing BML behaviors accompanying the Flipper software or
create their own. Additionally, these behaviors can be parameterized, and the pa-
rameters can be filled using the information from the information state (see Cafaro
et al. (2017a)). In Listing 4.6 the assignments of is.agent.fml.parameters
include setting the name of the user interacting with the system and the emotion
of the user. Once the parameters are set, the behavior can be sent through our
middleware component to a (BML or FML compliant) behavior realizer, as shown
in Listing 4.8.
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<template id="executeBehaviour">
<preconditions>

<condition>is.agent.fml !== ""</condition>
</preconditions>
<effects>

<behaviour name="executeBehaviour">
<object class="behaviourRealiser"
persistent="behaviourRealiser"/>
<arguments>

<value class="String" is="is.agent.fml"
is_type="JSONString"/>

</arguments>
</behaviour>
<assign is="is.agent.fml">""</assign>

</effects>
</template>

Listing 4.8: Template that takes an FML request plus its parameters and
passes it to the behaviorRealizer module for execution.

function containsKeyword(utterance, keywords){
var word;
list = utterance.split(" ");
for(word in list){

var key;
for(key in keywords){

if(keywords[key] === list[word]){
return true;}}}

return false;}

Listing 4.9: Example JavaScript function, one that checks for keywords in a
user utterance.

4.4.4 Advanced Dialogue Behavior

Dialoguedesignersmight require extra functionality in thedesignof their dialogues.
As the dialogue engine evaluates the templates with JavaScript, it is easy to add
existing JavaScript libraries or JavaScript code to perform logic that is cumbersome
to express in (declarative) templates. One example applicable to an embodied
conversational agent is a function that checks certain keywords in an utterance
(shown in Listing 4.9). Other useful JavaScript functionalities are behavioral
generators, calculating the appropriate intensity of an emotion of an agent, and
timers necessary to know when to perform certain behaviors.

When JavaScript is not expressive enough or when the JavaScript becomes too
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large to author or maintain, Java classes can be instantiated and integrated in the
dialogue engine. Complex functions can be delegated to Java objects that have
been created from within the Flipper template collection. This further extends
the capabilities and flexibility of Flipper. Examples of useful Java modules are the
CoreNLP for natural language understanding (Manning et al., 2014) and BML
translators such as ASAP for behavior generation (VanWelbergen et al., 2014).

Connecting with non-Java external components can be done by sending mes-
sages across a middleware channel, as mentioned earlier. Information can be
exchanged between such external components and dialogues, and retrieved from
or stored in the information state. For instance, external reasoners, knowledge
bases or natural language generators can interface with Flipper via the supplied
middleware and use a separate template file for the handling of their input and
output to keep the systemmodular and reusable. Additionally, this connectivity
includes external components that are not “traditional” embodiments for conver-
sational agents, for example a tablet that displays information or an external device
(e.g., a coffee machine) that is started automatically when the user requests this in
the dialogue with the ECA.

4.5 Applications
In this section we discuss some of the projects that have used Flipper in developing
their agent(s). The projects use different types of input and output modalities that
are connected to the dialogue engine.

In the previous chapter we already discussed the ARIA as a multimodal
information-providing ECA that was developed with the ARIA-VALUSPA (Val-
star et al., 2016). Users can ask the agent questions about a specific domain and
the agent tells stories to the users. The agent also includes an emotional model that
determines whether the agent likes or dislikes the user, based on the user’s (non-)
verbal responses. For example, turn-management, behavior generation and the
emotional model are handled by Flipper templates, whereas external components
are used for natural language understanding and (non-) verbal behavior realization.
In Chapters 5, 6 and 7 we describe projects in which Flipper serves as a dialogue
engine for speech-only oriented dialogue systems.

In another project involving multiagent parties, an external module for syn-
chronization of behaviors was developed and integrated with Flipper templates to
create social gaze behavior based on saliency (Kolkmeier et al., 2017a). Saliency
indicates what is important during interactions; for example, most gazes will be
directed towards the speaker in the current interaction (Ruhland et al., 2015).

In theCouncil ofCoaches project, a platform specifically formultiagent setups
has been developed (Op den Akker et al., 2018). This platform is called Agents
United (Beinema et al., 2021). The project is oriented towards health coaches, in
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which users could talk tomultiple agents at the same time, each with their expertise
in health of food, psychology and exercise. Flipper is used as the conversational
intent planner for the agents.

The Snoozle project aimed at helping people sleep using an interactive pillow
that lured people to bed. Flipper was used to steer the multimodal behavior of the
pillow (Vroon et al., 2017). This is an example where a non-humanoid agent is
controlled by Flipper.

Some proposed design patterns result from lessons learned in projects using
the first version of Flipper (Ter Maat and Heylen, 2011). In the R3D3 project,
Flipper was used for steering the turn-taking and emotive behavior of a receptionist
robot combined with a virtual agent (Theune et al., 2017). In the DE-ENIGMA
project, involved with child-robot interaction, Flipper was used to control the
behavior (speech, facial expressions and gestures) of an emotionally expressive
robot. Additionally, modules were developed for a dialogue logger and a dialogue
tree within Flipper (Chevalier et al., 2017). Finally, in another child-robot interac-
tion project called EASEL, Flipper was used to control actuated physical learning
materials as well as a tablet displaying the GUI of an educational game (Reidsma
et al., 2016).

4.6 Discussion and Conclusion
Flipper 2.0 is under active development in the context of several European research
projects. We have created a debugging functionality that will give insight into
exactly what state the dialogue is in and when certain information state updates
will be applied. Additionally, we want to extend our Flipper 2.0 example with
manymore basicmodules for an operational ECA to have a prototype system ready
out of the box. For example, we would like to add more possible embodiments,
such as social robots as the NAO (Gouaillier et al., 2009) and Pepper (Pandey and
Gelin, 2018).

Flipper currently has no graphical user interface for editing the required tem-
plates, which theVHToolkit andVisual SceneMaker have. An editor formodifying
template files in a tree-like structure would benefit less technically apt dialogue
designers. Nevertheless, we see Flipper as a more abstract dialogue management
system, connected to external components that each have their own authoring
interfaces that help dialogue designers in prototyping a specific component, such
as the user simulations in ADvISER (Li et al., 2020).

One might think that the rule-based approach used in Flipper is too simple
for designing a dialogue system. However, we see machine learning possibilities
for the dialogue engine as well. Speech and text oriented approaches using ma-
chine learning often require the collection of conversations or the authoring of
input/output behavior. Similarly for Flipper, an author could collect information
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state mappings between sensory input and user behaviors that map to certain agent
behaviors, or author information states and behaviors to let a computer learn the
most appropriate agent behavior over time. Another option is to connect external
machine learning models through our middleware support for specific low-level
management tasks such as turn-taking and use this information in high-level tem-
plates.

Scalability might be a problem if many update rules need to be integrated.
However, we view the reusability of modules as one particular case of scalability
for designing dialogues. In the case where an author designs a dialogue system
that needs large amounts of data and is open-domain, we suggest to use Flipper
for low-level interaction dialogue strategies in combination with, for instance, a
cloud-based commercial tool or RASA (Bocklisch et al., 2017) or PyDial (Ultes
et al., 2017).

Though between templates the transaction model applies and no dialogue
can fail, effects within a template are dependent on order and no full transaction
model is applicable. We have a suggestion to deal with this issue, by using two
parallel information states, one for writing and one for reading. Still, this leaves the
possibility that updates of the information state in an effect block can overwrite
each other. A usable tactic for now would be to recommend the user not to create
assignments to the same information state in the same effect block but use different
templates for that purpose.

The largest advantage cloud-based commercial tools have over Flipper is their
scalability. However, these tools lack flexibility for integrating multimodal compo-
nents for both input and output. In future work we hope to develop a cloud-based
Flipper, which could support many users interacting with an ECA at the same
time, without being limited to specific smart devices.

We have provided some insight into the development process of dialogues for
embodied conversational agents (ECAs) in complex projects, and have presented
Flipper 2.0: a tool that makes it easy to quickly and iteratively create dialogues for
ECAs, meeting the demands of such projects. We are still developing more design
patterns and more features for working with Flipper, such as a supporting more
types of embodiment. This tool is particularly useful for people creating dialogues
who need to get started quickly, with workable and pragmatic dialogue patterns,
yet need to have the possibility to extend their efforts into a complex, multi-faceted,
responsive, multimodal dialogue system.
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BLISS: Question-Asking for Eliciting
Self-disclosure in Mental Well-being

This chapter is based on:

• J. van Waterschoot, I. Hendrickx, A. Khan, E. Klabbers, M. de Korte,
H. Strik, C. Cucchiarini, and M. Theune (2020a). “BLISS: An Agent
for Collecting Spoken Dialogue Data about Health andWell-Being”. In:
Proceedings of the 12th Language Resources and Evaluation Conference. Eu-
ropean Language Resources Association, pp. 449–458

This chapter focuses on building a prototype and testing a social agent in the
wild, given the tools and design guidelines introduced in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
We focus on Dutch spoken dyadic conversations about people’s mental well-being.
The goal of the social agent is to elicit self-disclosure from end-users and maintain
engagement with the user through multiple conversations. The architecture of
the social agent uses these modalities from the ARIA from Chapter 3: text and
speech processing.

5.1 Introduction
Recent projections show that in the near future the health sector will deal with a
growing demand for healthcare, an increasing number of vacancies, and higher
expenditures (UHL, 2016; Raad, 2020). Among others, this has led to a paradigm
shift in healthcare that emphasizes prevention, citizen empowerment and self-
management and in which citizens are increasingly required to assume an inde-
pendent, self-determining position. Along with these changes, there has been a
critical analysis of the current definition of health adopted by theWorld Health
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Organization (WHO) that describes health as “a state of complete physical, mental
and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity.”

Huber et al. (2011) discuss the shortcomings of this definition and suggest an
alternative definition of health which is defined as “the ability to adapt and to self
manage”. The viewofhealth adopted in this paper is in linewithHuber et al. (2011)health
and with a Positive Psychology view (Seligman, 2002; Seligman, 2012) in which
positive experiences play a central role. In Dutch healthcare systems, this view on
positive health and happiness has been widely embraced. Caretakers are trained
to focus on the broad definition of health, including physical, mental and social
well-being, and more holistic topics such as quality of life and self-management
(Ministerie van Volksgezondheid, 2016).

This new definition of health requires operationalizations and appropriate
instruments for measuring positive health dimensions such as functional status,
quality of life and sense of well-being (Huber et al., 2011). Professionals attempt
to gain insight into these dimensions through questionnaires and interviews with
people who receive long-term or structural healthcare. This leads to insights,
assessments and opportunities for positive health for the clients and caretakers.
In addition, in-depth qualitative interviews identify opportunities for happiness
improvements.

In-depth interviews provide themost insights, but require a serious time invest-
ment, both for the actual interview and the analysis and reporting. The contents of
this chapter are couched in a larger project, Behaviour-based Language-Interactive
Speaking Systems (BLISS), that attempts to offer a solution by developing an in-
telligent, personalized system that communicates with clients in spoken language
to facilitate their self/joint-management of health, wellness and psychological well-
being, while measuring them and providing insights about it at the same time.
Razavi et al. (2019) developed a similar system and found that communication
skills of older adults could be improved through such a system.

In this chapter we report on the first steps undertaken to develop the BLISS
social agent for self-management of health, wellness and psychological well-being,
in particular the initial phase of data collection. We started with available language
resources for the Dutch language to develop a first version of the system that could
be used to collect initial data.

5.2 Background
In the early 1990s, the USA’s DARPA launched the Airline Travel Information
System (ATIS) project (Price, 1990), which sparked spoken dialogue system (SDS)
research. The first SDS for the Dutch language was the Public Transport Informa-
tion System (OVIS) (Strik et al., 1997), which was a train timetable information
system. The spoken language generation part of OVIS consisted of a template-
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based language generation module linked to a speech synthesis system (Theune
et al., 1997; Theune et al., 2001). The OVIS system was developed using a boot-
strapping method. As a follow-up to OVIS, the Interactive Multimodal Informa-
tion eXtraction (IMIX) project (Van den Bosch and Bouma, 2011) developed a
multimodal question answering system for Dutch, combining speech and visual
modalities. One of its use cases was answering questions about repetitive strain
injury; however, this was only for demonstration purposes.

A look at the healthcare applications employing spoken dialogue systems
reveals that they have been developed mainly for specific domains such as breast
cancer screening (Beveridge and Fox, 2006) or military mental healthcare (Morbini
et al., 2012). Persuasive technology has focused mostly on healthcare as well, by
supporting people in speedy recovery and taking up exercise or taking medication
(Meschtscherjakov et al., 2016). The Council of Coaches (COUCH) project
designed a system with multiple virtual agents to provide support for users who
have for example diabetes or COPD (Op den Akker et al., 2018).

Chatbots are becoming more popular to offer 24-hour customer support, and
we can also see this trend in (Dutch) healthcare. For example, Chantal1 and Bibi2

are both virtual general practitioner assistants who can chat in Dutch (written
communication) about healthcare issues and practical questions such as making
an appointment to speak with the GP. Also personal assistants such as Anne,3

and robots like Tessa,4 Alice5 or Zora,6 have been put into elderly homes to help
older adults (Martinez-Martin and del Pobil, 2018; Burger, 2015; Kardol, 2015).
De Graaf et al. (2019) mention that social skills for an agent might not be an
effective method to motivate a client to perform a task. In their study, a social
robot was put in participants’ home to motivate them for undertaking physical
activity. The robot’s social behavior negatively impacted the users’ perception,
because it was found to be disruptive to their routines. The authors found that it
also takes up to twomonths for end-users to be accepting of a technology such as a
social robot. Many other health applications exist, but these are outside the scope
of this chapter. We recommend reading the surveys of Montenegro et al. (2019)
and Jaber and McMillan (2020) for the latest developments on conversational
agents and SDSs for health.

It is important to prevent the agent from misinforming clients, which is a
risk for agents that take spoken input, due to automatic speech recognition errors.
Therefore instead of dealing with free speech as input, Bickmore and Picard (2005)
suggest using a menu of options or limited text input, to both make the dialogue

1https://zaurus.nl/chantal/
2http://virtueledoktersassistent.nl/
3https://anne4care.nl/
4https://www.tinybots.nl/
5https://ikbenalice.nl
6https://zorarobotics.be/

https://zaurus.nl/chantal/
http://virtueledoktersassistent.nl/
https://anne4care.nl/
https://www.tinybots.nl/
https://ikbenalice.nl
https://zorarobotics.be/
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smoother and prevent the system frommaking crucial errors such as giving users
the wrong answer to their questions, because of mishearing the user. Especially in
health applications where a high intent accuracy is required, often no free speech is
used (Bickmore and Giorgino, 2006). Similarly, the virtual agents from COUCH
have speech as output, but the users usually interact with themusing input selected
from a menu, though there is support for ASR as well (Bosdriesz, 2020).

All the aforementioned social agents are designed to answer domain-specific
user questions. These systems can use a structured database for answering ques-
tions or natural language processing to extract answers from snippets of text from
an unstructured dataset, be information retrieval based or a combination of any
(Kolomiyets and Moens, 2011; Calijorne Soares and Parreiras, 2020). In infor-
mation retrieval, the answers to the user’s questions are largely extracted from
unstructured documents, which provides more flexibility compared to using a
structured database in a knowledge-base approach. More recently, deep learning
has become a popular method for a question-answering SDS. In deep learning, the
answers the system provides can be generated instead of being directly retrieved
from documents (Qu et al., 2019).

Our focus in BLISS is on long-term interaction, asking engaging questions
(instead of answering questions) and learning a user happiness model of mental
well-being through normal spoken conversation. ELIZA, one of the first chatbots,
was rule-based and designed as a therapeutic chatbot that could ask questions
to users (Weizenbaum, 1966). Users who talked to ELIZA disclosed personal
information and experienced high engagement. Conversations with ELIZA are
very different from how people interact with smart devices nowadays. As noted by
Radlinski et al. (2019), communication with smart devices is often very command-
like in style and does not feel natural to participants. The authors set up aWizard
of Oz (WOz) experiment to collect a dataset of more natural spoken conversations
in the context of movie recommendation. They found that these conversations
contain far more complex information than what smart devices are capable of
understanding now. Retrieving actor names and genres is doable for a virtual
assistant to find recommendations, but it is harder to recommend movies if users
mention they liked the narrative of a particular movie. Additionally, if users speak
disfluently, such as with repeating words, this is harder to interpret for a smart
device.

Similarly, with BLISS we aim for a natural conversation between a social agent
and users. Specifically for obtaining natural conversation data about personal
topics, Zhang et al. (2018) collected PERSONA-CHAT, a dataset containing
dyadic text-based chitchat recruited via crowdsourcing. The authors designed
personas through crowdsource workers, instructing them towrite short descriptive
personas, similar to Zhang et al. (2018, p. 2206). Such a description is shown in
Example 5.1.
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(5.1) I am a vegetarian. I like swimming. My father used to work for Ford. My
favorite band is Maroon 5. I got a new job last month, which is about
advertising design.

Afterwards, these personas were used for other crowdsource workers to role-play
in a dyadic conversation. The authors trained a chatbot on the resulting dataset
and found that the chatbot was more engaging to talk to for people than chatbots
trained on only resources such as Twitter. More importantly for our research, the
conversations contained valuable information about the (fictional) users’ personal
lives. For example, knowing about someone’s favorite food or their family helps
an agent to learn about people’s well-being.

5.3 Architecture
In BLISS, we use the classic spoken dialogue system architecture for our agent,
consisting of five main components: ASR, NLU, DM, NLG and TTS. Commu-
nication between the components is through the middleware software Apache
ActiveMQ,7 a message broker service. This is a toned-down version of the ARIA-
framework, where no visual processing components or embodiment are used.
Figure 5.1 shows how these components interact with each other in further de-
tail. In the current implementation of the BLISS agent, the NLU, NLG and DM
components run locally on the device, whereas the ASR and TTS components are
off-the-shelf products and run as cloud-services. We designed the system in such a
way that in the future we will be able to add an embodiment, for example a virtual
character or use another speech recognition server for the ASR component, for
example with a personalized recognition model.

The whole interaction process can be briefly described as follows. Whenever
the ASR receives audio from the microphone connected to the DM, the ASR
creates a transcription and sends it to theDM. TheDM forwards the transcription
to theNLUcomponent, which returns an intent of the user. TheDMmatches the
intent of the user to an intent of the agent and then calls on the NLG component
to formulate a behavior of the agent. Once the behavior of the agent has been
selected, the TTS receives a message from the DM to realize the agent’s behavior
by generating the speech. The generated speech is sent to the DM, which plays the
audio.

5.3.1 Automatic Speech Recognition

For the ASR, the Corpus Spoken Dutch (CGN)8 was used to train the acoustic
model (AM) and language model (LM) for the speech recognition component.

7https://activemq.apache.org/
8http://lands.let.ru.nl/cgn/

https://activemq.apache.org/
http://lands.let.ru.nl/cgn/
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Figure 5.1: Visualization of the BLISS architecture. The BLISS agent consists
of a dialogue manager, a natural language understanding and
natural language generation component. A database is used to
store user information and to retrieve intents for the agent and
user. All communication with the TTS and ASR is handled by
the ActiveMQ component.

For training the AM, the Kaldi (Povey et al., 2011) framework was used. We
implemented a cloud-based speech recognition server and used the neural network
based online decoding with iVectors to set up the speech recognition server.9 The
server listens to the audio, which it receives over the internet and sends the decoded
transcription.

The user speaks into themicrophone of a headset using a laptop and this audio
is recorded and sent to the ASR server using a websocket. The ASR can detect the
end-of-sentence in the speech signal.

9https://github.com/opensource-spraakherkenning-nl/Kaldi_NL

https://github.com/opensource-spraakherkenning-nl/Kaldi_NL
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Table 5.1: List of user intents that can be recognized by the prototype with
examples (translated to English). The default intent is an inform.

intent example keyword(s)

question what do you mean
inform -
confirm yes
disconfirm no
salutation hello
valediction goodbye
stalling ehm
auto-feedback uh-huh

5.3.2 Natural Language Understanding

The NLU component in our prototype, used to collect the data described in Sec-
tion 5.4, uses keyword-spotting for intent recognition. We selected relevant intents
from the DIT++ taxonomy for our prototype (Bunt et al., 2010). User intents
can be classified as question, salutation, inform, valediction, confirm, disconfirm,
stalling and auto-feedback (see Table 5.1). Additionally, we use the Dutch Pat-
tern10 library to extract sentiment from the ASR’s output and for retrieving verb
phrases (PoS-tagging) from user responses (De Smedt and Daelemans, 2012). The
sentiment indicates if a mentioned topic (a verb phrase) is positive or negative for
the user. Stop words are filtered with spaCy’s11 default stop word list for Dutch,
with some additional stop words that we expect will be said, such as “think” and
“find” for expressing opinions and preferences. In our prototype, we made the
assumption that the remaining verb phrases represent activities of a particular user.
For example, an activity is “hiking”.

5.3.3 Dialogue Management

The DM is responsible for responding to the user behavior perceived via the input
component (ASR) and for generating the agent behavior that is realized via an
output component (TTS). It also controls the NLU and NLG components. The
DM of the BLISS agent is based on the dialogue engine Flipper discussed in Chap-
ter 4. In its information state it keeps track of all user transcriptions, topics and
intents and of what agent behaviors have been performed. The DM is connected
to a PostgreSQL database, where we store all the dialogue information per user.

10https://github.com/clips/pattern
11https://spacy.io/

https://github.com/clips/pattern
https://spacy.io/
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5.3.4 Natural Language Generation

The NLG component is scripted and template-based. In our prototype, the agent
follows a script of small talk after which it starts asking the user three pairs of starter
and follow-up questions. For the generation of the follow-up questions we use
templates, with placeholders for activities users talked about. The placeholders are
filled with the verbs extracted from the user utterance by the NLU component,
after lemmatizing them to fit in the template. For example, the agent would first
ask a starter question, such as “If you could choose one thing you want to do
this weekend, what would it be?”. After the user answers, a follow-up question is
“Sounds good. Why do you like [ACTIVITY]?”. So if the user’s answer contained
“sailing”, the full follow-up question would be: “Sounds good. Why do you like
sailing?”. The agent would repeat this sequence of starter and follow-up questions
two more times, and finally it follows a script to close the conversation.

5.3.5 Text-to-Speech Synthesis

TheTTS component in our prototype is provided byReadSpeaker.12 The current
commercially available voices from ReadSpeaker are based on Unit Selection Syn-
thesis (USS). The USS method (Hunt and Black, 1996) relies on a large acoustic
database recorded by a professional voice talent, which is searched at synthesis
time to find small audio segments which are concatenated to produce a smooth,
natural-sounding utterance. This utterance is sent to the dialogue manager for
playback.

5.4 Data Collection
For our Dutch spoken prototype, we tried to elicit user information in the health
and well-being domain. We required spoken conversational data, specifically about
health and well-being. Public corpora such as the JASMIN corpus and CGN
unfortunately do not contain this type of data. Therefore we decided to create a
prototype of the BLISS agent with mostly scripted capabilities to collect this type
of data. This version of the system was tested in several field studies with users,
with the following two aims:

1. To find out how people interact with a computer when talking about their
daily activities and underlying motivations for these activities.

2. To collect data that could be used for further improvements of the system.

In this section we describe our setup for the data collection, together with
an example of the dialogue flow, our preprocessing steps and the meta-data of
participants.

12https://www.readspeaker.com

https://www.readspeaker.com
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5.4.1 Setup

We tested our prototype at three different conferenceswith a predominantlyDutch-
speaking audience. At each of these conferences, we used a stand or a room where
users participated in an interaction with the BLISS agent, with different environ-
mental noises. Our setup required an active internet connection for the ASR
and TTS cloud-services, a laptop for running the BLISS agent and a headset for
speaking and listening to the agent. We asked people passing by our stand to be
participants. If they agreed to participate, we gave them an information brochure
before participating and asked them to sign a written consent form and provide
general demographic information (age range, gender and place of growing up,13

see Appendix C). If the participant had no further questions, the agent initiated
the conversation with the participant. Participants were instructed to repeat them-
selves if the agent did not respond to their answers. After the interaction, we
debriefed participants about how the BLISS agent operates.

5.4.2 Dialogue Flow

In Table 5.2, an example dialogue of a participant with the agent is shown. The
agent initiated each conversation with some introductory social dialogue to collect
information about the familiarity of the participant with conversational agents,
and their sentiment towards them. After this introductory part, the agent asked
the participant three times to mention an activity they liked to do, each time with a
follow-up question about the motivation behind the activity. Any user utterances
following a question by the agent that were classified as an inform intent (see Table
5.1) were assumed to be the answer to that question. The agent ignored responses
that were only transcribed as “ehm” (stalling intent), and waited for another user
response instead. If the user spoke at the same time as the agent, the user’s speech
was recorded, but ignored by the agent. The agent only listened to what the user
said after assigning the turn to the user. At the end of the dialogue, the agent
asked if participants had changed their opinion about talking to a computer, and
finished the conversation.

We implemented two small forms of user adaptation in the BLISS prototype.
First, after the agent asked how participants felt about talking with a computer,
the sentiment of the user’s response was analyzed with Pattern (De Smedt and
Daelemans, 2012). The agent then reacted differently to positive (>0.5), negative
(<-0.5) or neutral (-0.5<=&<= 0.5) responses. These responses were “You’re
making me blush!”, “I get it, I can sound quite scary.” and “I’m looking forward
knowing what you think about me at the end.” respectively. Second, after it asked
the users about the activities they would like to do, the agent used Pattern to

13The information about regional differences in speech based on where participants grew up is
potentially interesting for other researchers who work with Dutch speech.
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Table 5.2: Example dialogue between a user and the BLISS agent as inter-
locutors (I).

# I Utterance (translated corrected transcript)

1 Agent Hello, have you ever talked with a computer before?
2 User Yes
3 Agent Okay, which ones have you talked with?
4 User With Google Home
5 Agent What do you think about talking with me?
6 User It is pretty okay
7 Agent I’m looking forward to knowing what you think about me at

the end.
8 Now, I’m curious about you.
9 If you could choose one thing you want to do this weekend, what

would it be?
10 User Reading a bit.
11 Agent Sounds good. Why do you like that?
12 User It’s very relaxing.
13 Agent And if you could choose a second activity, what would that be?
14 User I think that would be cycling.
15 Agent What would you miss most if you wouldn’t do cycling?
16 User The physical activity, but then I would resort to walking.
17 Agent Looking back at last week, which activity did you enjoy most?
18 User Visiting my friends.
19 Agent Great! What kind of feeling did it give you?
20 User A lot of fun
21 Agent Thanks! That’s it for now. Do you still think the same about me

as before?
22 User Yes.
23 Agent Thanks for participating, bye!

extract the verbs from the user’s answer (e.g., “cycling” from “I think that would
be cycling.”). Then the agent filled this in the template of the follow-up question
about the user’s motivation for doing the activity. If no non-stop word verb is
detected in the user utterance, the default placeholder “that” is used.

5.4.3 Preprocessing

In total we recorded 59 sessions. We decided to include a session in our dataset if
at least one of the questions by the agent had been answered by the participant.
We discarded 4 conversations in which none of the questions had been answered,
after which 55 sessions remained. Of the 55 sessions, 9 sessions had latency issues
because the reply by the agentwas (too) slow. Of these 9 sessions, 4were incomplete
because the participant could not answer all the questions. We decided to keep
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Table 5.3: We asked the participants for their region (a), gender (b), age (c),
and familiarity with conversational virtual agents (d), where the
age is divided into bins for life phases in line with the bins of the
CGN. The region represents where participants grew up for most
of their life between the ages of 4 and 16.

(a) Region

Region Users

Dutch 42
Flemish 4
Other 9

(b) Gender

Gender Users

Female 33
Male 22
Other 0

(c) Age bins

Age Users

18 –30 23
31 –45 16
46 –60 13
61 –110 3

(d) Familiarity

Exp. Users

Yes 27
No 23
Unclear 5

these 9 sessions in our dataset, because they contain answers to some questions
and the speech itself can still be useful to spoken Dutch researchers, except for
learning about response times. Our total dataset thus consists of 55 sessions.

5.4.4 Resource Availability

The collected dialogues, both the transcripts and the audio-files are available for
research. Access to this data set is granted after signing a Data Use Agreement
for academic research purposes. We refer to the BLISS website14 for the contact
details.

5.4.5 Details

The sessions in our dataset have an average length of 2 minutes and 34 seconds
(standard deviation (std) = 60 seconds). If we look at the 46 sessions that did not
have any latency issues, the average length is 2 minutes and 18 seconds (std = 24
seconds). The ASRmodule transcribed 662 utterances in total.

Table 5.3 shows thatmost of the participantswere in the younger age categories
(mean = 33,53, std = 14,28). Of the 55 participants, 40% were male. Most of our
participants (75%) were from the Netherlands, a few participants were Flemish
(7%), while the remainder of the participants had a different country of origin.
Around 50% of the users had talked to a spoken dialogue system before, such as
Siri, Google Assistant or Amazon Alexa.

14BLISS website: https://bliss.ruhosting.nl/

https://bliss.ruhosting.nl/
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5.5 Qualitative Data Analysis
We performed an explorative qualitative analysis of our dataset. We were mainly
interested in how people talk to the BLISS agent and which information we could
extract from the conversation. Wedid a preliminary thematic analysis on the dataset
to structure the information about what people said (Braun and Clarke, 2006).
We also analyzed some dialogue aspects, such as disfluencies (e.g., hesitations and
repetitions) and the impressions participants had of the agent.

5.5.1 Activities & Motivations

The BLISS agent wants to learn what makes people happy and healthy. Part of
people’s happiness and health is determined by the activities they undertake, suchactivities
as hiking, reading and playing games. Therefore the agent needs to learn which
activities make people happy and why they choose these particular activities, their
motivations. In this section we search for common themes in the user’s answers
and cluster them.

InTable 5.4bwe show the clusters of activitiesmentioned during the dialogues.
For the clustering we extracted the noun and verb phrases from the automatically
transcribed answers and grouped them together under the common themes we
identified. We excluded all answers that were incomprehensible (incorrect and
incomplete transcripts), missing (system error), irrelevant (questions about the
system) and answers in which users said that they could not think of another
activity. The classes inTable 5.4b are notmutually exclusive, as some users included
multiple activities in an answer to an activity question. For example, “walking in
nature” can be classified as both a hobby and outdoor activity. After filtering the
answers, activities were clustered manually, which resulted in six classes in total.

1. Hobby. Activities such as watching TV, reading, travelling and doing sports.

2. Outdoor. Mentions of an outdoor location, such as the beach, the forest or
specific cities.

3. Resting. Sleeping, doing nothing or just relaxing.

4. Social circle. People described not only the activities, but also with whom
they wanted to do this activity, such as with their partner, friends or family.

5. Social activities. Activities such as eating out, going to a party or having
coffee.

6. Work. Work-related activities, such as attending a conference or volunteer-
ing.
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Table 5.4: The clusters and frequencies (Freq.) of activities people talked
about are shown in (a). For example, hobbies includes watching
TV, but also walking and sports. A list of motivations for the
activities is shown in (b).

(a) Motivations

Motivation Class Freq.

need for rest 13
wanting to be outside 7
to be in nature 4
to exercise physical activity 4
being at new locations 5
no specific reason 5
desire for interaction 13
being curious and excited 4
just nice 5
relaxation 17
love to do 4
feeling happy and content* 21
focusing on inner self 2
sports 3
interesting 2
need to do fun stuff 2

Total 111

(b) Activities

Activity Class Freq.

Hobby 57
Social circle 30
Outdoor 22
Social activity 22
Rest 16
Work 14

Total 161

Answers to the third activity question the BLISS agent asked (Table 5.2, turn
17) included more specific activities than the answers to the first and second ques-
tions (Table 5.2, turn 9 and 13). For example, activities such as “celebrating a
birthday at the office” or “I received my diploma yesterday” were all answers to the
third question. To the first and second question, people generally responded with
their hobbies like “reading” or “walking”.

Table 5.4a shows themotivations thatwerementioned to theBLISS agentwhen motiva-
tionsasked why they liked a certain activity. Again, we used a thematic analysis to extract

common themes from the motivations. One remark is that the answer “feeling
happy and content” is derived mostly from the answers to the third question
about motivation (“What kind of feeling does that give you?”). In response to this
question, people often replied with “a good feeling” or “a happy feeling”.

Table 5.5 shows the categorization of the motivations, which we clustered
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Figure 5.2: Dialogue tool of the Institute of Positive Health (IPH), with the six
categories we used for analyzing the motivations in the dialogues
with the prototype.

similarly to the clustering of the activities. However, instead of deriving themes
from the data, we used the dimensions of the dialogue tool of the Institute of
Positive Health (IPH), based on the work of Huber et al. (2011), see Figure 5.2.
We filtered the motivations by excluding motivations that were incomprehensible
(gibberish transcription), missing (incomplete transcription) or irrelevant (meta-
answers) and excluding replies in which the users could not think of a motivation.

Table 5.5 shows that most participants mentioned motivations related to
feeling good and wanting to do something, because this makes them feel happy
(quality of life).

1. Quality of life. Motivations related directly to feeling good and happy and
doing things you love.

2. Daily functioning. Motivations related to taking time for yourself and
knowing what you need.

3. Participation. Motivations which include social contacts, such as family or
friends and helping out others.
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Table 5.5: If we link the motivations to the positive health model of the IPH,
based on the work of (Huber et al., 2011), we can see that most
users mention motivations related to their general quality of life
and daily functioning.

Motivation class Frequency

Quality of life 43
Daily functioning 31
Participation 18
Physical health 12
Meaningfulness 8
Mental well-being 4

Total 116

4. Physical health. Motivations related to wanting to exercise, have a regular
sleeping pattern and feeling fit.

5. Meaningfulness. Motivations related to finding a purpose, being excited
and wanting to learn.

6. Mental well-being. Motivations related to mental health and feeling in
control of your life.

The first and secondmotivation question asked by the BLISS agent (Table 5.2,
turn 11 and 15) often received responses in the dimension of daily functioning,
whereas the third question (Table 5.2, turn 19) mainly received responses in the
quality of life dimension. Mental well-being and meaningfulness were not often
mentioned as motivations. The second motivation question was less suited from
the perspective of positive health, because it asked about what people would miss,
instead of asking directly why people liked a certain activity. It would sometimes
lead to people repeating the activity they mentioned or saying “I wouldn’t really
miss anything”. The third motivation question was often answered with different
variations of “a good feeling”.

In Table 5.6 we show the combinations of activities and motivations per ques-
tion. We combined each of the activity questionswith the corresponding follow-up
motivation question. For example, if the answer to the activity question was “to
go for a walk with friends” (activity classes: hobby, outdoor and social circle) and
the reason for this was “it is great to be in nature” (motivation class: quality of
life), this would add 1 to each of the following combinations: hobby— quality of
life, outdoor — quality of life and social circle— quality of life.
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Table 5.6: Mentions of activities linked together with the motivations derived
from the IPH model. There are six classes for both activities and
motivations. All activities and motivations are derived from the
transcripts of the ASR.

Relax-
ation Hobby Social

circle
Social
activities Outdoor Work Total

Physical health 3 6 0 1 4 0 14
Daily functioning 9 14 2 1 7 1 34
Mental well-being 1 0 1 1 0 1 4
Participation 1 5 8 5 2 1 22
Meaningfulness 1 2 0 0 0 0 3
Quality of life 1 16 10 6 8 5 46

Total 16 43 21 14 21 8 123

As a result, we see in Table 5.6 that most people who mentioned a hobby,
often gave a motivation related to daily functioning or quality of life. Additionally,
people could mention multiple motivations for one activity, or have one reason for
multiple activities, hence the number totals in Table 5.6 are different from those in
Table 5.4. The motivation “feeling happy and content” was often the reason given
when BLISS asked: “What kind of feeling does that give you?”, which makes this
particular question seemmore directed than the other motivation questions.

5.5.2 Interaction

Around 10% of all user transcripts contains a word that was explicitly not rec-
ognized by the ASR (labeled as “unknown” by the ASR). The ASR recognizes
nonverbal utterances like “uh”, “uhm” and “mmm”. Our dataset contains 55
utterances (on the total of 662) that only consisted of such non-verbal reactions.
A common type of ASR error is an incorrect transcription leading to an incom-
prehensible utterance, like the one shown below, where it can be observed that the
ASR wrongly transcribed the user’s speech.

ASR dat
that

ik
I

mijn
my

ouders
parents

dan
than

weer
again

energie
energy

Speech dat
that

ik
I

mijn
my

ouders
parents

dan
then

weer
again

eens
sometime

zie
see

In some cases the dialogue took a very long time to complete due to practical
technical issues. This influenced the overall dialogue flow. We show an example of
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Table 5.7: Part of a problematic dialogue of a user with the BLISS agent.
For example, the user is asking questions about the quality of the
system (Turn 2, 7 and 13).

# Interlocutor Utterance (translated transcript)

1 Agent Sounds good. Why do you like that?
2 User he faltered already with the question.**
3 Agent And if you could choose a second activity, what would

that be?
4 User uhm then I would go have a drink with my friends in

the city
5 yes*
6 yes I do still have a little bit of patience**
7 because he took my text also this time**
8 Agent What would you miss most if you wouldn’t do take?
9 User if you take, what do you mean with take?**
10 Agent Looking back at last week, which activity did you enjoy

most?
11 User uh last week i found too active, i liked the best to uh on

Sunday go to hockey with the kids
12 mmm.*
13 are we getting any other questions?**
14 Agent Great! What kind of feeling did it give you?
15 User uh yes*
16 that makes me happy

a problematic dialogue in Table 5.7, which contains the relevant answers mixed
with backchannels (indicated with *) and meta-level (indicated with **) utterances
where the participant gives explicit feedback on the system quality. Note that the
current version of the BLISS agent does not contain mechanisms to cope with
explicit problem signals from users. For example, as seen in Table 5.7, the agent
does not “understand” that the answer of the user (Turn 2), is not an answer to
the question it asked and continues asking the next question (Turn 3).

We asked users for explicit feedback on their conversation with the agent. We
started with a direct question to establish their familiarity with conversational
agents, followed by an open question to determine their stance towards dialogue
systems. Around 50% of the users had talked to a dialogue system before such
as Siri, Google Assistant, Google Home or Amazon Alexa. Most users (43.6%)
were positive about engaging in a conversation with the agent (“amusing”, “nice”,
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“interesting”), 20% had a more negative, cautious attitude (“weird”, “ill at ease”)
and in 36.4% of the answers we had a neutral answer (“it depends”) or we could
not determine the sentiment of the user answer.

At the end of the conversation we asked whether their stance had changed
after speaking to the system. This was the case in 16% of the cases. Moreover, at
the end of the dialogue, the vast majority of people were positive about the system
(“yes, i still like you”); and some users gave constructive feedback about the voice
quality (“well to be honest, I find your voice a bit forced”), dialogue flow (“yes
I rather like you but you are a bit slow”), and level of comprehension (“you still
need to learn to have a conversation”).

5.6 Discussion
The BLISS agent is a work in progress, and a new version is planned for the near
future that is more scalable and easier to test with end-users. While using the pro-
totype for data collection, we noticed several issues with different components of
the system. Some of these issues are related to technical implementation (hardware
and software), while others are more related to the usage of the system. One of
the important components is the NLG, which generates the questions for the
user based on the initial answer. We observed that sometimes the quality of the
generated follow-up motivation question (second or third question) was not good
and sometimes the question did not even make sense. For example, a follow-up
question of the agent was “Why do you like going?”, as it used the verb “going”
from the previous user sentence: “I like going to the cinema or going out for
dinner.” In this case the NLU component did not extract the complete activity for
the NLG component. In such cases users often responded with a meta-question
about the system which broke the flow of the dialogue, for example “What are you
saying?”.

Although most of the participants were native speakers of Dutch, sometimes
they would use code-switching, which means that they would use English wordscode-

switching while talking to the system inDutch. Because theASRdid not contain thosewords
in the acoustic and language model, it produced recognition errors for such words.
Our conversations did not contain any dialect words and no mistakes were made
because of that, but should be included in a newer ASRmodel for situations in
which these words occurmore frequently, whichwe do expect with older adults for
example. Besides the words themselves, different pronunciations were not found
to be a difficult problem, and we were positively surprised by the ASR picking up
most words with an accent. At the conferences we also had latency issues with
the ASR and TTS. Since these components are both cloud-based and dependent
on a stable internet connection, the delays would produce some discomfort to
the participants, and they would try to repeat their answer, or were too quick
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in answering. If a stable connection exists, the ASR has about a second of delay
and the TTS works almost immediately. Also, for short answers like the “yes” or
“no” answers of the participants, recognition was poor, and manual interference
(transcribing the user speech for the BLISS agent) was required to resume the
dialogue.

Our prototype typically does not yet have the ability to deal appropriately
with situations in which the user doesn’t respond with an answer to the question.
Sometimes users repeated the question before answering, hesitated or requested
some elaboration. Often the agent interpreted the user’s response as the answer
to the question it had just asked. For example, the agent could ask: “What would
you like to do this weekend?” and the user would respond “This weekend. Let me
think”, after which the agent could ask “What kind of feeling did thinking give
you?”. Hayano (2013) investigated how often people do not respond to questions
with an answer in human-human conversation. This happens about 15%-24%
of the time. However, such cases need to be covered as well, so implementing a
fall-back strategy for these events would help resolve this issue.

Even though theASRdid not recognize all the utterances by the users correctly,
we found that even with errors and a noisy environment, relevant information can
be extracted and for each of the users we did find at least one activity. This means
that even though the speech recognition is not perfect, it is usable for retrieving
this type of user information. This is an important finding because it indicates
that in real world conditions, the system could be usable. Additionally, we aim
for a long-term interaction solution where only activities and motivations that are
repeated during multiple conversations are trustworthy pieces of information for
the user model.

5.7 Future Work
One of the goals of BLISS is to provide users with personalized dialogues. For
starters, the users’ speech is recorded togetherwith the transcripts obtained through
ASR. These speech recordings can be used to adapt the ASR’s language and acous-
tic model so that it can better recognize the users’ speech and to improve and
personalize the dialogue. Additionally, we will use the data for creating a more
personalized happiness model. This means that the agent should be able to detect
full user answers more appropriately, such that it waits until the user is done an-
swering. We will also improve the agent’s activity and motivation extraction to
create a correct user model. With the collected data we can create a method for this
purpose.

However, if we want to apply machine learning methods, much more data
is required. This could be accomplished by extracting information from health
records or by training amodel on genericDutch spoken dialogues between humans
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and fine-tuning it to smaller datasets about positive health (Vaswani et al., 2017).
At the moment of writing we are contacting several health organizations and
companies to see whether such data can be made available for specific case studies.
An important aspect is of course that this is done under conditions of security and
privacy, with approval from the ethics committee and in agreement with GDPR
regulation. Thus far people have only interacted once with the BLISS agent. In the
next two chapters we propose a design of and pilot a long-term real world study
with a similar architecture as the BLISS agent.

With regard to the TTS, we note that one of the drawbacks of the current
TTS module is that the USS method is not very flexible, which limits the extent to
which personalization and expressiveness can be accomplished. To tackle this issue,
a neural TTS speech synthesis system is currently being developed byReadSpeaker.
Such a neural speech synthesis system can provide high-quality speech and add
much more flexibility than is possible with USS systems (Habib et al., 2019). In
particular, the aim is to personalize speech output to the users by being able to
flexibly modify the input to the model, through pronunciation adaptation or
changing emphasis for certain words (Shechtman and Sorin, 2019). That way,
new voices are likely to sound more appropriate for the conversational setting
of a dialogue and will sound more empathetic for the users (James et al., 2020).
Additionally we have not yet exhausted using SSML for changing prosody or pitch
to increase speech quality in a more controlled way.

One of the issues that we derived from this data collection is the impact of
phrasing questions on users’ answers. Additionally, we found that people might
not always respond with an answer. In the next chapter, we create a model for
addressing different types of questions and dealing with non-answers. Our focus
of the questions is again on extracting activities and interests (i.e., topics) from the
user. In Chapter 7 we evaluate this model in the real world and gain more insights
into how people respond to these questions.

In this chapter, we have shown the results of our first data collection with a
prototype of the BLISS agent, which already gives some useful insights into aspects
of people’s well-being, such as how people tend to describe their activities and how
the agent should cope with a variety of responses given during a spoken dialogue.
For the future, we intend to extend the scope of BLISS by incorporating more
specific health contexts. Moreover, since self-management is a crucial element in
the definition of health adopted in our research (Huber et al., 2011), our future
work will investigate how the knowledge obtained through the dialogues can best
be employed in the context of BLISS to realize a system that is capable of supporting
users to self-manage their health and well-being.
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6
Personalized Question-Asking in

Casual Conversations

6.1 Introduction
A social agent that can ask questions is no novel thing, with ELIZA being the first
social agent capable of holding interesting conversations without much knowledge
(Weizenbaum, 1966). More recently, a social chatbot capable of asking questions
was compared to filling in surveys to see which method could provide better quali-
tative information (Xiao et al., 2020). Xiao et al. (2020) found in their study that
people were more engaged with the chatbot and responses given to the chatbot
were also more informative compared to the responses of the people who filled in
the survey. Machine learning methods exist to generate questions as well, but these
methods in general require fixed pairs of question-answers with ground truths (Su
et al., 2018; Isonishi et al., 2021). However, for casual conversation, this ground
truth might not exist.

In this chapter we discuss the design of a social conversational agent for ca-
sual conversations: CoffeeBot. CoffeeBot is a social agent capable of personalized CoffeeBot
spoken casual conversation in long-term interactions. The name of the CoffeeBot
stems from a location where colleagues have casual conversations: near the coffee
machine. The CoffeeBot’s goal is to “learn” during these conversations about
people’s interests and to personalize the long-term interactions based on these
users’ interests by asking questions. We start this chapter by explaining a theory
of casual conversation and how to apply it in the real world. Next, we model the
CoffeeBot and prototype it based on the architecture in Chapter 3.

Casual conversations are conversations such as talking at the coffee machine casual con-
versationswith colleagues, pub conversations or dinner table talk (Gilmartin et al., 2018).

These types of conversations can reveal interesting personal information about the
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interlocutors, as they occur frequently and contribute to the social relationship
between people (Eggins and Slade, 2001). Interestingly enough, most people feel
like they talk about nothing or nothing happens during these types of conver-
sations. However, Eggins and Slade (2001, p. 16) point out that “[...] casual
conversation disguises the significant interpersonal work it achieves as interactants
enact and confirm social identities and relations”. They call it the paradox of casual
conversation, because most people feel like they are talking about nothing, though
these conversations show how people view the world around them. It is during
these types of conversations that people feel most at ease and relaxed, thus revealing
more personal information about themselves.

Ventola (1979) states that casual conversations are “verbal interactions in casual
encounters” and these interactions are spontaneous and important for establishing
and maintaining social relationships. These conversations happen in spoken face-
to-face situations, and differ between strangers (maximal social distance) and close
friends (minimal social distance). Additionally, these conversations can beminimal
or non-minimal. In minimal conversations, only phatic (verbal) expressions (greet-
ing, nodding) are used, such as two friends passing by and greeting or calling each
other. Non-minimal conversations involve more than phatic verbal expressions to
maintain good social relationships, and must have a deeper content component.
However, non-minimal conversation with minimal social distance seem to only
apply for human-human interactions and not human-agent, because people do
not expect or want to maintain close social relationships with social agents (Clark
et al., 2019). Regardless, in their study on how people view social relationships
with both people and agents, Clark et al. (2019) state that the majority of people
not wanting or expecting social relationships with agents are largely based on goal-
oriented interactions of people with social agents, without considering long-term
interactions. We therefore believe that implementing a casual conversation strategy
for social agents for long-term interaction can still be beneficial, because people
possibly change their expectations after longer exposure to an agent. For example,
a social agent could learn over time when and with whom certain topics are more
relevant to talk about or not, or for example an agent that can adapt to when a user
wants to talk, which differs per individual (Heylen et al., 2012).

6.2 Structure of Casual Conversations
A good way to start the dialogue design is to learn about overall dialogue structure
and which elements are required for non-minimal casual conversations. We use
Ventola (1979)’s model of casual conversation as a starting point. Based on the for-
malization of Ventola, we created state-based dialogue structures of non-minimal
conversations with friends and strangers (see Figure 6.1). The elements of a casual
conversation are: i) greeting (G), ii) addressing (Ad), iii) indirect approach (Ap-I),
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Ad G Ap− I Ap−D

START C Lt Gb END

G Ad Ap−D Ap− I

(a) A visualization of the structure of non-minimal casual conversations with friends.

Ap− I Ad Id Ap−D

START G Ap−D C Id Lt Gb END

Ad Ap− I Ap− I Ap− I

(b) A visualization of the structure of non-minimal casual conversations with strangers.

Figure 6.1: Our state-based visualizations of non-minimal casual conversa-
tions, based on the work of Ventola (1979)

iv) direct approach (Ap-D), v) identification (Id), vi) centering (C), vii) leave-taking
(Lt) and viii) goodbye (Gb). A greeting consists of nodding or a verbal “hi” or indirect

and direct
approach

“hello”. An example of an address is “sir” or “Alice”. Indirect approaches relate
to immediate situations, indirectly related to a person, such as asking about the
weather or bus times. Direct approaches are about a person themselves, usually by
knowing some context about the person, such as asking how somebody’s husband
is doing or how they liked a certain conference. Identification only occurs in con-
versations with strangers, and possibly multiple times, because when meeting new
people, a name mentioned once is easily forgotten. Centering is about diving into centering
depth about a topic, in which there are usually follow-up questions, opinions and
statements shared about the same topic. Announcing the end of the conversation
is part of leave-taking. The leave-taking element is often used as a form of polite-
ness, but also provides an opportunity for the other interlocutor to say some last
things or perhaps make the conversation more interesting and prevent the other
interlocutor from leaving. A goodbye happens at the end of the conversation after
leave-taking when the interlocutors each go their separate way.

In non-minimal casual conversationswith friends or colleagues, only a greeting,
centering, leave-taking and goodbye are required as the bare minimum, such as
shown in Table 6.1. An example of a meeting between two strangers is shown in
Table 6.2.
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Table 6.1: Example of a non-minimal conversation between interlocutors (I)
Alice and Bob who are close colleagues.

I Action Structure

Alice Bob, hi! Greeting, addressing
I read this great paper about embodied
conversational agents, should I send it to you? Centering

Bob Sure Centering
Alice Alright, gotta run. See you around. Leave-taking, goodbye
Bob Bye Goodbye

Table 6.2: Example non-minimal conversation between two interlocutors Cindy
and Dave, meeting at a conference as strangers.

I Action Structure

Carol Can I ask a question about your talk, sir? Indirect approach,
addressing

Dave Sure, what is on your mind? Indirect approach

Carol Thanks! My name is Carol. Have you looked
at other contextual factors in your study?

Identification,
direct approach

Dave
Yes we did look at some additional factors, like
the location, age and time of day, but we could
not find a significant effect either.

Centering

... ...
Centering, direct
approach, indirect
approach, identification

Carol Thanks so much again for taking the time. Bye. Leave-taking, goodbye

An important distinction is that casual conversation 6= small talk. Small talk
can be a part of casual encounters and is usually related to the indirect and direct
approach elements of the casual conversation structure (Ventola, 1979). Gilmartin
et al. (2018) simplified Ventola’s casual conversational model, in which the greet-
ing and address are merged into G, identification, indirect approach and direct
approach are merged into A and goodbye and leave-taking are merged into L. We
modified this model to fit non-minimal conversations with the CoffeeBot in which
multiple leave-takings can occur (Figure 6.2).
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A

START G C L END

A

Figure 6.2: A simplified version of Ventola (1979)’s casual conversation struc-
ture adapted from Gilmartin et al. (2018), with a specific compo-
nent for leave-taking (L).

6.3 Remembering in Real World Casual Conversations
Casual conversations are spontaneous conversations that happen frequently in the
real world and the CoffeeBot is designed for just these types of long-term interac-
tions with people. Initially, all people are strangers to the CoffeeBot (maximum
social distance), though over time, the CoffeeBot tries to minimize social distance
between the user and itself. Long-term interactions can have a duration of at least a
week, up until months or even years, for both social agents (Bickmore et al., 2010)
and robots (Leite et al., 2013). Leite et al. (2013) emphasize the importance of
conducting long-term studies, for example to prevent the impact of the novelty
effect on the interaction evaluation. The large majority of long-term studies dis-
cussed by Leite et al. (2013) involve task-oriented interactions, such as for health
and educational purposes. Instead, the CoffeeBot has no explicit task and only
learns about users by frequently making casual conversation. To develop a social
relationship with its users, in other words, to decrease social distance over time,
the CoffeeBot requires a memory component that contains personal information
about the user.

Personal information can be as simple as remembering someone’s name (Glas
et al., 2017) or recall information from previous interactions. For example, for a
real-estate selling agent, the style preferences and job type of a user are personal,
and the agent should adapt to this specific information to achieve its goal of selling
(Richards and Bransky, 2014). This type of information is usually gathered in
the direct (and occasionally indirect) approach element of the casual conversation
model. Campos and Paiva (2010)’s chatbotMAY chit-chatted with teenagers
and recalled details about past conversations such as earlier mentioned names and
activities. Third-party raters were shown two conversations, one with a version
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ofMAYwith memory and without. The observers rated the intimacy and com-
panionship higher of the chatbot that remembered details. In a follow-up study,
Campos et al. (2018) tested a method using semantic similarities of past conversa-
tions to personalize agent utterances. Utterances that were semantically similar
to topics mentioned in past conversations between the agent and user were used
more often. However, they did not find a significant difference between asking
questions frommemory or new questions, possibly due to too implicit memory
structure or lack of reasoning about the topics in the memory. The CoffeeBot
should therefore be explicit in talking about its memories, for example referring to
previous conversations and performing some basic reasoning about the topics to
show a shallow sense of understanding.

The topics the CoffeeBot could talk about were similar to Kennedy et al.
(2017)’s social agentKevin, whichwasmeant for havingdyadic casual conversations
with office workers. Topics that people can talk to Kevin about vary from talking
about their weekends, upcoming or past work meetings, ask feedback from peers
or discuss new ideas with peers. In Kennedy et al.’s experiment, the authors
placed the robot, a Furhat (Al Moubayed et al., 2012), at the workplace near
the coffee machine, so that it could easily interact with the coworkers over the
course of three weeks. Kevin’s dialogue structure was based on a probabilistic
dialogue graph authored beforehand. When Kevin could not answer a question,
this was marked as a “failed response” and sent to crowdsource workers, who
formulated a response given an unanswered question. This response was added
to the dialogue graph, such that Kevin could use this response the next time a
similar response should be given and Kevin could also learn from previous user
responses in interactions and added those responses to its dialogue graph to use in
upcoming interactions. The CoffeeBot has a different model than Kevin, because
the focus of the CoffeeBot is on personalized information elicitation from the
user. The CoffeeBot is only capable of answering a few questions and is focused
on discovering user interests such as hobbies and plans by asking personalized
questions. Another major difference is that the CoffeeBot learns to converse on an
individual level specific to a user, in contrast to Kevin who learns a better global
model from the interactions with all users.

Another similar approach to casual conversation was used by Gockley et al.
(2005), who conducted a 9-month-long study with a receptionist robot called
Valerie. Valerie was a robot with a monitor on top to show her virtual human
head and was placed at a receptionist desk at the workplace. She was capable of
understanding and producing speech as well as receiving typed input. Her goal
was to interact with office workers on a day-to-day basis, and she could provide
information about meetings and offices as well as talk about her personal life. She
was programmed with an elaborate backstory which she shared with people over
time. Gockley et al. found that the novelty effect was present in the first week of the
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experiment with many interactions, but after this week the number of interactions
flattened to a steady number for the whole duration of the experiment. Many users
however did not interact with Valerie more than half a minute, because she often
had long monologues about her personal life, which was not pleasant to listen
to for long, as she had no emotional speech capabilities. Gockley et al. suggested
asking more about the user interests to make the interactions more enjoyable for
users, which is exactly what we have designed for in the CoffeeBot.

Heylen et al. (2012) discussed their experience with deploying a rabbit-like
companion robot in two people’s homes. The authors concluded that just deploy-
ing a social robot in the real world does not seem to have much benefit compared
to lab studies, because the two participants felt more obligated to interact with
the robot, where one participant was even quite negative about it. The dialogues
and especially the timings of the dialogues were preventing a good experience for
the users. The dialogues felt repetitive, and the robot started conversations at
inconvenient times, which participants dutifully responded to. As Heylen et al.
(2012) concludes, putting a robot in people’s homes does not make it necessarily
an ecologically valid experiment.

Irfan et al. (2020) deployed a barista Pepper robot in the wild with better
dialogue capabilities, but ran into practical issues as well in a pilot study. These
were issues with speech recognition and interpreting complicated user requests.
However, the conversations were perceived as more engaging by participants when
the robot used a personalization strategy than if it did not. Its setup is similar to the
deployment of the CoffeeBot in the real world, because the start of the dialogue
was only initialized by the user’s convenience. However, the CoffeeBot did not rely
on performing a certain task, such as supporting healthy eating or serving coffee.1

6.4 Topic-based User Model
According to De Carolis et al. (2013, p. 92), “user modeling allows socially in-
telligent systems to adapt to the users’ behavior by constantly monitoring it and
by continuously collecting their direct and indirect feedback”. A user model can
consist of information such as, but not limited to, the background of the user, the
environment of the interaction, the moods of the user and data about the system
interacting with the user. The CoffeeBot has implicitly built a user model over a
longer period of time. This user model consists of the topics mentioned by the user

modeluser and recognized by the CoffeeBot, the frequency of the topic, the last date the
user mentioned the topic and the user’s sentiment about the topic. A similar study
combining topics and their sentiment was done by Langlet andClavel (2016). Lan-
glet and Clavel analyzed conversations from the multimodal SEMAINE database

1Perhaps in a future version, as some participants and colleagues of ours were very interested in
the CoffeeBot serving coffee itself.
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(McKeown et al., 2012) and could successfully recognize topics and classify them
as user likes or dislikes. In addition to the user model, the CoffeeBot stores meta-
information about the interaction: date, number and length of interactions and
number and length of turns.

In Section 2.3.2, we discussed possible definitions of topics and how topics
are detected in texts. The importance of topic detection for the CoffeeBot is totopic

detection “understand” what the user is talking about during the coffee machine conversa-
tions. These topics serve as the main source for personalizing the conversation.
For the CoffeeBot, a simplified version of the model of Grosz and Sidner (1986) is
used for detecting topics in a sentence, a method also used by Elvir et al. (2017).
Rats (1996) based her definition of topics on Grosz and Sidner’s model of focus
terms. Focus terms are the focus of a sentence and are often placed in the subject
position of sentences. Topics in (direct) object position can be used for topic
switches, by placing them in subject position later. For example, if one person
in a dyadic conversation states “Tomorrow I have to give a lecture to students.”,
the possible next topics are “a lecture” and “students”. A follow-up turn of the
other interlocutor could then be: “A lecture can be fun to give.” or “Hopefully
the students won’t give you a hard time.” A similar sentiment approach to Langlet
and Clavel (2016) has been added to the CoffeeBot’s model for detecting if a user
likes a topic. The sentiment for the CoffeeBot is not calculated on a word (phrase)
level, but calculated over a whole turn in the conversation, which could be mul-
tiple sentences. Only the lexical aspects are taken into account in the sentiment
analysis, using Pattern (De Smedt and Daelemans, 2012). Additional aspects that
would make the sentiment method more robust would be detecting non-verbal
valence and arousal using audio or video. The sentiment consists of a numeric
value between -1 and 1 for polarity (valence) and between 0 and 1 for intensity,
where a low score for polarity means negative, and a high score means positive.

A sentence can contain multiple topics, which we divided into two categories
for the CoffeeBot: topic terms and topic events. The CoffeeBot determines the
topic term of a sentence by its phrases, their syntactic role in relation to the verb
(subject, object or direct object) and the words’ PoS tag (noun or verb phrase). The
importance of the topic event depends primarily on the syntactic role, where SUB-
JECT >OBJECT > INDIRECT_OBJECT and secondarily on the PoS, where
NP > VP. A stop word list is used for preventing pronouns and auxiliary verbs
from being extracted as topic terms. For extracting verb phrases, a complement is
extracted from the topic. For example, in the sentence “Next week I will visit my
grandparents.”, the extracted NP-based topics are “week” and “my grandparents”.
The extracted VP-based topic term is “visit”, with the complement “my grand-
parents”. Topic events consist of predicates that can include information such as
locations and timestamps, extracted with semantic role labeling (SRL). Using the
previous example sentence, an extracted event consists of the main verb (V) “visit”,
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a temporal phrase (ARG-TMP) “next week” and verb arguments A0 “I” and A1 “my
grandparents”. The difference between topic terms and events is that terms do
not contain any context of the topic and events contains context that is extracted
with SRL, such as locations. We made this distinction for more easily grouping
mentions of a topic together (terms) and have a list of more context-sensitive topic
can be chosen (events) for the CoffeeBot.

Finally, the user model has a forgetting component for the topics. If topics
are not mentioned for a while, these topics become less likely to be mentioned
in a subsequent interaction. A forgetting mechanism is convenient for efficiency,
scalability and adaptability (Lim et al., 2009).

6.5 Prototyping CoffeeBot
To provide the CoffeeBot with spoken dialogue and topic detection, Flipper serves
as a basis for the dialogue engine (seeChapter 4). The components that are required
for the CoffeeBot are authentication recognition, an NLU and NLG component,
an ASR service and a TTS service. For all the technologies for the implementation
of the CoffeeBot, we prefer to use open-source or easy-accessible software packages.
The architecture of the CoffeeBot2 is shown in Figure 6.3.

6.5.1 Dialogue Management

Dialogue management is handled by Flipper templates in the move planner. All
CoffeeBot components and their information processing are shown in Figure 6.3.
For each of the components, except for the user model, the input and output is
stored in the information state of Flipper. The topic-based user model is stored
in Flipper’s database. Flipper has a middleware wrapper that the CoffeeBot uses
for components such as the ASR and TTS services of Google and ReadSpeaker3

respectively. We implemented rules inFlipper templates for informationprocessing,
such as sending ASR output to the Affective &Natural Language Understanding
component of the CoffeeBot or retrieving relevant topics for Move Planning from
the Topic-based User Modeling. Affective &Natural Language Understanding
determines the intent of the user, Authentication is for access to a personalized
interaction for the user and retrieve the correct topic model andNatural Language
Generator generates agent language from behavior specifications by the Move
Planner.

2https://gitlab.com/bliss-nl/babbelbot
3https://www.readspeaker.com

https://gitlab.com/bliss-nl/babbelbot
https://www.readspeaker.com
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Figure 6.3: Architecture of the CoffeeBot.

6.5.2 Sensors

Two sensor components were the minimum requirements for the CoffeeBot to
work.

• A scanning card mechanism for authentication of a user when they have a
conversation with the CoffeeBot.

• A speech recognizer that can transcribe distant audio (about 1.5 meter).
The CoffeeBot requires the transcripts for detecting topics and performing
sentiment analysis.

Good authentication is an important feature for consistent interactions over a
longer period of time, accessibility and protecting personal data. Authentication
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of users is commonly done with usernames and passwords on websites, but these
are cumbersome to use for public social robots. Biometric measures that improve
accessibility are face, voice or fingerprint recognition, however, this data is very
personal and does not allow for direct anonymization. Gockley et al. (2005) used
a card swiping mechanism for authenticating users and found that this was cum-
bersome. They suggested to use RFID instead, which has been a common way of
authentication in long-term interactions (Kanda et al., 2010; Heylen et al., 2012;
Campos et al., 2018; Davison et al., 2020). The scanning card mechanism of the
CoffeeBot has been implemented by attaching an Arduino Uno with anMFRC-
522 for reading RFIDs. All IDs are stored with 256 AES encryption. Students
and employees are expected to have a card with an RFID, also commonly used for
getting coffee, and can use this to communicate with the CoffeeBot. However, if
participants would like more privacy, an anonymous card not directly linked to
them can be used for all interactions.

We implemented two options for ASR, either our open-source Kaldi speech
recognizer used before in Chapters 3 and 4 or Google’s Speech-to-Text implemen-
tation. The former is more privacy-friendly and customizable and the latter is more
robust against noise and has lower WER. Either option sends the transcriptions
over the middleware to Flipper for affective and natural language understand-
ing. The ASR provides Flipper with end-of-sentence detection, (intermediate)
transcriptions and transcription confidence levels.

6.5.3 Natural Language Understanding

During the conversations with the CoffeeBot, the intents of users should be recog-
nized. Intents are classified based on previous user and agent intents and keywords,
similar to the FLoReS dialogue manager (Morbini et al., 2012). Certain patterns
of keywords are matched to one of eight possible user intents based on the DIT++
taxonomy (Bunt et al., 2010): question, inform, confirm, disconfirm, repeat, salu-
tation, valediction or backchannel. If no intent can be determined, its default
class is inform. The spaCy package provides numerous tools for natural language
processing.4 spaCy’s PoS tagger and dependency parser (DP) are used for extract-
ing topic terms. Extracting the semantic role (SR) of user utterances for topic
events is implemented with SENNA (Collobert et al., 2011). Pattern’s sentiment
analysis tool measures the polarity and intensity of user turns based on the words
in the ASR transcription. A positive polarity is interpreted as a sign of interesting
topics and a negative polarity is a sign of disinterest in the topics of the sentence
(De Smedt and Daelemans, 2012).5 Finally the timestamp is saved together with
the topic. If a temporal marker such as “yesterday” or “next week” is mentioned by
the user, this term is translated to UTC and saved as a timestamp of the topic, oth-

4https://spacy.io/
5https://github.com/clips/pattern

https://spacy.io/
https://github.com/clips/pattern
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erwise a timestamp of mention of the topic is stored. This temporal information
is necessary to resume topics from previous conversations with context.

All sensory information and information processed by the NLU component
is stored in the information state during the conversation. Long-term necessary
information, such as topics of interest and their frequency is stored inside the
database connected to Flipper.

Answering questions is not the primary goal of the CoffeeBot, though for
convenience, it has a limited hand-crafted capability for answering questions. The
CoffeeBot can tell about its purpose and answer some social chit-chat, but is not
designed as a virtual assistant for booking meetings or answering factoid questions.
It uses keyword spotting for answering questions.

6.5.4 Natural Language Generation

The natural language generation (NLG) component is the core component of the
CoffeeBot for making casual conversation. Before any natural language generation
takes place, the intent for the agent has to be specified. Below are the included
higher level categorieswith agent intents betweenbrackets. The intents are similarly
to the user intents, based on DIT++ (Bunt et al., 2010). Once the CoffeeBot has
selected an intent, it proceeds to specify an utterance to be generated.

• Self-disclosure (inform, question)

• Social talk (salutation, valediction, introduction)

• Question-Answering (inform)

• Question-Asking (question)

• InteractionManagement (repeat, contact)

Bickmore et al. (2010) emphasize how dialogue designers can create agents for use
over a longer period of time by ensuring a high level of engagement. The authors
state that more variable behavior and a more personal background for the agent
will help with improving the engagement of the user, though it could negatively
impact task performance for more task-oriented dialogues. The CoffeeBot is not
designed for a task and therefore its self-disclosure and question generation for the
NLG component should be personal and diverse enough to retain engagement of
users respectively.

The CoffeeBot has two ways of generating utterances: canned text or via
templates. Canned text is used for most agent intents as shown in Figure 6.4.
Canned texts are sentences authored by dialogue designers which can be chosen
from a list and can directly be used for the agent’s utterance. The question-asking
part is themain component of theCoffeeBot. According to the casual conversation
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Figure 6.4: The natural language generator (NLG) component in more detail,
showing the pipelines for generating agent utterances.

model (Figure 6.2), questions are asked in a conversation in either one of twophases:
approach (A) and centering (C).

Templates are used for generation of the questions of the CoffeeBot. A good
question generation model is vital to get high-quality responses from users and
maintain high engagement in the long term with the CoffeeBot. The question
model consists of three types of questions: starter, follow-up and memory. These
types map directly to three elements of the casual conversation model: indirect
approach, centering and direct approach. During indirect-approach, starter ques-
tions are asked. An example of a starter question is “What is the best restaurant in
your area?”. In the centering element, follow-up questions are asked. Follow-up
questions are constructed with templates from Mandasari (2019) based on the
speed date dataset of Huang et al. (2017). An example follow-up question is if the
agent asked before “Where did you go to a conference?” and the user respondswith
“France”, the agent would ask a follow-up question such as “Where in France did
you attend a conference?”. During direct approach, the CoffeeBot asks questions
related to topics mentioned by a person in previous conversations and retrieves
them from its memory. These are questions such as “Last week you talked about
attending a conference, how did it go?”. The CoffeeBot uses canned text and two
different types of templates for generating these questions. Canned text is used for
starter questions, which is directly taken from the list of conversation starters. The
first type of templates are follow-up questions generated by a question planner
with templates based on semantic role labeling (SRL). The second type, mem-
ory questions, are based on a classical NLG pipeline with a content and sentence
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planner as well a surface realizer to generate the agent utterance.
Additionally, the CoffeeBot has templates for answering questions about itself

for self-disclosure (Lundell Vinkler and Yu, 2020). These answers are part of
the self-disclosure component, which contains preferences of the CoffeeBot. For
example, the CoffeeBot could say “I’m not really into football, but I really like
basketball.”, if the user would mention something about sports.

6.5.4.1 Starter Questions

Starter questions are questions that start a new topic or are introductory and arestarter
questions not related to the direct context of a conversation. To the best of our abilities

we looked for empirically validated starter questions that people use, but found
no such studies related to casual conversation, only for domain-specific instances
(Kellermann, 2007; Rothe et al., 2018). Consequently we used an online set of 250
conversation starters as the available starter questions the CoffeeBot could ask.6

These questions go beyond the standard questions of occupation and hobbies to
trigger interesting and entertaining responses, such as “What piece of technology
would look like magic or a miracle to people in medieval Europe?”. The CoffeeBot
asks these questions mainly in the initial interactions to get to know the user
interests, because it does not have a populated user model yet.

6.5.4.2 Follow-up Questions

Huang et al. (2017) conducted a study to investigate the effect of asking follow-upfollow-up
questions questions. Huang et al. (2017, p. 432) define follow-up questions as “questions

that encourage the partner to elaborate on the content of their prior conversational
turn”. In their study they paired up people online for speed dates via a text-based
interface. Oneof the speeddaterswas instructed to ask few/average/manyquestions
to the other after which both speed daters rated the quality of their date by stating
if they want to go on a second date. Huang et al. found that the people asking the
most follow-up questions were liked better overall. They released a dataset which
contains annotated types of questions: starter and follow-up questions.

Mandasari (2019) has worked on a template-based framework for follow-up
question generation based on the annotated follow-up questions in Huang et al.’s
dataset. The templates of the framework are based on combining an interrogative
type (e.g., why, how, when, where), auxiliary words (e.g., do, not) and semantic
roles, by using a natural language parser, SENNA, which can extract semantic
role (SR) labels (Collobert et al., 2011) from the follow-up questions in the speed
date dataset, such as locations and verb arguments. An example of a template is
WHY + aux + n't + A0 + V + A1? that can generate the question “Why
don’t you have a car?”. In total 514 different types of follow-up questions were

6https://conversationstartersworld.com/250-conversation-starters/

https://conversationstartersworld.com/250-conversation-starters/
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Table 6.3: Example of a follow-up question generated based on a detected
semantic role (Mandasari, 2019).

Interlocutor Utterance Semantic Role Question Type

Agent Where are you from? - starter
User I’m from the Netherlands. ARG-LOC -

Agent How’s the weather in
the Netherlands? - follow-up

generated from 295 questions in the dataset. After evaluating the questions with
external raters based on grammaticality and coherence, 60 templates remained.
These templates are used by the CoffeeBot for follow-up question generation if
it finds specific patterns of topics in the most recent user response. An example
is shown in Table 6.3. Here the agent starts with a starter question, after which
the user gives a reply with a recognized location using SRL. This location is part
of a specific template inMandasari (2019)’s model, ARG-LOC, for which it has a
template that asks about the weather in a specific location.

6.5.4.3 Memory Questions

The third type of questions,memory questions, are generated with a similar ap- memory
questionsproach as the follow-up question generation, by writing templates with placehold-

ers for topics. Olafsson et al. (2016) introduced an annotation schema for topic
development over multiple conversations. In this annotation schema, there is a
distinction between two types of topic changes based on memory: changing a
topic based on a previous utterance in the current conversation (reintroducing)
or on a previous utterance in a previous conversation (reminding). The memory
questions have the same purpose, reintroducing or reminding the user of a topic.
In contrast to the follow-up questions, which use only the previous user utterance,
the memory questions use the topics in the user model and conversation history
as input. The former contains the topics to fill in the question templates. The
latter prevents repetitiveness by checking the current conversation’s history if the
question has not already been asked. Memory questions that have a high semantic
similarity with the previous agent and user utterance are more likely to be selected
as the next memory question. Memory questions are only asked if the CoffeeBot
knows sufficient topics about the user. Additionally, the CoffeeBot indicates in
the question why it introduces certain topics by using time markers (Burkert et al.,
2010), such as a prefix of “Yesterday” in the question “Yesterday we talked about
your conference, how did it go?”. The memory question generation uses a classical
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natural language generation approach for questions, consisting of a pipeline of
three components (Gatt and Reiter, 2009):

• Content Planner: Select appropriate question template

• Sentence Planner: Select an appropriate question based on the template

• Surface Realization: Perform the surface realization of the question

In the content planner, the CoffeeBot determines what template it shouldcontent
planner select for a memory question. A number of templates was specifically created

for the CoffeeBot to ask memory questions to the users. Each template includes
a placeholder for any NPs, VPs and SR labels that are related to the interests of
the user. Highly frequent topics that have not been asked about (recently) in the
conversations with the user are added as possible candidates for the template and
one is selected based on frequency, semantic similarity, last time mentioned and
sentiment. Additionally, the content planner ranks the available templates based
on how well the topic fits the PoS and SR of the template’s placeholder. The
highest ranking template is then passed on to the sentence planner.

In the sentence planner, the CoffeeBot determines if it will ask a topic event orsentence
planner topic term question. For a topic event, all syntactic roles (e.g. subject, object, verb)

and semantic roles (e.g., locations, adjective modifiers) are generated. In the case of
a topic term, the appropriate form of the topic is either an NP or a VP to generate.
The template is filled in this stage with candidate topics. Based on the template,
the sentence planner generates candidate questions and selects a question from
these candidates. The question contains all components to form the question,
e.g., subject, object, topic and other sentence components, but does not yet have
the proper surface form (all words are in lemma form). In addition, the sentence
planner adds a temporal component such as “Last week”, if the topic selected by
the content planner wasmentioned last week. These temporal elements are canned
text and selected based on when the last conversation took place with the selected
topic. According to Burkert et al. (2010), it is good to have temporal components
as long as they are not too precise. Therefore the most precise temporal marker is
“today” or “last night”, without mentioning specific hours or minutes.

A surface realizer takes a question from the sentence planner and generatessurface
realizer an utterance. SimpleNLG is a surface realizer designed for text generation (Gatt

and Reiter, 2009). It has been extended in multiple languages, including German,
French and Dutch (De Jong and Theune, 2018). The SimpleNLG software
library was developed to perform surface realization of sentences, and it takes care
of the structure of the sentence and the morphology of the words. SimpleNLG
can generate grammatical sentences from the questions of the sentence planner,
because the sentence planner contains information about the appropriate syntactic
roles for the structure in SimpleNLG. SimpleNLG can match the correct PoS and
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SR of the topics to the placeholders in the templates and takes care of the surface
grammar. For example, if the sentence planner passes on the sentence temporal
marker “yesterday”, interrogative “how”, subject “you”, verb “like” and topic term
“visit the conference”, the surface realizer generates the question “How did you
like visiting the conference yesterday?”.

Unfortunately, SimpleNLG does not have great support for the generation
of questions, interrogatives, because it was not designed for generating questions interroga-

tivesin a dialogue. However, we modified SimpleNLG’s approach to generating ques-
tions such that it can generate questions that are usable by the CoffeeBot. The
CoffeeBot’s language is English, and therefore we only focused on the English
question generation by SimpleNLG. The first problem was that it did not support
all the question words, such as when and which. The second problem was that
for structuring the sentences, subjects and objects were added in the wrong order.
For example, SimpleNLG would generate questions such asHow did you the letter
give?. The first problem was relatively easy to solve by just adding the question
types to the interrogative types of SimpleNLG. The second problem required the
implementation of a new structuring algorithm for interrogative types and add it
to SimpleNLG.These additions are available online for other researchers interested
in using interrogatives in SimpleNLG for their dialogue system.7 ADutch version
for generating interrogatives in SimpleNLG was developed for supporting the
BLISS project as well.

An example of a memory question is shown in Table 6.4. Turn 1 shows the
user mentioning a temporal argument (ARG-TEMPORAL), and a candidate topic
mention, “a conference about human-robot interaction”, which are saved in the
user model. A week later the agent remembers the topic from the last conversation
and uses a template “How was your ARG-TOPIC ARG-TEMPORAL?”. Note that
because the user mentioned a time marker, this can be retrieved from the user
model and the timestamp gets translated to the correct surface format. Because a
week has passed since the topic mention, the selected phrase for the time marker is
“a week ago”.

6.5.4.4 Question Model

Our question model is loosely based on the topic-schema developed by Olafsson
et al. (2016). Their schema includes topic shifts and introduction as in the analysis
of Rats (1994), but extends to long-term interaction with reintroducing topics
or reminding users of topics. For determining the question type in the NLG
component, the CoffeeBot connects with a remote question server to retrieve one
of the three types of questions. The algorithm for selecting the question is shown
in Algorithm 1. The questions always starts with an introductory starter question

7https://github.com/Barachia/SimpleNLG-NL

https://github.com/Barachia/SimpleNLG-NL
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Table 6.4: Example of a memory question generated based on a time marker
and topic in the user model.

Interlocutor Utterance Semantic Role Topic

User
Tomorrow I will attend
a conference about
human-robot interaction.

ARG-TEMPORAL conference

... (One week later)

Agent
How was your conference
about human-robot interaction
last week?

- conference

for both new users and familiar users. It asks a number of follow-up questions
after a starter or memory question, either until a random number between 3 and
5 is reached or if there are no possible follow-up questions to generate. It then
randomly asks a starter question or a memory question. If it chooses a starter
question, it does not repeat recent questions. If it chooses a memory question,
it proceeds with an exhaustive vs. explorative approach, where in some cases it
chooses a topic that has been discussed many times before and is sure to be a user
interest (exhaustive) and other times it picks a topic that has only been mentioned
at most a couple of times (explorative), as long as the sentiment is positive. A
correct balance between the two approaches is necessary to show personalization
based on frequent topics that are definitely a user interest and learning more about
the user by asking about infrequent topics (Campos et al., 2018). At first, the
CoffeeBot picks explorative topics, because the user model is not populated with
enough topics yet. After enough topics have been learned, the odds of asking
exhaustive or explorative are equal (fifty-fifty).

6.5.5 Behavior Generation

Once the NLGmodule has generated a sentence, this sentence is sent from Flipper
to a RESTful API in SSML format to a supported TTS service. Once Flipper
retrieves the sentence audio file from the TTS service, this is played back to the
user. The CoffeeBot supports Google Cloud Text-To-Speech (Weiss et al., 2021),
MaryTTS (Schröder et al., 2011) and ReadSpeaker voices. As well as for the ASR,
the choice to pick one is a trade-off between naturalness, customizability of the
voice and data privacy. The Google voices provide the best experience with regard
to naturalness with a Wavenet voice. TheMaryTTS voices are fully customizable
and aremore privacy-friendly, because no data is stored at a third party, as is the case
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Algorithm 1 The CoffeeBot’s algorithm for selecting a question.
1: followups← 0
2: followuplimit← rand(3, 5)
3: timeout← 360
4: goodbye← FALSE
5: question← starter
6: askQuestion← question
7: answer ← usertext
8: while¬goodbyeAND¬timeout do
9: if answer suitable for follow-upAND followups < followuplimit then
10: followups← followups+ 1
11: question← followup
12: else ifmemory has topicAND topic freq. ≥ 5AND topic sent. ≥ -0.2 then
13: question← memory
14: followuplimit← rand(3, 5)
15: else
16: question← starter
17: followuplimit← rand(3, 5)
18: end if
19: askQuestion← question
20: answer ← usertext
21: end while

with Google. The ReadSpeaker voices are somewhere in between, which offers a
good balance between customizability, privacy protection and voice quality. With
regard to privacy, data is shared with ReadSpeaker servers, but no data is stored.

6.6 Conversation Flow
Whenever the user approaches the CoffeeBot and let it scan their RFID card, there
are twoways the conversation can start (Figure 6.5). When a card has been scanned,
the CoffeeBot has to determine whether it has met this person before. If that is not
the case, the agent briefs the user on its goal and type of data collection. Participants
can also stop the interaction altogether by saying “goodbye”. If the user is known to
the CoffeeBot, or it has introduced itself to a new user, the CoffeeBot asks a starter
question. The user can either answer the question, after which the CoffeeBot
asks another question. If the user does not give an answer, but instead asks a
question, the CoffeeBot answers the question if it knows the answer. If it does not
know the answer, it states it does not know and continues with asking the next
question. If the user or CoffeeBot is done with the conversation, either can end the
conversation. The user can also refrain from responding to the CoffeeBot. The
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Figure 6.5: Dialogue flow of a conversation. The CoffeeBot checks if it knows
the user, after which a series of questions start until time runs
out or the user ends the conversation.

CoffeeBot then tries to search for contact again for two tries. After that, it closes
the conversation. An ideal example of a possible conversation between a user and
the CoffeeBot is shown in Table 6.5.

6.7 Discussion
We reflect on some features of the CoffeeBot and how it can be extended to be
better at casual conversation. For example, the tracking of topics in a dialogue
technique is relatively simplistic in the CoffeeBot. Though the tracking by means
of phrases and frequencies makes it robust to ASR errors, more implicit topic
information is lost in the recognition. Online resources can provide a larger range
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Table 6.5: Possible interaction between a user and the CoffeeBot.

Interlocutor Action Utterances

User Walks to the coffee machine
and scans card

CoffeeBot Identifies a person

CoffeeBot Greets the user and asks them
to participate Hi! Are you up for a chat?

User Greets and confirms to
participate Hi, sure.

CoffeeBot Ask question What did you do
yesterday?

User Answers question I played squash.

CoffeeBot Asks follow-up question Do you play squash
regularly?

User Answers question Yes

CoffeeBot Asks starter question What animal do you
really hate?

User Answers question I really don’t like
mosquitoes.

CoffeeBot Preclose Let’s talk more later!
User Responds + greets back Ok. Bye
CoffeeBot Greets back Bye bye
User Walks away

CoffeeBot Store conversation and prepare
for new conversation

of possible topics. VerbAtlas is focused on creating a richer way than SENNA
to represent semantic relations of verbs and universal dependencies, including
more specific types of arguments and semantic relatedness between verbs (Di Fabio
et al., 2019). Question templates based on VerbAtlas can be more diverse, because
the arguments in VerbAtlas have more specific properties to deal with context.
With VerbAtlas, verbs in question templates can be replaced with semantically
similar verbs with the same type of arguments and context, which is not possible
with SENNA. For example, the verb distinguish has multiple synonyms such
as differ, perceive and recognize. In the sentence, “I distinguish four different
topics”, distinguish can really only be replaced by differ to have the same semantic
meaning. Another source for a larger list of possible topics isWikipedia. Wikipedia
contains a vast amount of information and each page can serve as a possible topic
(Breuing et al., 2011). A feasible extension of the CoffeeBot’s generation module
for language is a sequence-to-sequence method with self-attention for explicitly
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modeled personality traits, such as in the studies of Zheng et al. (2020) and Liu
et al. (2020). However, the studies were evaluated with a single response to a
prompt, and it is difficult to estimate how well this method would work in longer
conversations.

Topics and their sentiment are based on the valence scores of the Pattern
library (De Smedt and Daelemans, 2012). Sentiment detection with Pattern is
rather context-insensitive and not robust, therefore it can be beneficial to add
another framework such as VADER (Hutto and Gilbert, 2014) or LIWC (Kahn
et al., 2007) for more robust sentiment detection. Moreover, not only the textual
sentiment of the user utterance should play a role in determining whether the user
likes a topic or not. Using sentiment recognition such as with openSMILE in the
SSI toolkit (Chapter 3) could provide more robust feedback indicating whether a
user actually likes a topic that is being discussed or not (Wagner et al., 2013).

In the current question model and conversation flow, the agent asks many
questions. Though the CoffeeBot can answer some user questions and talk about
itself with self-disclosure, the conversation can get a bit one-sided and less engaging.
Paranjape et al. (2020) developed an Alexa voicebot with an opinion-module that
leads to a more engaging agent to talk to for users and includes a larger database
of knowledge for answering user questions. Their voicebot was oriented towards
more mixed initiatives, though they found that there was big cognitive load on the
users who had to take the initiative. It might therefore be worthwhile to research
howmuch a social agent should take or give the initiative as well. Adding a story
telling capability for the CoffeeBot such as in the work of Gockley et al. (2005)
could have two advantages: increasing user engagement by making them curious
about the story and balancing the type of conversation between user and agent.

The current forgetting component in the CoffeeBot simply forgets a topic if
that topic is not mentioned anymore after one month. A more complex memory
component should remember static information, such as a name, that the Cof-
feeBot should never forget, but also it should be possible for users to ask if the
agent would remove topics from its memory (Lim, 2012). For example if a topic
is too embarrassing or if it is incorrect. However, this mechanism of forgetting
should be built with caution and preferably includes an accessible option for the
user to check and correct their data that is known to or about to be forgotten by
the CoffeeBot.

The CoffeeBot is a purely spoken dialogue system with a speaker, but does
support animated behavior such as facial expressions or gestures. The TTS com-
ponent can be extended to also include support for BML to support animated
behavior in some robots and virtual agents. BML can be mapped directly onto
virtual humans, such as SmartBody, Unity3D or Greta (Thiebaux et al., 2008;
Kolkmeier et al., 2017a; Poggi et al., 2005) and robots such as the Zeno (Davison
et al., 2020) and NAO (Le and Pelachaud, 2012). An embodiment with more
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features would increase engagement of the user interacting with the CoffeeBot.
To conclude, we used the tools of dialogue design and prototyping from the

previous chapters to develop a dialogue structure for long-term casual conversation.
We view our approach to casual conversation modeling with the CoffeeBot as
only a first step in developing interactions with casual conversation. We focused
on the aspect of question-asking, but much more research is necessary with this
type of conversation and how we can use it to enrich interactions with social
agents (Gilmartin et al., 2018). The use of non-verbal cues and how to handle
multi-party casual conversations are other interesting questions in the field of
casual conversation. In the next chapter we discuss the results of how the casual
conversation model worked in the real world.
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Evaluating Question-Asking in Casual

Conversations in the Real World

This chapter is based on this paper:

• J. vanWaterschoot andM. Theune (2021). “Evaluating Conversational
Question Generation: CoffeeBot”. In: Proceedings of Lifelong Learning
and Personalization in Long-TermHuman-Robot Interaction (LEAP-HRI
2021). ACM, p. 6

7.1 Introduction
Evaluating the performance of interactions with social agents is no easy task. Often
to evaluate these interactions, researchers perform lab studies in controlled condi-
tions. However, these lab conditions might not necessarily apply to the real world.
The real world has often more variability than researchers can account for in con-
trolled lab studies, making it harder for researchers to validate their intervention.
In a recent survey of the Intelligent Virtual Agent conference proceedings, only
20 out of 276 studies were field studies (Norouzi et al., 2018). One of the major
issues with many social agents is their deployment in the real world. More often
than not, after a research project with social agents has ended, the robot or agent is
locked away and never to be seen again. Though open platforms exist such as the
ones discussed in Section 2.2.1, 4.2 and the ARIA framework in Chapter 3, many
platforms are proprietary, poorly documented or not accessible. As a result, social
conversational agents for real world deployment are built from scratch. Recently,
more platforms are publishedwith open-source code togetherwith tutorials, which
increases the accessibility for other users (Ultes et al., 2017; Bohus et al., 2017;
Li et al., 2020). The HRI community has made an effort to move towards more
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deployment of robots and agents in the real world (Rosenthal-von der Pütten et al.,
2016). The theme of the Human Robot Interaction conference in 2020 wasReal
World Human-Robot Interaction, focusing on real world application of agents.
However, real world deployment does not always meet the ecological validity one
can expect outside the laboratory. For example, in Heylen et al. (2012), the deploy-
ment of a social robot at people’s home which did not meet all expectations of
participants lowered their opinion of the robot. Additionally, people still felt like
they were taking part in an experiment and dutifully interacted with the robot,
which is not representative of a natural setting.

In this chapter we review existing real world evaluation methods. Our goal is
to find measures that are usable in real world studies and focus on evaluating the
user experience and personalization. In Chapter 2.3 we mentioned Fan and Poole
(2006, p. 183)’s definition on personalization, which is “a process that changes the
functionality, interface, information access and content, or distinctiveness of a sys-
tem to increase its personal relevance to an individual or a category of individuals”.
In the case of the CoffeeBot, personalization is the process of asking questions that
are personally relevant for each individual. The CoffeeBot uses similar language as
the user, or talks about topics the user is interested in. After highlighting different
measures for user experience and personalization, we discuss the setup of a pilot
for a real world study with the CoffeeBot introduced in Chapter 6. Finally, we
discuss the results of the pilot for the CoffeeBot study and its implications for a
design of a full real world study.

7.2 Background
In this section we discuss i) available frameworks and methods for the evaluation
of social agents, ii) questionnaires for measuring acceptance and usability and
iii) measures for long-term real world evaluation.

7.2.1 Frameworks for Social Agent Evaluation

Several evaluation frameworks for social agent evaluation are shown in Table
7.1. Choosing a framework helps focus on what we want to measure without
considering the how in toomuch detail. PARADISE (Walker et al., 1997) is seen as
one of the first commonly used evaluation frameworks. It focuses on two aspectsevaluation

framework of dialogue: task success and minimization of costs. The former is not relevant
for the CoffeeBot: there is no task to succeed in. The latter is divided into two
categories: efficiency and quality measures. Examples of how to measure efficiency
are number of utterances and total dialogue time, and examples of quality are
repair ratio and inappropriateness of agent responses. However, PARADISE does
not capture social aspects of the interaction.
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Table 7.1: Frameworks for evaluating social agents

Framework Focus

PARADISE (Walker et al., 1997) task success, minimize costs

USUS (Weiss et al., 2011) usability, acceptance and societal
impact

Social Acceptance Model
(De Graaf et al., 2019)

usefulness, use intention, norms
and beliefs

USUSGoals
(Wallström and Lindblom, 2020)

usability, acceptance, societal
impact and user experience

Weiss et al. (2011) captured usability, acceptance and societal impact together
in their theoretical framework, Usability, Social acceptance, User experience and
Societal impact (USUS). Similarly to the work of Heerink et al. (2010), USUS is
focused on robots from a utilitarian perspective (De Graaf et al., 2019). De Graaf
et al. (2019) propose a “social acceptance model”, which also includes users’ norms
and beliefs about social interaction and a focus on whether users would use the
social agent again in the future. Wallström and Lindblom (2020) expanded on
Weiss et al.’s framework, calling it USUS Goals and added user experience as an
important part of evaluation, especially for long-term evaluation. User experience
factors include the embodiment of the robot, the perception of the robot by the
user, the feeling of security and trust, the affect of the robot and the co-experience
of the user and robot during interaction.

7.2.2 Questionnaires for Acceptance and Usability of Social Agents

The common way of evaluating social agents with users is by providing a ques-
tionnaire that can consist of a list of statements and/or questions with respect
to users’ experience with a system. Questionnaires are widely used within HRI
as a self-report method to measure different phenomena (Rueben et al., 2020).
Using a validated questionnaire is beneficial for researchers, because the results of
the study can be comparable and researchers do not have to develop and validate
their own method. However, researchers should be aware of the limitations that
come with reusing or adapting questionnaires. In this section about evaluation, question-

nairewe discuss the development of questionnaires for users and technology in HRI
research. An overview of all considered questionnaires for acceptance and usability
in human-agent interaction is listed in Table 7.2, with an example question from
each of the questionnaires next to it.

In the early stages of HRI research, questionnaires that were used in general
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Table 7.2: Questionnaires used for evaluating acceptance and usability of
social agents.

Method Focus Example

Systems Usability
Scale (Brooke, 1996)

Effectiveness, efficiency
and satisfaction

I thought the system
was easy to use.

Software Usability Measurement
Inventory (SUMI)
(Kirakowski and Corbett, 1993)

Usability I would not like to use
this software every day

Positive and Negative Affect
Schedule (PANAS)
(Watson et al., 1988)

Mood Likert rating of
Interested

Technology Acceptance
Model (TAM) (Davis, 1989) Acceptance I find it cumbersome

to use [TECHNOLOGY]
Negative Attitude toward Robot
Scale (NARS) (Nomura et al., 2006) Negative mood I would feel uneasy if

robots really had emotions.

Social presence (Jung and Lee, 2004) Engagement
Howmuch did you feel as
if [TECHNOLOGY] was
communicating with you?

Godspeed (Bartneck et al., 2009) Perception of robot Likert rating of
Fake—–Natural

Almere model (Heerink et al., 2010) Acceptance with context I’m certain to use the robot
during the next few days

Robotic Social Attribute Scale
(RoSAS) (Carpinella et al., 2017)

Perception of robot and
its social membership

Likert rating of
Competent

for technology were applied for social agents as well. One of the first general
purpose technology scales includes the Systems Usability Scale (SUS) (Brooke,
1996). Brooke (1996) developed a small quick and dirty scale for testing technology
with end-users, with only 10 statements on a 5-point Likert (Likert, 1932) scale,
including statement such as “I thought the system was easy to use”. The focus of
the scale was measuring effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction of the technology.
Kirakowski and Corbett (1993) focused on usability of technology using the
SoftwareUsabilityMeasurement Inventory (SUMI) scale, which has 50 statements
such as “I would not like to use this software every day.” Another model focusing
on the acceptance of technology is the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)
(Davis, 1989). Statements according to this model include “I find it cumbersome,
to use [TECHNOLOGYNAME]” about perceived ease of use and usefulness.
Hone and Graham (2001) developed the Subjective Assessment of Speech-System
Interface (SASSI) questionnaire for evaluating usability of speech-based system,
with statements like “It is clear how to speak to the system” and “I was able to
recover easily from errors”.

One of the most commonly used questionnaires in the HRI community is
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Bartneck et al. (2009)’s Godspeed, an instrument designed for measuring users’
perception of robots based on five concepts of the constructs anthropomorphism,
animacy, likeability, perceived intelligence and perceived safety. The questionnaire
has been translated into multiple languages. Carpinella et al. (2017) state that the
Godspeed questionnaire is incomplete for HRI research, because it omits factors
such as robots’ perceived social category membership and focuses on specific
designs of robots. Starting with the work of the Godspeed questionnaire and
literature on social perception and categories in psychology, the Robotic Social
Attribute Scale (RoSAS) measure has been developed. The three RoSAS factors
are warmth, competence and discomfort. Themeasure has been validated forHRI
by Pan et al. (2017), though with only a small sample.

The authors of the Almere model for acceptance considered the TAM too
limited for social robots and included more factors for acceptance, mostly related
to the context (Heerink et al., 2010). The Almere model includes questions about
long-term use, though these statements are limited to the near future, such as “I’m
certain to use the robot during the next few days”. De Graaf et al. (2019) consider
Heerink et al. (2010)’s model to be too limited for rating the acceptability of social
robots. One of their arguments is that the Almere model is not theoretically well-
grounded with clear indicators why certain factors of acceptability are included or
excluded. Another argument De Graaf et al. make is that the Almere model has
only been tested on specific user groups, and the dataset it was tested on was too
heterogeneous to generalize.

Acceptance can also be measured through the positive and negative affect
people have for social agents. The Positive andNegative Affect Schedule (PANAS)
has been used to measure people’s mood through self-reporting, also in the long-
term (Watson et al., 1988; Rosenthal-von der Pütten et al., 2013). Similarly, the
Negative Attitude toward Robot Scale (NARS) measures social anxiety of people
wanting to use social robots (Nomura et al., 2006). Jung and Lee (2004) found
that an agent being physically co-located with a user can have a positive effect on
engagement and thus impact willingness to interact with a social agent again.

Werner (2020) looked at real world evaluation methods of social agents in
24 European projects. Most of the evaluation methods discussed in the survey
are aimed at evaluating an assistive companion for older adults, a participant’s
quality of life with the technology or are developed to push the field of HRI
forward. Werner (2020) found that many of the evaluationmethods have not been
properly tested due to technical issues of a prototype, and thus the technology
has to first catch up with the method before the method can be validated (Pripfl
et al., 2016). Moreover, people participating in real world studies still notice that
they are being observed and exhibit the same socially acceptable behavior as in a
lab study (Heylen et al., 2012). Werner (2020) also states that some methods have
only been tested in studies where the participants are too heterogeneous or too
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small to draw conclusions from (Pripfl et al., 2016; Östlund et al., 2015). Finally,
there are few standardized methods in HRI research, and those that exist, such as
the Almere model, are oriented towards only acceptance of social agents and not
future use (Heerink et al., 2010).

Criticisms of questionnaires should be taken into consideration. A critical
reviewbyKrägeloh et al. (2019) discussed six questionnaires for acceptance of social
robots that have been validated, which includes NARS and RoSAS, and found
that all of these scales have limited or inconsistent evidence thus far. Questionnaires
that are too long will become a nuisance to participants (Bickmore et al., 2010).

7.2.3 Long-term Evaluation

Whereas the above methods are commonly used for evaluating user perception
of social agents, they have not been specifically designed towards long-term in-
teraction in the real world . However, for effective evaluation of the CoffeeBot
long-term interaction is a requirement. In this section we will highlight measures
that have been used in previous studies that conducted field studies.

Questionnaires are themost commonly usedmetric in long-term studies. They
are used for measuring friendship, social support and social presence (Leite et al.,
2014), user attitude (Gunson et al., 2020), perceived safety (Pripfl et al., 2016),
repetitiveness (Bickmore et al., 2010), interpersonal relationship (Schulman, 2013;
Campos et al., 2018), immediacy (Schulman, 2013), (communication) satisfaction
(Mattar andWachsmuth, 2014; Coronado et al., 2018; Campos et al., 2018; Ba-
jones et al., 2019; Gunson et al., 2020; Irfan et al., 2020), language style (Gunson
et al., 2020), enjoyment (Bickmore et al., 2010; Gunson et al., 2020), engagement
(Bickmore et al., 2010; Leite et al., 2014), intelligence (Campos et al., 2018), use-
fulness (Kanda et al., 2010), flexibility and usability (Bajones et al., 2019) and
continuation of conversation (Bickmore et al., 2010). In these studies, it is mostly
users themselves or observers evaluating the interaction, but sometimes crowd-
source workers are used for large-scale evaluation with questionnaires, to retrieve
data with more power to draw conclusions from, though these crowdsourcing
studies have their limitations (Santhanam et al., 2020). A downside of question-
naires is that they often measure attitude and not actual behavior. Questionnaires
are susceptible to socially acceptable answers, and people are not always the best in
self-reflecting on their beliefs and actions. Therefore besides questionnaires other
measurements are necessary.

Observations of human behavior can tell youmuch about how the technology
has been accepted, and especially in the long-term, about how users form relation-
ships with social agents (Huttenrauch and Eklundh, 2002; Grandgeorge, 2020).
Behavior observations can be used for measuring failures, moods, motivation, reac-observa-

tions tion and communication quality in multi-user robot interactions (Huttenrauch
and Eklundh, 2002; Hebesberger et al., 2016), analyzing micro-behaviors and
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sequential analysis (Sabanovic et al., 2006; Irfan et al., 2020) and measuring en-
gagement (Sabanovic et al., 2006; Kanda et al., 2010). Additionally, familiarity,
intelligence and perceived familiarization are measured by annotating recordings
of behaviors (Kanda et al., 2010).

Interviews are great for getting results that are not limited by a questionnaire’s interviews
statements and questions, though they take more time and should be carefully
constructed (Galvão Gomes da Silva et al., 2018; Bethel et al., 2020). Leite et
al. (2014) used semi-structured interviews for evaluating user attitude towards
a robot andWeiss and Hannibal (2018) measured user reaction and satisfaction
with interviews during house visits. Interviews can reveal much information about
usefulness (Huttenrauch and Eklundh, 2002; Hebesberger et al., 2016; Pripfl
et al., 2016; Weiss and Hannibal, 2018) and usability (Pripfl et al., 2016; Bajones
et al., 2019) of social agents as well. For both observations and interviews the
analysis costs are higher than with quantitative methods (e.g., questionnaires),
even with more automated analysis being possible with today’s technology, such
as speech transcriptions and image recognition. One other qualitative method
that helps a project in the pilot stage are focus groups, mentioned by Davison et al.
(2020). Evaluating a systemwith domain experts, or focus groups, helps to prevent
common pitfalls in social agent design and can be used to make sure the target
group is open to trying out the technology, as was done in Clark et al. (2019).

Another evaluation method in long-term studies is that of thematic analysis, thematic
analysiswhere themes are systematically determined from recorded data, usually by an-

notating (Braun and Clarke, 2006). For example, Campos et al. (2018) looked at
the diversity of topics as a measure for analyzing the interpersonal relationship
between user and agent. For the domain of chatbots, Venkatesh et al. (2018) and
Paranjape et al. (2020) looked at topical diversity across the conversations. Weiss
and Hannibal (2018) also asked participants to keep a diary of activities as a refer-
ence to the human-agent interaction data. Additionally, the logs of systems can
give insight into certain structures of conversations (Bajones et al., 2019).

Finally there are methods that fit into the PARADISE (Walker et al., 1997)
framework component of cost minimization. These do not directly measure user
attitudes, but can provide an indication of the overall user experience through
quantitative analysis of ratio data from logs. Genericmethods include the duration ra-

tio
data

of words (Bickmore and Cassell, 1999; Schulman, 2013), number of prior conver-
sations (Schulman, 2013; Campos et al., 2018), completed interactions (Schulman,
2013; Kennedy et al., 2017), number of interactions per person, (Gockley et al.,
2005; Kanda et al., 2010; Kennedy et al., 2017; Trinh et al., 2018; Coronado et al.,
2018), conversation duration (Gockley et al., 2005; Venkatesh et al., 2018; Gunson
et al., 2020), errors made by the system (Venkatesh et al., 2018), number of turns
(Campos et al., 2018; Gunson et al., 2020; Paranjape et al., 2020), user and system
utterance length (Paranjape et al., 2020), word count (Gratch et al., 2007), number
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of user utterances (Trinh et al., 2018), total number of interactions (Gockley et al.,
2005), number of participants (Gockley et al., 2005) and user ratings (Gockley
et al., 2005; Leite et al., 2014; Hebesberger et al., 2016; Venkatesh et al., 2018;
Paranjape et al., 2020).

Most of these data can indicate forms of engagement or system performance.
However, these measures are highly dependent on context. For example, neither
many nor few turns are indications of good engagement or performance per se.
In task-oriented dialogues, fewer turns could be more efficient, but some users
might want to express a single intent per turn, as opposed to multiple intents in
a longer turn. For casual conversation there is no direct relation between turns
and engagement. Some users prefer to have frequent, but very brief conversations,
whereas othersmight enjoy having lengthy discussions. More specific costmeasures
include percentage of user questions and repeat requests for clarity of the dialogue
(Trinh et al., 2018), tasks completed in task-oriented dialogues (Trinh et al., 2018;
Gunson et al., 2020; Irfan et al., 2019), suggestions of the system followed (Campos
et al., 2018; Coronado et al., 2018) and acknowledged by the user (Coronado et al.,
2018) for usefulness, and recurring topics (idiosyncrasy) for measuring interest
(Kennedy et al., 2017).

Ganster et al. (2010) emphasize the difficulty in comparing HRI studies, since
manymeasures are used. For questionnaires, Godspeed (Bartneck et al., 2009)was a
first attempt to standardize measures for HRI studies and later RoSAS (Carpinella
et al., 2017) was introduced to include more discomfort and warmth aspects of
HRI. Ganster et al. (2010) claim that many studies do not utilize temporal aspects,
such as memory in agents, or do not measure regularly over a longer period of
time.

There does not seem to be any direct metric for personalization in longitudinal
studies. Measures for engagement and empathy come close and probably are the
most usable for evaluating personalized interactions (Leite et al., 2014; Bickmore et
al., 2010). Most studies do not contain a memory component that makes effective
use of its repeated interactions with participants (Leite et al., 2013). Measures
for assessing the interpersonal relationship would be useful, but they need to
be generalized to be applicable to any type of longitudinal study. For example,
the Working Alliance Inventory (Horvath and Greenberg, 1989) measures the
interpersonal relationship between therapist and client, but it remains to be seen
if these types of domain specific questionnaires can be generalized. For measuring
closeness in dyadic conversations, Hecht (1978)’s Interpersonal Communication
Satisfaction Inventory (ICSI) questionnaire has beenusedbefore in personalization
and long-term studies with social conversational agents (Mattar andWachsmuth,
2014; Campos et al., 2018; Skjuve and Brandzaeg, 2019).
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7.3 Aim
The aim of the CoffeeBot is to see whether question-asking from memory in
casual conversation can lead to more personalized interactions. We deployed the
CoffeeBot for a pilot study in which we focused on usability of the system. By first
piloting the real world study, we hope to prevent many of the issues experienced
in other real world studies (Werner, 2020). The main interests in this pilot are
i) the interaction design of question asking, ii) detecting issues in the setup and
iii) usability of the measures. The most important aspect of the setup is deploying
the CoffeeBot in the real world for a longer period of time, at least for a month,
with a weekly casual conversation with each participant.

7.4 Method
Instead of using a virtual agent for embodiment (Valstar et al., 2016), we opted
for a physical robot, which would drawmore attention in a public space (Segura
et al., 2012). Additionally, a virtual human might set expectations higher than a
robot with less humanoid characteristics. We also wanted to emphasize the speech
capabilities rather than other behavior. Therefore we designed a low-cost low-
fidelity prototype that could be deployed for a longer period of time in a real world
public place, such as a coffee shop or near a coffee machine.

7.4.1 System setup

The CoffeeBot was embodied as a silver-colored cardboard cut-out robot, shown
in Figure 7.1. The head of the robot contained a Bluetooth speaker, used for
recognition of the user speech and the production of speech synthesis for the
CoffeeBot. The lower body contained an Arduino Uno, with an MFRC522
connected for scanning RFID (radio-frequency identification) cards, similar to
the identification method used by Davison et al. (2020). Both components were
connected to a laptop, hidden out of sight, that ran the CoffeeBot’s autonomous
core system. A remote server ran NLU and NLG components to reduce the strain
on the laptop. The agent used Google Cloud Speech for ASR and ReadSpeaker’s
British English voice James for TTS.

7.4.2 Participants

There was no specific target group for the CoffeeBot, except that participants
had to be i) 18 years or older and ii) 2) had to be relatively fluent in English. We
deployed the CoffeeBot at two different locations in late 2020, one at a university
of applied sciences (L1) and one at a university college (L2). All participants in
the study were students attending either of the universities. Before interacting
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(a) The CoffeeBot located in a coffee
shop at location L1.

(b) The CoffeeBot located near the
coffee machine at location L2.

Figure 7.1: The two locations of the CoffeeBot evaluation.

with the CoffeeBot located at L1, students filled in an informed consent form.
At L2 the informed consent could only be given by scanning a QR code that
had a digitalized version of the informed consent form, which was stored on our
university’s server. The Ethics Committee of our faculty approved the forms
and checked that all data collection was in compliance with university policy and
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). At both locations, participants
were either recruited personally by us or signed up through a link/QR code near
the CoffeeBot that lead to an online consent form.

Recruitment was less than ideal with many of the staff and students working
from home (most of the time) during the COVID-19 pandemic. During recruit-
ment and deployment on-site, we wore masks and kept 1,5m distance. We put
up a note near the CoffeeBot that only one person at a time could talk to it. We
asked participants to talk to the CoffeeBot at least three times, preferably on differ-
ent days, but it was up to participants when and if they would interact with the
CoffeeBot.

7.4.3 Procedure

At L1, the CoffeeBot was placed on the side of the room, where a participant could
sit down. For L2, the CoffeeBot was placed next to an automated coffee machine
in a central location. Participants initialized the conversation by holding their card
or key with RFID in front of the CoffeeBot’s body.

In the first interaction, the CoffeeBot would introduce itself and its goal of
wanting to get to know the participant. It also gave the instruction that the par-
ticipant could end the conversation by saying “goodbye”. After the introduction,
the CoffeeBot started a round of questions. The user might answer these or not,
but at the end of the user’s turn, the CoffeeBot asked another question, either as
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a follow-up on what the user said or introducing a new topic. The conversation
could go on for up to 6minutes, after which the CoffeeBot ended the conversation
with a message to hopefully see the user again soon, or the user could end the
conversation earlier by saying “goodbye”. In subsequent conversations with the
same participant, the CoffeeBot would start by saying it would ask questions and
continue to do so until either the CoffeeBot or participant ended the conversation.

7.4.4 Data collection & Measurements

In the pilot experiment we collected data from three different sources: i) from the
CoffeeBot itself, which made speech recordings, transcriptions and logs from its
interactions with the user, ii) two questionnaires filled in by users and iii) semi-
structured interviews held at the end of the experiment by the researcher.

7.4.4.1 Recordings, transcriptions and logs

The speech recordings were saved in 16-bit PCMwav format named by date and
user ID. Each recording started when a user scanned their RFID card and stopped
when the user or CoffeeBot ended the conversation. Additionally, the CoffeeBot
saved the transcriptions of the speech and logs of the interaction in a database in
JSON format. The logs contain the meta-data of the conversations, such as the
user ID, the number of interactions, the sentiment levels of user utterances and the
dialogue history with timestamps. We also calculated howmany topics mentioned
by the user were not recalled by the CoffeeBot and howmany follow-up questions
and self-disclosures were incorrectly used.

7.4.4.2 Questionnaires

We compiled two questionnaires, which took about 4-5 minutes each to complete.
One was sent to participants after their first interaction, and the second one was
sent after the experiment ended. The second questionnaire contained additional
questions about how often people had been at the university during the run of
the experiment and how often they had left their working place for a break (see
Appendix A.2). We asked these additional questions to compare the number of
opportunities there were for interacting with the CoffeeBot with the number of
actual interactions. Both questionnaires contained the same items, which were
taken from four different questionnaires, as described below. All questionnaires
were standardized to a 7-point Likert scale.

• ICSI (Hecht, 1978)

• McGill Friendship Questionnaire (Mendelson and Aboud, 1999)

• Social presence (Jung and Lee, 2004)
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• RoSAS questionnaire (Carpinella et al., 2017)

The first two questionnaire components focused on the personalization aspect
of the CoffeeBot in the open-domain casual conversation. The first was based
on the ICSI measure by Hecht (1978), which has been specifically designed for
dyadic conversations between either friends, strangers or acquaintances and can
measure closeness in computer-mediated communication (Tidwell andWalther,
2002) (Appendix A.2.1). ICSI has been applied before in HRI research, in a study
about conversational memory (Campos et al., 2018) and for measuring user expe-
rience (Skjuve and Brandzaeg, 2019). The second component was based on the
McGill Friendship questionnaire (Mendelson and Aboud, 1999), which was used
by Leite et al. (2014) to evaluate how helpful and encouraging the participants
found their social robot. Four out of the six categories of the McGill Friendship
questionnaire did not apply to the CoffeeBot’s type of casual conversation: help,
reliable alliance, self-validation and emotional security, so we did not include these
in our questionnaire (Appendix A.2.2). The two categories we did include were
intimacy and stimulating companionship. Intimacy is about being honest, express-
ing yourself and how comfortable you are with sharing personal information. The
items for stimulating companionship measure how enjoyable the conversation is.
They served as an indicator for engagement and if people wanted to talk again to
the CoffeeBot.

The purpose of the other two questionnaire components was to measure the
quality of the CoffeeBot in general: RoSAS for the perception users had of the
CoffeeBot (Carpinella et al., 2017) and a social presence questionnaire for measur-
ing their engagement (Jung and Lee, 2004). We used the RoSAS questionnaire
because it has been used commonly as an evaluation tool for social robots and
agents and is well-known to HRI researchers (Krägeloh et al., 2019) (Appendix
A.2.4). We are aware of Werner (2020)’s statement that the validation evidence
for RoSAS has been rather limited (Krägeloh et al., 2019; Pan et al., 2017), but we
believe it does strike a good balance in completeness (i.e., measuring the discomfort)
and as a standard measure in HRI.

There are different interpretations of social presence in a human-human con-
text (Short et al., 1976), though we used the perceived social presence of the robot
as a measure of engagement, similarly to Jung and Lee (2004). We measured the
social presence of theCoffeeBot with Jung and Lee (2004)’s questionnaire to gauge
the feeling of users being socially present with the CoffeeBot (Appendix A.2.3).

7.4.4.3 Interview

At the end of the experiment, together with the second questionnaire, an email
invitation for a semi-structured interview was sent to all the participants to infor-
mally talk about their experience with the CoffeeBot. See Appendix A.3 for the
leading interview questions.
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7.5 CoffeeBot Pilot Results
Thirteen people gave informed consent to participate in the experiment. Of these
participants, 2 never talked to theCoffeeBot. Out of the 11 peoplewho did interact
with the CoffeeBot, 6 people interacted with it more than once and 5 interacted
with it only once. Of these 5 participants, only one interacted with the CoffeeBot
with more than 2 (user) turns. If we filter out participants who had no more than
one turn per interaction, 7 participants (3 male, 2 female, 2 non-binary) remain.
The results we describe relate to these final 7 participants. An anonymized example
of the conversation is shown in Table 7.3.

The CoffeeBot was deployed for two weeks at location L1 and three weeks
at location L2, with one week in between. In the last week at location L2, a
strict COVID-19 lockdown was enforced. At location L1, only one participant
interacted with the CoffeeBot more than once, but this participant did not have
more than one turn per interaction, and no questionnaires were filled in by any
of the participants. Therefore the results of the questionnaire and interviews are
only from participants who talked to the CoffeeBot at location L2.

Unfortunately, the low number of interactions means that not enough topics
are recalled in any of the conversations to trigger memory-based questions for
personalization. Another issue was a bug in the ASR component, which crashed
in the first interaction with a participant at L1. Though in subsequent interactions
this bug did not occur, it is likely the bot left a bad impression in the first interaction
with users.

7.5.1 Interaction ratio data

We are interested if the CoffeeBot can mimic short coffee talk conversations, for
multiple interactions and for around 5 minutes of conversation. The average
number of turns per interaction was 10,6 (σ=6,68), the average duration was 3
minutes and 7 seconds. The average number of interactions was 2,42 (σ=0,98).
The average topic recall was 0.607: around 3 out of 5 topics were recalled. About
half the follow-up questions were inappropriate (0.46). Self-disclosure error rate
was similar to the reverse topic recall rate with 0.4. See Table 7.4 for the results
per participant. The topic recall was calculated by taking the number of recalled
topics (topic terms and events) divided by the total number of topics mentioned.
For the self-disclosure and follow-up errors, the error was calculated by manu-
ally annotating coherence and dividing incoherent self-disclosure and follow-up
questions by the total number of self-disclosure and follow-up questions by the
agent, respectively. Incoherent self-disclosure is shown in Example 7.1, in which
the agent interprets the user’s response to a starter question as a type of game.
Example 7.2 shows an incoherent follow-up to a self-disclosure, in which rapmusic
is interpreted as a location.
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Table 7.3: Part of the first conversation between Tessa (a pseudonym for
L2U7) and the CoffeeBot. I = Interlocutor, CB = CoffeeBot and U
= User. The intent column contains the recognized and generated
intent for the user and agent respectively. The topic terms and
topic events are the types of topics recalled by the agent.

# I Utterance Intent Topic terms Topic events

1 CB Hello! I don’t believe we
have met, what is your name? greeting

2 CB Hello! I don’t believe we
have met, what is your name? repeat

3 U my name is Tessa inform Tessa

4 CB It’s a pleasure to meet you. I
am CoffeeBot. inform

5 CB

My goal is to get to know
you by asking you questions.
Every time we meet, I will ask
you a couple of questions.

inform

6 CB
Do you have some time
available next weeks to talk
to me?

question

7 U yes confirm

8 CB
Okay. I have some questions.
You can tell me to stop by
saying ’goodbye’.

inform

9 CB Where is the best place to
take a date? question

10 CB Where is the best place to
take a date? repeat

11 U coffee shop inform coffee shop
12 CB Which sports do you like? question
13 CB Which sports do you like? repeat

14 U I like badminton inform badminton,
like badminton

15 CB I see. Why do you like
badminton? question

16 U because I get to play with
my friend inform my friend, play

with my friend
I get to play
with my friend

17 A Would you like to be famous?
Why? question

18 U I don’t want to be famous inform I not want
to be famous

19 A Alright. Why don’t you want to
be famous? question

20 U because I think capitalism is bad inform capitalism I think
capitalism
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Table 7.4: Ratio results of the CoffeeBot pilot. The user ID (UID) indicates
the location (L) and participant (U) number. The interactions
indicate total (different days) interactions.

UID total
turns

inter-
actions

mean
length

topic
recall

self-disclosure
error

follow up
error

L1U4 8 1 3:53 1/2 0/0 0/0
L2U1 30 3(2) 2:39 11/21 0/0 3/7
L2U2 12 2(1) 2:06 7/9 1/1 0/2
L2U4 24 4(1) 2:08 12/17 1/4 3/6
L2U5 35 3(2) 2:48 9/19 0/0 4/6
L2U6 15 2(1) 2:17 5/12 0/0 3/4
L2U7 50 2(2) 5:59 32/47 0/0 6/16

(7.1) A: Who is most influential in your life?

U: my family

A: I like to play games the most out of all interests. What do you think
about interests, do you have a favorite?

(7.2) A: What is your favorite music? I think mine is dance music.

U: rap music

A: I see. Where is rap located?

7.5.2 Memory

The CoffeeBot has a user model with topics for each participant in its memory.
A topic contains the name, the frequency of how often it has been mentioned by
either the user or the agent, the first time a topic is introduced as well as the most
recent occurrence, the phrase type and the sentiment. Topic events also contain
the arguments for generating a question about the event. Listing 7.1 shows a
good topic term, “japanese food sushi”, that reveals an interest of the user. An
example of a good topic event, “I wish I was super smart”, is shown in Listing 7.2.
Unfortunately, not all topics were relevant and interesting, such as the examples in
Listings 7.3 and 7.4. Mostly these types of topics were extracted from user intents
that were too general, or they were not answers to questions, but meta-interaction
such as asking for a repetition or stating they did not understand the CoffeeBot.
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{ "japanese food sushi":
{ "name": "japanese food sushi",

"frequency": { "user": 1, "agent": 0 },
"firstTime": "2020-11-05-14-40-40-CET",
"lastTime": "2020-11-05-14-40-40-CET",
"type": "NP",
"sentiment": { "polarity": 0, "intensity": 0 }}}

Listing 7.1: Example of a good topic term in the user model of one participant.

{ "text": "I wish I was super smart",
"frequency": { "user": 1, "agent": 0 },
"firstTime": "2020-11-05-14-38-45-CET",
"lastTime": "2020-11-05-14-38-45-CET",
"sentiment": { "polarity": 0.273, "intensity": 0.655},
"args": { "A0": "I", "V": "wish", "A1": "I was super smart" }}

Listing 7.2: Example of a good topic event in the user model of one partici-
pant.

7.5.3 Questionnaire

In total, 6 participants filled in the first questionnaire and 2 participants filled
in the second questionnaire. Only one of the participants filling in the second
questionnaire talked to the CoffeeBot on separate days. Though this is limited
data, we do want to mention the results of the first questionnaire. For the ICSI
part, most participants were favorable about having another conversation (me-
dian=5), enjoyed the conversation (5) and were satisfied (5.5). However, they did
not feel the conversation went smoothly (2.5). Additionally, the agent performed
poorly in terms of invoking user laughter (3.5), letting the user know they were

{ "all kind":
{ "name": "all kind",

"frequency": { "user": 1, "agent": 0 },
"firstTime": "2020-11-05-14-39-09-CET",
"lastTime": "2020-11-05-14-39-09-CET",
"type": "NP",
"sentiment": { "polarity": 0, "intensity": 0 }}}

Listing 7.3: Example of a bad topic term in the user model of one participant.
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{ "text": "stop what did you say",
"frequency": { "user": 1, "agent": 0 },
"firstTime": "2020-11-05-14-38-31-CET",
"lastTime": "2020-11-05-14-38-31-CET",
"sentiment": { "polarity": 0, "intensity": 0 },
"args": { "V": "stop", "A1": "what", "A0": "you" }}

Listing 7.4: Example of a bad topic event in the user model of one participant.

communicating effectively (3.5) and talking about interesting things (3). On all
points of the intimacy part of the McGill friendship questionnaire, the CoffeeBot
scored extremely poor to poor (≤3). Only for the statement “CoffeeBot would
listen if I talked about my problems” the ratings were average (4). The CoffeeBot
scored much better on all items of the stimulating companionship scales (≥4),
where only the statement “CoffeeBot has good ideas about entertaining things”
was rated as poor (3). Social presence scored mostly mediocre, with the CoffeeBot
not being very life-like (3), but it was considered quite sociable (5) and people
felt it communicated with them (4). On the RoSAS scale, the interaction with
the CoffeeBot was found to be interactive (5), strange (4.5), competent (4) and
responsive (4.5), whereas it was not found to be emotional (2), compassionate (2),
aggressive (1), dangerous (1) or feeling (2.5).

7.5.4 Interview

Of the 7 participants, 2 consented to a separate short interview. The other par-
ticipants were sent reminders via email, but did not respond. The length of each
interview was about 15 minutes. Both interviewees said that it was easy to inter-
act with the bot, though the signing up process was a bit difficult to understand,
and they had to repeat themselves. One of the interviewees said that the robot
looked cute, whereas the other interviewee would have liked to see something like
movement of the arms to make it more engaging. Neither of them found the ques-
tions the CoffeeBot asked to be too personal, and both thought the topics were
appropriate for the setting. Annoyances mentioned by the interviewees were that
the CoffeeBot repeated itself often, made some weird topic switches and the voice
was sometimes hard to understand. When asked about other practical uses for a
CoffeeBot-like robot, one interviewee mentioned it could help train interviewing
skills or could be positioned in waiting rooms.
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7.5.5 Exploratory Analysis

Despite the limited amount of data of our pilot, we believe some conversations
with the CoffeeBot are worth looking into. Besides the results reported above, we
conducted an exploratory analysis of all the conversations. All the examples in-
cluded are directly retrieved from the conversationswithout changing theASR and
TTS transcription, except for anonymization, and capitalization and punctuation
for readability.

Example 7.3 from the conversation inTable 7.3 shows that the agent frequently
repeated itself after the user did not respond quickly enough or the ASR did not
pick up an utterance. In total this happened 23 times across all the conversations.

(7.3) A: Which sports do you like?

A: Which sports do you like?

U: I like badminton.

The follow-up questions asked by the CoffeeBot were sometimes incoherent.
Sometimes this was due to ASR issues, such that in Example 7.4 a TV show’s
name is transcribed as a verb. Other times the lack of common sense or deeper
understanding led to weird questions, such as in Example 7.5, in which the Cof-
feeBot does not understand that it asked the starter question about the friend and
therefore the follow-up question is not coherent.

(7.4) A: If you could bring back one TV show that was canceled, which one
would you bring back?

U: You want to Brody.

A: When do you usually want to Brody?

(7.5) A: What was your best friend’s name growing up?

U: My best friend’s name growing up was [NAME].

A: Alright. Who is [NAME]?

The questions the CoffeeBot askedwere always open-ended questions, to elicit
a more extensive response from the user. We were curious to see how informa-
tive people’s responses were, so we measured the amount, type and sentiment of
self-disclosure. We considered also annotating the sensitivity of the disclosed infor-
mation and categorizingmore types of self-disclosure (Jourard, 1961; Knijnenburg
et al., 2013; Pickard et al., 2016), but the types are heavily dependent on the starter
questions, and we found no user responses that contained a different type than
elicited by the question. We first annotated the questions if they contained a user
response. Questions asked by the CoffeeBot after which the user said goodbye
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are omitted, as well as repetitions of questions. In total there were 118 questions,
of which 76 were starter questions, 42 were follow-up questions and none were
memory questions. Of the 118, 24 questions were responded to with a counter
question of the user or an answer that the ASR could not transcribe correctly.
After removing these responses from the set, 94 questions remain that have an
answer as a user response, which we call the question-answer set.

For the amount of disclosure, we took Ravichander and Black (2019)’s defi-
nition of voluntary and involuntary self-disclosure. Voluntary means that a user
self-discloses something that is not directly addressed, and involuntary is self-
disclosing information directly addressed by the question. We only found one
case in the question-answer set that showed voluntarily sharing of information,
shown in Example 7.6. In this example, the user discloses their best friend’s name
(involuntary disclosure) and informs theCoffeeBot about themeaning of the name
(voluntary disclosure). Sometimes a question included two options in one and a
user gave a response with both answers, such as in Example 7.7, this still counts as
involuntarily.

(7.6) A: What was your best friend’s name growing up?
U: [NAME], which means kitchen.

(7.7) A: Would you like to be famous? Why?
U: No I would not like to be famous, because everybody is famous

dances.

As categories of self-disclosure in user answers, we take the three categories
from Barak and Gluck-Ofri (2007): information, thoughts and feelings. Though
these categories were formulated for annotating internet forum data, the categories
do apply for casual conversation as well. Information relates to general information
disclosed by the user (“One night ago I went for dinner.”) Thoughts are related to
opinions about general concepts, plans or related to one self. If in a user utterance
the phrase “I like” or “I think” exists, the utterance is classified as a thought. Feelings
are any answers expressed as for example anger, inconvenience and frustration. An
emotion (“angry”) or the phrase “I feel” was an indicator to classify an utterance
as feelings. In our case, we also count positive thoughts and feelings, as opposed to
the definition in Barak and Gluck-Ofri (2007). Of the 93 question-answer set, 16
items were information, 73 were thoughts and 5 were about feelings. However,
because almost all answers are due to involuntarily sharing of information, these
categories are almost directly related to the questions rather than the answers.

Finally we annotated the sentiment values, or polarity, of the question-answer
set, partially based on the model of Bak et al. (2014). Bak et al. (2014) considers
three levels of self-disclosure: general, medium and high sensitivity. General self-
disclosure items are factual answers to questions, such as who the coach is of a
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Table 7.5: This table shows the combinations of disclosure type and sentiment
for each of the 94 question-answer items.

Type / Sentiment Positive Negative Neutral Total

Information 0 0 16 16
Thoughts 19 5 49 73
Feelings 0 2 3 5
Total 19 7 68 94

football team. The medium level occurs when for example, a user would say that
they love a certain football coach, which can be detected through a combination
of a personal pronoun (“I”) and an opinion verb (“like”). Finally there is high
sensitivity, which is secretive and negative information, such as negative remarks
about physical appearance and mental and physical conditions. We took a slightly
different categorization from Bak et al. in which we make a separation between
neutral, positive and negative instead of the three levels of sensitivity. The neutral
level contains the same items as general self-disclosure, or medium with no clear
positive or negative words (“surprise” or “nervous”). The positive level contains
positive items of a medium sensitivity, and the negative level contains negative
items of medium and items of high sensitivity. We labeled any utterance with “I
like” or keywords like “good” as positive, utterances with “I didn’t like” or “bad”
as negative and all others as neutral. In total, 19 were positive, 7 were negative and
the remaining 68 were neutral. The user utterance in Example 7.3 is classified as
positive, whereas the user utterance in Example 7.7 would be classified as negative.

We show the combination of type and sentiment in Table 7.5. Overall, types
of questions-answer items that were about feelings are neutral or negative. For
the information type, the sentiment was always neutral. Thoughts were mostly
neutral, with only a couple of items being negative. All positive sentiment was
found only in the category of thoughts.

7.6 Discussion
Unfortunately, we did not collect enough data to evaluate our methodology and
interaction design properly. The data that we have is limited with 7 participants
and at most interactions on two different days, and no memory questions were
asked. Therefore we will discuss the results of the CoffeeBot evaluation on an
exploratory level.

The foremost limitation of this research was the small number of participants
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and interactions for each participant. The COVID-19 pandemic and a lockdown
severely restricted the number of interactions possible over the course of 2 or 3
weeks. Our analysis is therefore impacted by the novelty effect, because users did
not get familiar with the CoffeeBot.

Even though theGoogle ASRworked relatively well in a not-so crowded coffee
place, the ASR had some issues with speaker diarization; separating background
voices from the participant’s. About 40% of the topics were not recalled, mostly
due to ASR errors. Irfan et al. (2020) found the same issues with their social robot
as barista in a coffee shop. They recommend constraining the grammar of the
ASRmodel and adapting it to non-native English as well. Follow-up questions
were misclassified or inappropriate due to ungrammatical sentences that could not
be correctly parsed with the current SRL implementation. Inoue et al. (2020)’s
work on follow-up questions might be more robust to ungrammaticalities and can
be adapted for open-domain chat. Additionally, some sentences spoken by the
TTS were not comprehensible for participants, as also mentioned by one of our
interviewees.

Despite these errors, participants did still enjoy the conversations and company
of the CoffeeBot, though they felt the flow of the interaction was insufficient.
Unfortunately, due to the limited interactions and no topic being discussed at least
5 times as per the question model in Section 6.5.4.4, none of the memory-based
questions that should trigger a sense of personalization were asked in any of the
interactions.

We did perform an exploratory analysis on our data to look for possible pat-
terns and measure the quality of self-disclosure. In total 94 topics were disclosed
across all participants. We found that only on one occasion voluntary information
was shared, and the starter and follow-up questions did not elicit more informa-
tion from the user than the involuntary information. Of the in total 94 topics,
most were a positive or neutral response and were opinions of people. However,
this is likely due to the phrasing of the questions, which primes users to answer
with certain phrases. Negative responses hardly occurred, which could be due to
politeness of people or people preferring not to talk about negative things with a
robot they hardly know.

The design of the CoffeeBot’s embodiment is simple, to prevent high expec-
tations from participants. However, as mentioned by one of the interviewees,
the CoffeeBot could have benefited from engaging behavior such as movement
without raising expectations too much. Another issue was turn-taking in the in-
teraction, where both the robot and user’s speech overlapped occasionally, and the
robot repeated itself sometimes. For the robot this could be solved by having better
end of turn detection or adding a component to see if the user is still thinking
about a question. From the user’s perspective, turn-taking can be improved by
adding behaviors in the robot so that the user is signaled about when to speak.
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7.7 Future Work
In future work, we want to deploy the CoffeeBot for at least two months at the
same location in a public space. Two months should be sufficient for the robot to
be socially accepted and reduce the novelty effect (Leite et al., 2013; de Graaf et al.,
2016). We want to conduct a study to see if the question model with memory
questions would have a benefit in the long-term on engagement and interaction
quality. We plan to set up a between-subject study where the experiment group
gets all three question types, including memory-based questions, and the control
group only gets starter and follow-up questions. We will also finalize the prototype
based on the feedback from the participants, for example by either improving the
current prototype (e.g., moving arms, adding lights to guide turn-taking) or using
an existing social robot that has these features.

Additionally, we want to check if other methods would be applicable for the
CoffeeBot evaluation. For example, a social relationship could be measured with
Brennan et al. (1998)’s self-reportmeasure for adult attachment. However, asClark
et al. (2019) note, people are not yet expecting to create (equal) social relationships
with social agents. Furthermore, the benefit for people interacting with CoffeeBot
could be too implicit, because the conversations in theory only help the CoffeeBot
to build a better user model. We would like to see howwe canmore explicitly show
the benefit of the personalization through question asking to participants for a
better balance of reciprocity.

With the changes based on the pilot study in mind, we have formulated the
following hypotheses for a full real world user study with the CoffeeBot with
respect to the question asking model.

H1: Participants feelmore closewith the agent that personalizes based onmemory
questions.

a) Participants will rate the quality of interpersonal communication
higher for the agent asking memory questions.

b) Participantswill have amore positive attitude towards the agent asking
memory questions.

H2: Participants are more engaged with the agent that personalizes based on
memory questions.

a) The conversations between participants and the agent asking memory
questions will have more topics and more depth with respect to the
topics.

b) The conversations between participants and the agent asking memory
questions will have more and longer conversations.
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Hypothesis 1 should be evaluated through self-report questionnaires and hypothe-
sis 2 should be evaluated through analyzing the ratio data of the interaction as per
the method of the pilot study.
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8
Discussion and Conclusion

In this final chapter of the thesis we discuss the answers to our research ques-
tions and reflect on our research output in Section 8.1. In Section 8.2 we discuss
what we believe are important steps forward for developing personalized social
conversational agents. Finally, we provide a take-home message in Section 8.3.

8.1 Findings
We highlight our findings with respect to the three research questions introduced
in Chapter 1 related to: i) designing and prototyping a multimodal agent, ii) per-
sonalizing a conversation and iii) measures in long-term real world evaluation.

8.1.1 Designing and Prototyping Social Conversational Agents

• RQ1: How can dialogue designers effectively and iteratively prototype a
social conversational agent?

In Chapter 2 we discussed modalities that can be used by the user and the agent:
text, speech, video, touch and physiology. Each of them have their merits with
respect to reliability, accessibility and informativeness. We highlighted available
tools for designing multimodal (prototype) conversational agents, such as Visual
SceneMaker (Gebhard et al., 2012) and the Virtual Human Toolkit (Hartholt et
al., 2013). After considering the different modalities and tools for social behavior
interpretation and generation in Chapter 2, we presented the ARIA framework in
Chapter 3 with text, speech and video as available modalities. We showcased social
conversational agents that can be developed within the ARIA framework. Dia-
logue design ranges from prototyping scripted chat dialogues to more multimodal
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adaptive conversations based on socio-emotional recognition of users with audio
and video modalities. In Chapter 4 we presented the dialogue engine Flipper, and
how it integrates with multimodality, natural language processing and dialogue
management. Additionally, we developed design patterns for dialogue develop-
ment illustratedwith examples, which can be appliedwith different dialogue design
tools, such as in the ARIA framework, as well as in other existing frameworks. We
emphasize the need for reusability of tools, which we achieved through building
a modular agent around Flipper as well as the sharing of example conversations
as a quick starting point for dialogue designers. In Chapters 5 and 6 we designed
two prototypes of social conversational agents based on Flipper and the design
patterns. In Chapter 5 this was the BLISS agent, which was iteratively improved to
ask questions about people’s happiness. In Chapter 6 we focused on prototyping
long-term real world interactions for casual conversations. Though not the only
way, we hope that dialogue designers can more effectively develop a social conver-
sational agent, with our comparison of strengths of different modalities and tools
in an application domain, and by providing our own modular tool with design
patterns.

8.1.2 Personalizing Conversations with Social Conversational Agents

• RQ2: How can dialogue designers personalize the interaction between a
user and a social conversational agent?

In Chapter 2 we stated that personalization is “a process that changes the func-
tionality, interface, information access and content, or distinctiveness of a system
to increase its personal relevance to an individual or a category of individuals”
(Fan and Poole, 2006, p. 183). Personalization can be achieved through using
socio-emotional modalities as described with the ARIA framework in Chapter 3.
With the ARIA system, the virtual human Alice adapted for example to a user’s
mood, both verbally and with facial expressions and gestures. If the user was smil-
ing, the agent would look more happy and sound friendlier. Another method
of personalization is through adaptive question-asking such as with the BLISS
agent in Chapter 5 and the CoffeeBot in Chapter 6. With these two prototypes
we aimed at eliciting self-disclosure of topics the user is interested in to build a
user model. The self-disclosure of these topics in turn led to more personalized
questions and thus more topics for the user model, which was an essential part in
the design of the CoffeeBot, which is meant for long-term real world interaction.
We found that personalization does not need to be based on a complicated model.
Some people appreciated some form of personalization through recognition of
their words with only superficial natural language processing, which was the case
during data collection described in Chapter 5 with the BLISS agent. However, the
BLISS agent failed at showing understanding non-standard user responses with its
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mostly scripted dialogue. By keeping the conversations mostly agent-initiative, we
prevented breakdowns of conversations in which the agent did not know how to
respond to the user. In Chapter 5 we also conducted a thematic analysis and found
that despite the ASR or TTS not optimally working, a user model was constructed
with at least one correct topic of interest. Though this is limited in possibilities for
personalization, such a user model will at least contain some user interests, even
from relatively short conversations. The CoffeeBot described in Chapter 6 had
a more flexible dialogue in a casual conversation structure, though the question
generation did formulate some weird questions occasionally during the pilot in
Chapter 7. However, participants said they did not mind the CoffeeBot making
mistakes and it did not break down the interaction for them. The personalized
question-asking with a user model of topics was developed for more engaging
casual conversations with the CoffeeBot, but can be used for other purposes. For
example, building a recommender system fine-tuned with the user model or pro-
viding insight for healthcare workers to know what is important for a person’s
quality of life. We believe our personalization strategy of capturing user topics and
asking questions can be applied in task-oriented dialogues, for example by adding
personalized casual conversation or small-talk to the task-related dialogue or by
using user topics in sentences of a conversational agent to personalize towards that
particular user.

8.1.3 Evaluation of Social Agents in the Long-term in the Real
World

• RQ3: How can dialogue designers measure the effect of personalization on
acceptance in long-term real-world interactions with a social conversational
agent?

In Chapter 7 we compared different ways of evaluating human-agent long-
term real world interactions, based on mostly Human-Robot Interaction (HRI)
research in longitudinal studies (Leite et al., 2013). A long-term study can be
considered real world when it lasts more than two months with at least weekly
interactions and when it is deployed in an unsupervised environment without in-
tervention of experimenters. A commonway tomeasure a social non-task-oriented
conversational agent’s performance in real world interactions is that of acceptance,
thus an evaluation should include ameasure for acceptance. Most studies involving
real world interactions use questionnaires, meta-data of interactions (such as num-
ber of turns) or interviews. Existing questionnaires for long-term studies about
acceptance are Heerink et al. (2010), Weiss et al. (2011), and de Graaf et al. (2016).
Indirect ways of measuring acceptance are by tracking the frequency and number
of turns in interactions over time, or as in interviews, asking users about current
and future use. In our study with the BLISS agent in Chapter 5, we evaluated a
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prototype in the real world with a relatively diverse group of adults and we asked
participants afterwards if they would like to interact with the agent in the future.
Users’ feelings were mostly positive and users indicated a willingness to talk to
BLISS agent again, but because the study only involved a single interaction with
users, we cannot say for certain they would actually talk to the agent again and for
how long. In our pilot with the CoffeeBot in Chapter 7 we used questionnaires
for measuring the effect of personalization on the rapport between a user and the
CoffeeBot (Hecht, 1978; Mendelson and Aboud, 1999) and the quality of the
CoffeeBot in general (Jung and Lee, 2004; Carpinella et al., 2017), the meta-data,
a thematic analysis and an interview to see how usable the prototype was. Critical
comments in the interview were about the sound quality and the repetitiveness,
whereas the positive comments were about interesting questions to ponder about.
The questionnaires did not seem to be too much trouble for participants, espe-
cially when they are spread out over time. We think that focusing on long-term
use with acceptance is important, regardless of the goal of the long-term real world
interaction design. Measuring the effect of personalization through the evaluation
setup of the CoffeeBot questionnaires, interviews and meta-data is a good way to
start, but we have yet to conduct a full study to reliably make conclusions about
the methodology.

8.2 Future Work
We face many challenges ahead in the world of designing personalized conversa-
tional social agents. Here we highlight the ones we believe deserve attention.

8.2.1 Software & Privacy

The software that was developed during this thesis is open-source and available
to use for other researchers. An emphasis on developing good open-source tools
and readily available software is necessary for conducting research without too
much focus on software development. There is always a trade-off between using
commercial software that is more state-of-the art and more accessible open-source
software. However, commercial software often has its own ecosystem and does
not allow for much flexibility in terms of dialogue design. Only until a decade
ago companies offered mostly closed-source software to researchers, but business
models have shifted to more open-source and collaborative efforts with research
departments. Business models are more often based on offering service instead of
software such as with spaCy and RASA (Bocklisch et al., 2017). More research
groups make their software publicly available to stimulate use by other parties.
However, good documentation, such as design patterns and examples, is often
lacking from academic software and is a key feature to make the software usable
for others.
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An important aspect with personalization is the privacy of users. Especially
with virtual assistants making their way into our lives and more smart devices
collecting personal data in the cloud, researchers and users should be aware of
keeping the data safe. The ARIA, BLISS and CoffeeBot systems we developed can
be fully independent of cloud-services. Though with these systems you can be
sure no data will be shared with third parties, there is a greater burden on the user
and dialogue designer to keep the local software and hardware safe for use. Usually
these systems are left without maintenance after completion and run the risk of
security issues. Additionally, using more cloud-services in a conversational agent
provides easier access to features that otherwise need to run locally and this could
result in compatibility issues with users’ own hardware.

We believe that a combined approach with a focus on accessible user control
of data is the step forward, regardless of platform. User control of data can be
provided through apps that show collected data, past conversations or summaries,
in which the user can modify information (Hendrickx et al., 2021). Another
approach of control is working with a data daemon, which is an assistant that helps
the user in managing their personal data (Toussaint et al., 2021).

8.2.2 Long-term Real World User Studies

Wehave proposed a framework, design guidelines and evaluationmetrics for design-
ing long-term social agents, but all the user studies and data collections described
in this thesis have been exploratory or short-term in nature. We therefore see the
following challenges that future work on these aspects could tackle.

Specifically for spoken dialogue systems, incremental processing is essential,
compared to chatbots. In long-term real world studies, a lack of incremental
processing can become a nuisance for users to wait until an agent is finished talking
or to be unable to interrupt the agent, because a user might already know what to
say. The framework with moves we proposed in Chapter 3 is fit for incremental
processing with support for interruptions, but not many other existing platforms
are available (Michael, 2020). Schlangen and Skantze (2009) proposed a model
for incremental dialogue processing, with a focus on turn management. A recent
overview by Skantze (2021) shows that state-of-the-art systems use either chatbots
or explicit turn-taking with wake-words. Additionally, neural models of turn-
taking are often trained on data that might not be representative for the goal of
a social agent. With more datasets of spoken and multimodal data becoming
available, we hope that better models for turn-taking will become available or
will be easier to train for dialogue designers themselves, with hopefully higher
engagement in long-term interaction (Oertel et al., 2013; Buschmeier et al., 2014;
Cafaro et al., 2017b; Nazareth et al., 2019b).

Evaluating long-term real world studies remains challenging. In Chapter 7
during the evaluation of the CoffeeBot we carefully deliberated about measure-
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ments for long-term real world evaluation, in which we tried to balance relevance
and depth of the measurements with low cognitive workload for users. In the
case of the method for the CoffeeBot, questionnaires about acceptance and usabil-
ity, interviews and the meta interaction data were used for measuring the effect
of its personalization strategy on self-disclosure and social relationship in a real
world setting. Questionnaires are accessible, good to understand for end-users and
usually more likely to be validated than other measures, but newer (automated)
measures for long-term evaluation are not widely available yet (Werner, 2020). We
cannot confirm if our approach for long-term real world evaluation is correct due
to our small sample. More attention should be directed towards validating real-
world long-term evaluation measurements that can be used in multiple contexts.
However, there will probably always be confounding factors in a real world study,
which makes complete validation improbable.

During our data collections for both the BLISS agent and the CoffeeBot, we
found that most end-users commented on the quality of the voice of the agent, the
text-to-speech synthesis (TTS). TTS for conversation has been a field that deserves
more attention, especially with the rise of virtual assistants. Most of these systems
have startedwith voices based onunit-selection for reading aloudwritten text. Now
voice systems have evolved to using neural networks such as with Tacotron (Wang
et al., 2017). These voices sound more fluent, but still lack empathy and control
for affect in the voice, which was achieved with previous unit-selection systems
such as the Sensitive Artificial Listener (Schröder et al., 2009). Depending on the
level of control a dialogue designer would need, we recommend two approaches.
One is integrating SSML (Shuang and Burnett, 2010) for adding affect to speech
which leaves more control of the affect of the voice to the designer. The other
approach is an automatic method for end-2-end affective speech synthesis (Wu
et al., 2019), which could be more useful if control is not that important to the
dialogue designer.

8.3 Concluding Remarks
Our main research question was “How can we design a social conversational agent
capable of personalizing interactions with users in the real world?”. We have pro-
vided an overview of different frameworks and tools and developed our own frame-
work with which dialogue designers can start prototyping a social conversational
agent, with multimodal capabilities and flexible dialogue management.

Furthermore, acceptance and personalization do not necessarily require com-
plex machine learning models if dialogues are designed correctly. Personalization
through machine learning and implicitly learning large quantities of data about a
person is yet unsuccessful in creating significantly better user experiences in long-
term interaction with conversational agents, regardless of the ethical implications.
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We emphasize that personalization is more about making the user feel understood
and focusing on smaller components of a dialogue that contribute to a feeling of
personalization. By no means is our method of personalization an exhaustive one.
Multimodality and personalized question generation are but a few of important
components of designing personalized social conversational agents. The latter is a
highly underresearched topic, especially in non-task-oriented domains such as in
casual conversation.

Finally we argued for the importance of testing social conversational agents
in the wild. In the last decade, the number of conducted long-term field studies
has been increasing (Leite et al., 2013). However, in the wild does not necessarily
equate with ecological validity (Heylen et al., 2012). A step forward would be to
embrace that mistakes will happen in conversations in the wild and to take these
into account for a dialogue design to make it more robust. This is not limited to
mistakes in (non-) verbal natural language understanding and generation, but also
understanding the social context.

With this thesis we aim to give future social conversational agent designers
a starting kit with tools and knowledge to keep innovating and to design agents
which can provide a better user experience in the long-term in the real world.
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A
Questionnaires and Interview

Questions



ARIA-VALUSPA: QUESTIONNAIRE 
 

Thank you for participating in the ARIA-VALUSPA study! We hope that you had a pleasant 

experience and that you enjoyed your conversation with Alice. Were you able to find the answer 

to the question? 

 

As a participant of this study, you will be asked to fill this questionnaire after every interaction. It 

has been designed to help us measure your experience in terms of usability, flexibility, 

satisfaction and enjoyment.  

 

If you have any questions, do not hesitate in letting us know. 

 

A. ABOUT YOU: 

 

Date of the experiment: 

 

Age:        

 

Gender: 

 

Mother tongue:    

 

English proficiency: Low / Intermediate / High / Native 

 

Scenario: Please, select the objective you were assigned in this experiment. 

Were you able to get 
the correct answer? 
Please tick relevant 
box below. 

Objective / Question 

Yes No 

  Find out about Alice’s real name 

  Find out how many siblings Alice actually has 

  Find out about the role of Oxford 

  

Other objective (please specify): 
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A.1 Book-ARIA Questionnaire



B. ABOUT THE EXPERIENCE  

 

Please, rate your degree of agreement with the following statements from 1 (strongly agree) to 5 

(strongly disagree).   

  Strongly 
Agree    

Strongly 
disagree 

  1 2 3 4 5 

1 I thought the system was easy to use.  
     

2 
I think that I would like to engage in conversations with Alice more 
often using the system. 

     

3 I found the system more complex than necessary. 
     

4 
I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to 
use this system. 

     

6 I found the various functions in this system were well integrated. 
     

7 
I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very 
quickly. 

     

8  I found the system very cumbersome to use. 
     

9 I felt very confident using the system. 
     

10 I needed to learn a lot of things before I could use this system. 
     

11 I found the system simple to use. 
     

12  I think that the system is user friendly. 
     

13 
I thought that the system requires the fewest steps possible to 
accomplish what I want to do with it. 

     

14 I found that using the system is effortless. 
     

15 I can use it without written instructions. 
     

16 I don't notice any inconsistencies as I use it. 
     

17 I think both occasional and regular users would like it. 
     

18 I can use it successfully every time to have a meaningful conversation. 
     

19 I would recommend it to a friend. 
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20 It is fun to use. 
     

21 It works the way I want it to work. 
     

22 It is wonderful. 
     

23 I feel that it is a great way to spend my leisure time. 
     

24 It is pleasant to use. 
     

25 The conversations were engaging 
     

26 The plot was engaging 
     

27 I think Alice was listening to what I said 
     

28 I think Alice could understand what I said 
     

29 I think Alice responded appropriately to what I said 
     

30 I think Alice understood my feelings 
     

31 I think Alice was responsive to my feelings 
     

32 I think Alice could express her emotions in a way I could understand. 
     

33 I am satisfied with the system. 
     

 

 

C. OTHER COMMENTS: 

Do you have any other comments about your experience? Let us know! 
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A.2 CoffeeBot Questionnaires
Here we list the questions of the questionnaire for each item we were interested in.
All items are rated on a 7-point Likert scale.

A.2.1 Interpersonal Communication Satisfaction Inventory

• CoffeeBot let me know I was communicating effectively.

• I would like to have another conversation like this one.

• CoffeeBot genuinely wanted to get to knowme.

• I was NOT satisfied with the conversation.

• I actually had something else to do.

• I felt that during the conversation I was able to present myself as I wanted
CoffeeBot to view me.

• CoffeeBot understood what I said.

• I was very satisfied with the conversation.

• CoffeeBot expressed a lot of interest in what I had to say.

• I did NOT enjoy the conversation.

• CoffeeBot did NOT provide support for what he was saying.

• I felt I could talk about anything with CoffeeBot.

• We each got to say what we wanted.

• I felt that we could laugh easily together.

• The conversation flowed smoothly.

• CoffeeBot changed the topic when his feelings were brought in the conver-
sation.

• CoffeeBot frequently said things which added little to the conversation.

• We talked about something I was NOT interested in.
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A.2.2 McGill Friendship Questionnaire

• Intimacy:

– CoffeeBot is someone I can tell private things to.

– CoffeeBot knows when I’m upset.

– CoffeeBot is someone I can tell secrets to.

– CoffeeBot knows when something bothers me.

– CoffeeBot would listen if I talked about my problems.

– CoffeeBot would understand me if I told himmy problems.

– CoffeeBot is easy to talk to about private things.

– CoffeeBot understands my feelings.

• Stimulating companionship:

– CoffeeBot is fun to do things with.

– CoffeeBot tells me interesting things.

– CoffeeBot has good ideas about entertaining things to do.

– CoffeeBot makes me laugh.

– CoffeeBot is exciting to talk to.

– CoffeeBot is enjoyable to be with.

– CoffeeBot is exciting to be with.

– CoffeeBot is fun to stand and talk with.

A.2.3 Social Presence

• How sociable was the CoffeeBot?

• How personal was the CoffeeBot?

• How life-like was the CoffeeBot?

• How sensitive was the CoffeeBot?

• While you were interacting with the CoffeeBot, howmuch did you feel as if
he was a social being?

• While you were interacting with the CoffeeBot, howmuch did you feel as if
he was communicating with you?
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Scary Emotional Dangerous
Knowledgeable Compassionate Awkward
Reliable Organic Aggressive
Interactive Social Awful
Responsive Feeling Strange
Capable Happy Competent

A.2.4 RoSAS

Instead of statements, for RoSAS participants had to rate whether the word de-
scribed the CoffeeBot very well (7) or not at all (1).

A.2.5 CoffeeBot First Questionnaire

In addition to the four questionnaires, we asked participants the following ques-
tions:

• What is your birth year?

– (Any number between 1900 and 2002)

• What is your gender?

– Female

– Male

– Non-binary

– Prefer not to say

A.2.6 CoffeeBot Second Questionnaire

We asked these two questions to put into context how often people had sponta-
neous opportunities to talk to the CoffeeBot.

• How often were you in your own standard workplace over the course of two
(three) weeks? Half-days count as days, as long as you were in and around
your own workplace for more than 3 hours. If you spent a full or half-day
at another workplace than your own standard workplace, do NOT count
those days.

– Less than 1 day

– 1-3 days

– 4-7 days
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– 8-10 days

• How often did you walk away from your desk on a full work day at your
standard workplace over the last two (three) weeks? Don’t include coming
into the workplace at the start of your workday or going home. Include
walks for going to the toilet, printing, getting a snack or lunch or talking to
another person.

– Over 20 times a day

– Around 10 to 20 times a day

– Around 5 to 10 times a day

– Around 0 to 5 times a day

– Never

• Did you talk to the CoffeeBot more than once?

– Yes

– No

A.3 CoffeeBot Interview Questions
The semi-structured interview contained five questions:

• How easy was it for you to interact with the CoffeeBot?

• What would you change about the appearance of the CoffeeBot?

• What kind of topics would you like to discuss with the CoffeeBot?

• What were some annoying things about the CoffeeBot?

• What practical uses do you see for a CoffeeBot?

• What was your most memorable conversation with the CoffeeBot?



B
Experiment and Ethical Forms

B.1 Book-ARIA: Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland
Thank you for participating in the ARIA-VALUSPA study! We hope that you had
a pleasant experience and that you enjoyed your conversation with Alice. Were
you able to find the answer to the question?

As a participant of this study, you will be asked to fill this questionnaire after
every interaction. It has been designed to help us measure your experience in terms
of usability, flexibility, satisfaction and enjoyment.

If you have any questions, do not hesitate in letting us know.



   
  

The extra copy of this consent form is for you to keep. 

 
INFORMED CONSENT  
 
Introduction: 
The Human Media Interaction group at the University of Twente conducts research on conversations 
with social agents and robots. Your informed consent is given with regards to the ‘Small-talk with the 
Coffeebot 2020’ experiment. You can find more information about this specific project in the 
accompanied information brochure. 
 
Principal researchers: 
Jelte van Waterschoot1, Mariët Theune1, Dirk Heylen1 
 
Contact information: 
If you have any questions regarding this research, you can contact Jelte van Waterschoot 
(j.b.vanwaterschoot@utwente.nl), or another principal researcher or Petri de Willigen, secretary of 
the Ethical Committee (address: P.O. Box 217, 7500 AE Enschede (NL), tel. 053-489 2085, e-mail: 
ethics-comm-ewi@utwente.nl). The committee consists of independent experts of the university 
and are available for answering questions regarding this research. 
 
Research: Small-talk with the Coffeebot 
I understand that for the duration of this experiment: 
 

• I am clearly informed about the research. The research goals and methods have been sufficiently 
explained and I had ample opportunity to ask questions. 

• I understand that I can withdraw my consent for the experiment at any given moment, without 
giving a reason and without any further consequences. 

• I give consent for the collection of audio recordings and anonymized transcriptions as described in 
the information brochure for this experiment research purposes. 

 
Audio recordings will only be analyzed by the researchers and will never be disclosed to third parties 
for demonstration or reporting purposes. You can ask for deletion of your data until up to one 
month after the experiment has ended. All research material will be processed and stored in 
accordance with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). All data will be stored for a 
minimum of 10 years, in accordance with the UT data policy.  

 
Date:                                                           Place:      
 
Signed in duplicate 
Name participant:                                                                              Signature participant: 
 
E-mail participant:     ID: 
 
I have provided explanatory notes about the research. I declare myself willing to answer to the best 
of my ability any questions which may still arise about the research. 
 
Name researcher:                                                         Signature researcher: 

Participant #: 

ID #:  
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B.2 Coffeebot Informed Consent



Page 1 of 2 
 

 Information Brochure Pilot: Coffeebot, long-term interaction through 

question generation 
 

Dear participant,  

we would like to inform you about the research you have applied to participate in. 

Introduction 
You will participate in a small talk conversation with a ‘coffeebot’, a social agent. This agent is 

unfortunately not able to make coffee for you (yet), but is designed to mimic coffee-machine talk. Think 

about meeting someone at the coffee machine and telling them about a conference or a paper, or 

maybe about a hobby. During the experiment, you will occasionally interact with the coffeebot through 

spoken interaction. The coffeebot will ask you a number of questions every time. The coffeebot is very 

limited in questions you ask. The questions are small-talk related, such as ‘What is your favorite TV 

show?’ or “Who’s your favorite actor?” to “Why do you like playing football?”.  

The experiment will take place in November 2020 in a public spot, such as a coffee corner. In the 

proposed research, entitled "Coffeebot: long-term interaction through question generation", speech 

recordings are made during the experiment and a computer will talk with you. You will be asked to fill in 

a questionnaire at the start of the experiment and at the end of the experiment (15 min each), as well as 

a post interview being held at the end of the experiment (15 min). The aim of the research is to establish 

whether a certain model of questioning by a social agent has an impact on the quality and engagement 

of a conversation. The research could contribute valuable insight into how people communicate with 

social agents. For this research, there are two important aspects which you should be aware of. 

Data 
Firstly, all conversations with the social agent will be recorded, that means that your speech will be 

recorded as well. If you object to this, you may not participate in the research. The speech data will be 

used for analysis of the conversations for this research, for example pitch changes. Additionally, we 

analyze for example the length of the conversation and utterances as well as identify interesting topics 

based on the transcriptions. None of your personal data (audio recordings, raw transcriptions) shall be 

shared for purposes outside this research study and only stored securely in accordance with the UT’s 

data regulations for 10 years. Your personal speech data will not be published in any shape or form. 

Questionnaire results, anonymized transcriptions and anonymized meta-data such as pitch, volume and 

voice activity will be used for publication in papers and presentations, but not for sharing. 

If you wish to withdraw from this research, you can do this for up until one month after the experiment 

has ended. After this, the original data will be anonymized (e.g. in transcriptions, we replace names by 

fictional names) and not be traceable back to one person. 
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B.3 Coffeebot Information Brochure
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Questions 
Secondly, the social agent might ask inappropriate questions, because of its autonomous behavior. For 

example, a question could occur as “Do you like visiting your grandma?”, whereas your grandma might 

have passed away very recently.  

Even though we ask you to be benevolent to the social agent and truthful as much as possible during the 

interaction, you can stop the interaction at any time or ignore statements by the agent if you want to by 

saying ‘I have to go’, ‘goodbye’ or ‘stop talking’ or walking away from the agent (it will time out after ~20 

seconds). 

Procedure 
The experiment requires you to participate at least 3 times for about 5 minutes over the course of two 

weeks. It requires you to use an RFID card to initiate the interaction by swiping the robot, which will be 

an anonymized identifier for you during the experiment. After the experiment has ended you will be 

briefed and open-ended interviewed about the results. If you wish to be informed about the results of 

the study, you can ask the experimenter. 

Interview 
During a post-interview after the experiment, we will have an open-ended discussion about your 

experience with the Coffeebot. Questions will be: 

- What was your most memorable conversation with the coffeebot? 

- What were some annoying things about the coffeebot? 

- What would be a practical use for such a coffeebot? 

- How could we make the interaction more engaging with the coffeebot? 

Yours sincerely, 

Coordinator: Jelte van Waterschoot 

Department of Human Media Interaction 

Faculty of EEMCS 

University of Twente 

Tel: +31 (0) 53 489 3100 

Email: j.b.vanwaterschoot@utwente.nl 

 

Research leader: Mariët Theune 

Tel: +31 (0) 53 489 3817 

Email: m.theune@utwente.nl  
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C
CGN Annotation Schema

Table C.1: The genders corresponding to the sex of the Corpus Spoken
Dutch (CGN)

Code Sex

sex1 Male
sex2 Female
sexX Unknown
null Other
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Table C.2: The regions corresponding to the resRegion of the Corpus Spoken
Dutch (CGN)

Code Region

regN2b Oost Utrecht, excl. de stad Utrecht
regN2a Zeeland, incl. Goeree Overflakkee
regN2c Gelders rivierengebied, incl. Arnhem en Nijmegen
regN2d Veluwe tot aan de IJssel
regN2e West Friesland
regN2f Polders
regN1a Zuid-Holland, excl. Goeree Overflakkee
regN1b Noord-Holland, excl. West Friesland
regN1c West Utrecht, incl. de stad Utrecht
regN3a Achterhoek
regN3b Overijssel
regN3c Drenthe
regN3d Groningen
regN3e Friesland
regN4a Noord-Brabant
regN4b Limburg (Nederland)
regNx Nederland -overig
regV1 Antwerpen en Vlaams-Brabant
regV2 Oost-Vlaanderen
regV3 West-Vlaanderen
regV4 Limburg (Vlaanderen)
regW Wallonië
regVx Vlaanderen -overig
regZ Regio buiten Nederland en Vlaanderen
regX Regio onbekend
null Unknown
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